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A B STR A C T
T hree children’s responses to th ree researcher-com posed narratives
w ere investigated.

Participants w ere eight-year-old girls from the lower

S.E.S., A frican-A m erican culture.
Study focuses on the com posing processes used to w rite three
ch ild ren ’s stories and the responses of children to the stories. T he au th o r’s
intended m eaning was com pared with the children’s construction of
m eaning.
A fter each story was read aloud, response was elicited by each
participant retelling the story and answering open-ended interview questions.
O ne week later the participant was asked to retell the story a second time
to d eterm ine changes in concept of study.
D ata w ere analyzed according to grounded theory m ethodology.
A p p leb ee’s (1978) six stages of narrative form w ere used to exam ine the
children’s retellings, as well as G o ld en ’s (1984) criteria which considers plot
structure.
D ata analysis indicated that the individual, selective, and active
m eaning that the children brought to the stories was influenced by their
daily lives and the critical lenses through which they viewed the stories. All
th ree of the children actively filled in gaps (Iser, 1978) which the researcher
left open during the com posing process. The participants found the m oral

lessons and happy endings im portant in the stories, with responses indicating
a possible connection betw een p ro p er behavior and a happy outcom e.
R esponses indicated th at the young read er does not necessarily derive the
sam e in terpretation of the texts as an adult attributes to the tales. R ather,
children often gain an interpretation that is effected by th eir experiences
and needs. Also, a child m ishearing parts of a story m ay not indicate a
m istake so m uch as h is/h e r mind actively at work in o rd e r to have the story
m ake sense to h im /h e r. All three participants arrived at interpretations that
seem ed valid to the researcher according to R osenblatt's (1978) criteria.
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CH A PTER I
Introduction

The Nature of the Problem
H istorically, literary criticism has been influenced by changing trends in
the focus of attention. D uring the 1700’s and early 1800’s w hen the classical
ideas prevailed, the focus was on the literary w ork itself, leaving the w riter and
the w riter’s motives in the background. Tow ard the en d of the 1800’s, the
em phasis shifted to the writer. U n d er the influence of John Stuart Mill (1859),
the w riter gained preem inence, as the focus was placed on the w riter and the
act of creation. The rea d er was disregarded, as the b attle cry becam e "art for
a rt’s sake."
In the 20th century, the New Critics reacted against the obsession with
the poet, to retu rn to the autonom y of the text. U nder the influence of
N orthrop Fry, literary criticism becam e concerned with text as object,
disregarding both w riter and reader. 1. A. R ichards (1929), a second New
Critic, saw the influence of the re a d e r’s past experience and personality on the
interpretation of the literature to be a problem ; that is, individual perceptions
interfere with the "correct" interpretation of text.
Louise R osenblatt (1978) and o th er literary theorists have countered New
Criticism with the view that the m eaning of a literary w ork does not exist
simply on the printed page, but that it is constructed by the read er during the
literary experience. A ccording to R osenblatt, the read er is seen as crucial to
the construction of a literary experience rath er than a hindrance as R ichards
1
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h ad argued. R ath er than the text carrying a precise m eaning which readers
m ust try to discern as the N ew Critics believed, R osenblatt proposed that a
literary text was m erely symbols on a page, and the literary work, o r "poem,"
cam e into being only in the transaction that occurred betw een the read er and
text.
R esponse to L iterature: Theory
R osenblatt (1978) defined the literary experience as a synthesis o f what
the read er brings to the text in the way of knowledge, feelings, and desires,
and what the literary text itself offers. She argued that, given certain criteria
for validity of interpretation, different interpretations of the sam e text may be
acceptable. R osenblatt stated that although readers can have different
interpretations, the read er m ust detach sufficiently to seek w hether h is/h e r
intention corresponds to what the author actually intended. T herefore, a
sound understanding of a work requires both a consciousness of the re a d e r’s
own personal m eaning and the knowledge of any inform ation that can
illum inate the author’s intention.
Similarly, W olfgang Iser (1978) in G erm any shifted the focus of the
m eaning from the page to the m eaning that is created by the reader. The text
itself does not carry m eaning, but rath er guides the active creation of m eaning.
Iser had a sim ilar perspective as R osenblatt and believed that a given literary
work m ay have m ore than one m eaning.

C ontributions of This Study
This study addresses the void that exists in the area of research in
children’s response to literature by com paring the au th o r’s intended m eaning
with children’s interpretations of the sam e literary works. First, it analyzes a
single w riter’s processes in attem pting to create m eaning through com posing
literary works during the writing process, and second, it com pares the au th o r’s
intended m eaning with children’s interpretations of the sam e literary works.
R osenblatt states at the beginning of her book T he R ead er, the Text, the
Poem (1978) that she will discuss the w riter to som e length. But throughout
the text she focuses on the rea d er’s transaction with the text and w hat the
literary text offers.
R eader response theory, in focusing on the read er and the text, has left
the w riter in the background. Like the reader, the w riter is also transacting
with a personal and a social environm ent in constructing a literary work. The
purpose guiding the w riting process, along with an aw areness of the intended
audience, steers the w riter toward choices in composing. Beginning with the
w riter’s intention in writing, links are created am ong the w riter, the text, and
the intended audience.
This study exam ines children’s responses to stories w ritten by the
researcher. R esearchers have studied interpretation and analyses of text as
well as children’s responses to text, but no on e has investigated w hat
relationship, if any, there m ay be betw een the w riter’s process in constructing
m eaning and the rea d er’s construction of m eaning of the sam e literary texts.
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This study draws from theory and research in the area o f re a d e r response to
literatu re, bu t expands its focus to include the w riter’s processes in com posing
three children’s stories.
The participants chosen for the study w ere o f A frican-A m erican
background. As Sims (1983) has noted, m ost studies o f children’s response to
literatu re have draw n participants from the white m ainstream culture. This
presen t study addresses a need in the body of read er response research by
exam ining the responses of A frican-A m erican children to literary works.
T herefore, this study contributes to research in the following areas:
1.

T h ere is a body of research in children’s response to literature, but
it has been lim ited to the transactions betw een children and text.
This study focuses on both the w riter’s processes in construction of
m eaning in com posing stories for children and the children’s
construction of story m eaning. Close analysis is given to the
relationships, or lack of relationships, betw een the m eaning
constructed by the w riter and the m eaning constructed by the
children.

2.

This piece of research is unique in that the researcher is a w riter
of children’s books and so reports first hand the w riter’s processes
and intent in writing.

3.

Participants in the study w ere of A frican-A m erican background, a
segm ent of A m erican culture that has been largely ignored in
research.

5

This study was generally guided by the following questions: W hat are the
com posing processes used in the w riting of th ree children’s stories and w hat
are the responses of th ree children to these stories?
Specifically, the m ajor questions of investigation were:
1.

W hat processes leading to the m aking of m eaning does the w riter
go through while com posing a story for children?
a.

Is there intent to convey a specific m eaning during the
com posing process?

b.

A re there any shifts in the m eaning intended?

c.

A fter com posing, does the w riter perceive a range
of m eaning in the story?

2.

How do the children respond to the stories?
a.

W hat are their concepts of the stories?
Do their concepts of the stories change over a one-w eek
period following the initial reading of the story?

b.

W hat m eaning do the children derive from the stories?
W hat relation do these m eanings have to the m eanings
intended by the w riter?

c.

Do the children find m oral lessons in the stories? A re
these the m oral lessons the w riter intended for the
children to derive?
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d.

Is th ere evidence that difference in interpretations is
caused by language differences, especially with respect
to word m eanings?

e.

D o the children arrive at interpretations that d o not
seem valid to the w riter?

If so, w hat criteria for

validity are used?
M ethodology and A pproach
The approaches taken to the investigation w ere qualitative and
descriptive. It is a m ultiple case study of three A frican-A m erican fem ale
ch ild ren ’s responses to th ree literary works com posed by the researcher. The
num ber of participants and texts was lim ited to three to allow for intensive
analysis of data.
Lim itations of the Study
B ecause the com posing processes of only one w riter and the responses of
only th ree children w ere exam ined, the study is not intended to be
generalizable to a larger population of writers o r readers. R ather, its purpose
is to explore phenom ena that have before been unexam ined and to provide a
fram e for further research.
O rganization of the Study
C h apter I provides a description of the background of the problem , and
includes research questions that guided the study. C hapter II presents a review
of the literature in the several areas which relate to the study. A description
of the m ethodology that was used, including procedures and design for d ata
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collection and analysis, is included in C hapter III. C hapter IV is an analysis of
the w riter’s processes of com posing m eaning, and in C h ap ter V, the three case
studies are described. C hapter VI presents a discussion of the relationships
betw een the w riter’s intent in constructing m eaning with the children’s
construction of m eaning. The conclusions and im plications for teaching and
fu rth er research are included in C h ap ter VII.

C H A P T E R II
Review of the L iterature
The study is inform ed by research from several different areas: schem a
theory, developing concept of story, read er response to literature, and
ch ild ren ’s reading preferences.
Schem a Theory
B artlett (1932) was one of the first researchers who attem p ted to define
schem ata--the m ental structures used during the encoding and retrieval of
inform ation. H e argued that recall of stories is not an exact reproduction, but
involves transform ation with omissions and blending. H e felt that subjects
ten d ed to get an im pression of the whole story, and on this basis they would
reconstruct the details of the story. B artlett concluded th at m em ory is
constructive and a product of the interaction betw een the incom ing inform ation
and the structures used by the subject. This concept of a m ental schem a or
structure which influences story com prehension contributed to m em ory
theories.
B artlett (1932) proposed that a schem a was an "active organization of
past reactions and experiences which are always operating in any we 11developed organism" (p. 201). H e em phasized the relationship betw een
incom ing inform ation and existing m ental structures by stating th at incom ing
inform ation is actively integrated into a subject’s existing m ental structure but,
at the sam e tim e, new inform ation m odifies the organization of existing m ental
structures.
8
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According to schem a theorists, all knowledge is organized into units in
the m ind called schem ata (e.g., Cullinan, H arw ood, & G alda, 1983). Inside
this package of knowledge are both the knowledge itself and inform ation about
how this knowledge is to be used (R um elhart, 1980). A t the C enter for the
Study of R eading in C ham paign, Illinois, schem a theorists applied their
research to reading com prehension and discovered th at different people
reading the sam e text take away various m eanings (e.g., A nderson, Reynolds,
G oetz, & Schallert, 1980). A m erican and E ast Indian read ers w ere both given
a passage to read from which they reported vastly different accounts, as each
group brought their own cultural experience to their text interpretation. In a
second study, readers from different occupations were given the sam e passage
to read. T he physical education teachers rep o rted that the passage was about
a w restler, while the English teachers said it was about a prisoner. It was clear
that no "one right meaning" was derived from the text.
Schem a theorists have shown that with a fram ew ork for organizing
knowledge and recalling w hat we know, we can rem em ber m ore because we
have a "frame" o r script to hang things onto (C ullinan, H arw ood, & G alda,
1983). G ood story structure and topic fam iliarity was found to affect
com prehension (A sher, Hymel & Wigfield, 1978). F urtherm ore, Bruce (1981)
found that continuity where ideas connect with one an o th er is necessary in a
good story. H e also found that conflict, along with continuity, provides
scaffolding for events that children need for m aking sense of stories. Bruce
suggested th at the reasons for b e tte r m em ory of connected text is th at readers
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are m ore able to rem em ber things in fram ew orks and are, therefore, b e tter
able to relate text to w hat they already know. In short, Bruce proposes that
connected discourse allows the rea d er to organize elem ents in a text.
B ased on the idea that stories have an internal structure which is built in
a hierarchical netw ork, story gram m ar was proposed as one way to analyze
texts (C ullinan, H arw ood, & G alda, 1983). R um elhardt (1975) developed a
text gram m ar with a set of sum m arization rules. H e attem p ted to process
internal organization of story m aterial by com posing rules that described how a
story can be broken down into units and how these units relate to on e another.
R um elhardt assum ed that the organizational principles form alized in his
gram m ar corresponds to the organizational strategies used by participants. In
developing this gram m ar, R um elhart analyzed the structure of folktales and
myths. In his schem a for stories, R um elhart’s prim ary units of analysis are
defined as categories, which are described as specific types of inform ation
serving different functions within the story.
Stein and Glynn (1978) also developed a story gram m ar approach to
com prehension. They validated the theory that incom ing inform ation is
encoded in relationship to already existing psychological structures. In
com prehension, these existing structures determ ine the inform ation gained and
the inferences generated. W hile reading or listening to a story, subjects expect
certain patterns of inform ation, atten d to inform ation th at m atches these
patterns, and organize incoming inform ation into sim ilar patterns. If the story
gram m ar corresponds to the internal structure used by the participants during
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story com prehension, predictions concerning the organization of incom ing
inform ation and the generating o f new inform ation can b e m ade.
Stein and Glynn (1978) deleted som e of R u m elh ard t’s categories and
added new categories in o rd er to analyze story recall protocols. T he seven
new categories consisted of the following: (a ) setting, (b ) initiating event,
(c) internal response, (d) internal plan, (e) attem pt, (f) direct consequence, and
(g) reaction.
A pplebee (1978) spoke of schem ata that guide a child’s reaction to
literature. T he schem a is form ed by previous experiences with literatu re and
acts as the basis for constructing reasonable expectations for w hat is to follow
in a story. H e proposed that any effect that literature has upon a child is in
term s of changes in the child’s schem a. A pplebee claim s th at w hat a read er
knows through experience and knowledge of story conventions will affect
com prehension.
According to Piaget (1962), the schem a is altered through the process he
identifies as accom m odation. In accom m odation, the schem a is changed,
refined, o r a new schem a is created. If, however, the individual does not
perceive a difference betw een what is anticipated and w hat is encountered, the
new inform ation is assim ilated into the existing schem a.
Neisser (1976) proposed that schem ata are abstract m ental structures of
knowledge which anticipate, and are thus used as the m edium by which the
past effects the future; inform ation already acquired determ ines w hat will be
picked up next. A nticipatory schem ata guide perceptions, w hereby at each
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m om ent the perceiver is constructing anticipations of certain kinds of
inform ation th at enable him or her to accept it as it becom es available. The
outcom e of the explorations, which is the inform ation picked up, m odifies the
original schem a. Thus m odified, it directs further exploration and becom es
ready for m ore inform ation, resulting in the creation of a perceptual cycle.
M cConaughy (1982) proposed that the internal cognitive schem a, or
"m ental-set," which readers or listeners bring to a story text sets up
expectations for what is com ing next during encoding and o p erates in
reconstruction of story inform ation during recall. Also significant is the fact
that story schem a determ ines w hat inform ation is considered m ost im portant
by the read er or listener. M cConaughy stated th at th ere are developm ental
differences betw een w hat children and adults em phasize in stories, shown by
w hat each considers most im portant in their retellings. She added th at there
are at least two different types of cognitive schem ata, the use of which is
d ep en d en t upon the age of the participant. T he less cognitively com plex
schem a is called the "causal inference" schem a, which em phasizes the chain of
physical causality in the story. Included in this schem a are the initiating event
and resolutions, as well as the specific attem pts and outcom es, all of which
m akes up the plot of the story. In short, this causal inference schem a is the
"what happened" version of the story. A m ore cognitively com plex schem a, on
the o th er hand, is rep resen ted by w hat is called the "social inference" schem a.
This schem a focuses on initiating events and outcom es as well as m otivation
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and goals of the characters, m aking up the them e o f the story. This m ore
com plex schem a is the ,lwhy it happened" version of the story.
M cConaughy (1982) m ade a distinction betw een physical causality and
psychological causality. D escriptions of actions of the characters and
relationship of events are referred to as physical causality. Psychological
causality, on the oth er hand, is a chain of internal states and dispositions such
as traits, feelings, or intentions which m otivate and precede the ch aracters’
actions. Physical causality leading to the resolution represents the plot
structure, w hereas the m otivation or psychological causality leads to the goal or
them e of the story.
The dynamic schem ata described by Piaget (1962) and N eisser (1976)
w ere com patible with the view of R osenblatt (1978), who em phasized that the
read er brings expectations into the act of reading, thereby influencing the
quality of the literary event. N eisser’s perceptual cycle parallels R o senblatt’s
description of the transaction betw een reader and text as an "active, self
ordering, and self-correcting" process, in which the rea d er m akes adjustm ents
while proceeding through the text.
M ore specifically, R osenblatt (1978) claim ed th at in aesthetic encounters
with the text, the reader interprets later passages in light of form er ones.
R osenblatt proposed that in aesthetic encounters with text, there are m om ents
of disequilibrium as well as equilibrium , which are a part of the refining
process of interpretation.
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Particularly relevant to the present study is the research of schem a
theorists who acknow ledge that each read er m odifies and self-corrects h is/h e r
expectations according to their experiences, acquired habits, and assum ptions.
T here are two types of internal cognitive schem ata (M cConaughy, 1982).
T hese are the "casual inference" schem a, which focuses on the physical
causality of the story, and the "social inference" schem a, which focuses on the
psychological causality of the story.
D eveloping C oncept of Storv
C hildren’s developing concept o f story has a direct effect upon their
response to particular literary works. In analyzing children’s tellings and
retellings of stories, A pplebee (1978) found developm ental differences in
child ren ’s response to narrative text that correspond to the cognitive
developm ent stages described by Piaget. In the pre-operational stage, which
lasts until the age of six or seven, the child uses egocentrism and centration
when discussing a story, and the child’s response has little sense of coherence.
In this stage th ere is a one-to-one correspondence betw een the representatio n
and the original experience, with little or no evidence of reorganization. With
the advent of the concrete operational stage, the child begins to take on the
ability to organize the experience with m ore thorough story discussion-responses which are best described as sum m aries. W hereas retellings are
attem pts to retell the story in the original form , sum m aries reorganize the
experience into hierarchies of categories and subcategories with relationships
betw een them .
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A pplebee (1978) used the category m em bership o f Vygotsky (1978) to
define a series of stages in concept developm ent which provide a m odel for
analysis of narrative form. In the stories told by children, six basic types of
structures w ere found which are defined as follows: (a ) heaps, w here
u n related objects are linked together by chance; (b) sequences, w here each
event is linked to another on the basis of one shared attribute, such as A does
X, A does Y, and A does Z; (c) prim itive narrative, w here events are
organized around a central situation; (d) unfocused chainr w here incidents lead
directly from one to another and the attributes which link them continue to
shift, resulting in the head bearing little resem blance to the tail; (e) focused
chain, w here the main character goes through a series of events linked to one
an o th er, each event developing ou t of the previous one; and (f) narratives.
w here each incident not only develops out of the previous one, but at the sam e
tim e elaborates a new aspect of the situation. Stories at this final stage have a
consistent forw ard m ovem ent with a climax at the end.
A pplebee (1978) claim ed that at early ages the stories of children are
"disconnected strings" of sequential ordering, and at later ages, the stories
contain "story m arkers." O ne such story m arker is a form al opening such as,
"Once upon a time," and a form al ending such as, "The end." A pplebee stated
that five-year-olds use the past tense in telling a story, in addition to lowering
their speaking voice to a dram atic quality.
In an earlier study, A pplebee (1973) interview ed five, six, and sevenyear-old children to determ ine their perception of the events of a story, of
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what m akes a good story, and of w here stories com e from . From the analysis
of the d ata, A pplebee found that young children w ere likely to e q u a te story
and book, with little differentiation betw een the com posing and the
m anufacturing process. W hen asked to explain why a story was good o r bad,
the children had difficulty. If pressed, m any children tu rn ed to ch aracters’
actions as evidence. O verall, A pplebee concluded that young children w ere
m ore adept at recounting story detail than in talking about stories. M ost
provocative is the fact that children moved from an acceptance of story
characters as real people, through a transitional stage in which they w ere real
but far away, toward an understanding of the characters as "m ade up."
A pplebee (1979) considered the child’s sense of story as a way of
structuring the everyday world. The stories which children h ear lead them to a
rich and highly structured set of expectations about w hat new stories will be
like. They com e to expect a consistent structure with a definite beginning and
definite end which resolves the problem in a satisfying way. Also, children
develop a set of conventional characters and situations which provide a kind of
story short hand for dealing with com plex notions such as wickedness o r deceit.
T hese expectations com e to b ear when children encounter a new story, and are
also brought to bear in the children’s own storytelling. C hildren are engaged
in a search for m eaning, a search for structures and patterns that will suggest
o rd er and consistency in the world around them . C hildren gain pleasure in
m astery-know ing the rules and being able to m anipulate them so that things
com e out right in the end. This is particularly im portant in the fascination of
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highly stereotyped, form ula stories, such as cowboys and Indians, com ic books,
and later the detective story.
Sim ilar to A pp leb ee’s research (1973, 1978) on developm ental differences
in childrens’ retellings, Sutton-Sm ith (1978) described the stories of two, three
and four-year-old children. The results of the findings w ere as follows: (a) the
youngest children of two could not distinguish betw een a story and a personal
chronicle, but had no trouble placing the events in the correct order;
(b) children before the age of th ree told cyclical p attern ed stories about thirdperson im aginary characters w here one character goes through a series of
actions; (c) children used the past tense and boundary rules in starting and
ending stories ("that’s all, the end, once upon a time"); and (d) although the
storytelling abilities showed m arked developm ent in children from two to four
years of age, it is not until the age of five o r six that children used clear-cut
stages of conflict and resolution, their stories usually having the conflict
w ithout the resolution.
Using A pp leb ee’s (1978) m odel of developm ental structure of stories as a
basis for assessing the retellings of fourth, sixth, and eighth-grade students
sophistication with elem ents of the story, C ullinan, H arw ood, and G ald a (1983)
confirm ed that there continues to be a developm ental progression in the older
children. T he form of re a d e r’s story recall progressed from retelling to
sum m ary and analysis. T he fourth-grade students rem ained at the literal level,
sixth-grade students w ere able to m ake inferences, and eighth-grade students
could m ake valuative judgm ents from the text.
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Pitcher and Prelinger (1963) added to the research on developm ental
stages used by children in their retellings by investigating the storytelling of
two, three, four, and five-year-old children. Findings indicated that there w ere
several form al dim ensions into which stories could be evaluated on a scale of
1-5: (a ) expansion of space, (b) inner complexity of the characters, (c) realism
vs. fantasy, and (d ) action vs. thought of the characters. T he researchers found
that four and five-year old children used the greater area of space for
c h aracter m ovem ent and that internal complexity of the m ain figure increased
with age. As age increased, so did the im aginative quality of the story, and
their stories included m ore fantastic elem ents. The four and five-year-old
children also elab o rated m ore upon the thought of the characters, w hereas the
two and three-year-old children concentrated m ore upon the action of the
story.
C hildren’s retellings were investigated by G olden (1984), who proposed
that the child’s prior knowledge of story structure, which is a m ental
rep resen tation of the organization of the story, plays an active role in how
children in terp ret and construct stories. T hree elem ents—setting, character,
and p lo t-a re interrelated and the developm ent of one affects the developm ent
of the other. T he concept of story helps the reader to have a set of
expectations through which the read er predicts and processes stories.
Predictions can evolve from settings such as "a little cottage in the d e e p woods"
(p. 578); from the characters such as "a forsaken princess" (p. 578); and from
the events such as "the youngest son leaves hom e on a journey*' (p. 578).
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In exam ining the children’s retellings of stories, G olden (1984) suggested
th at it is im portant to consider which story elem ents the children draw upon.
In term s of overall story structure, G olden suggested that the follow ing be
considered: (a ) the beginning, m iddle, and en d of children’s retellings;
(b ) w hether children identified the setting and basic plot structure with specific
events, or if they com pressed the plot into sum m ary statem ents; (c) w hether
children’s retellings resem bled the language of the story, o r if the children
deviated, elab o rated , or varied from the original story line; and (d ) w hether
children included characters’ m otivations, descriptions, and roles in the plot.
Particularly relevant to the present study is the research acknowledging
that there are developm ental differences in children’s response to narrative
text. In the pre-operational stage, there is a one-to-one correspondence
betw een the rep resentation and the original experience, with little or no
evidence of reorganization. In the concrete operational stage, the child
reorganizes the experience into sum m aries.
R ead er R esponse to L iterature
In The R e ad e r, the Text, the Poem (1978), R osenblatt proposed a theory
in disagreem ent with the theory that a text carries a precise m eaning which
readers m ust discern. She proposed that a text was only symbols on a page
until the "poem," or literary work, cam e alive during the transaction betw een
read er and text. A ccording to R osenblatt’s transactional theory of literary
response, a "live circuit" is created betw een the read er and text during the
reading transaction, each conditioning the other, creating a unique event for
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the read er in tim e and place. This literary experience is a synthesis of what
the read er already knows o r feels o r desires with w hat is offered by the text.
R ead ers actively select and organize elem ents of th e text according to their
already acquired habits, assum ptions, and expectations. T he "poem" that is
created at any one tim e and place by the rea d er is unique to th at particular
read er. This transaction betw een reader and text consists of a re a d e r’s
bringing m eaning into the symbols on a page and the construction of that
m eaning through the m aterial in the text. T he active rea d er constantly builds
and synthesizes m eaning, paying attention to the referents of the words
processed, while aware of the images being created. T he text does not carry
m eaning, but rath er guides the active creation of m eaning.
F urtherm ore, R osenblatt (1978) distinguished betw een efferent and
aesthetic reading, which represent two stances along which the re a d e r’s focus
of attention m ust move. E fferent reading is inform ation-centered; the reader
is concerned with what can be carried away from the text and blocks out
feelings which could be associated with the text. A n exam ple of the efferent
stance is scanning the label on a bottle of poison to quickly read the antidote
inform ation. In contrast, during an aesthetic response, the read er experiences
the text by paying attention to feelings, associations, and images.
In discussing the problem of validity of interpretation, R osenblatt (1978)
stated that interpretation encom passes the possibility of a diversity of
viewpoints. She adds that two standards of adeq u ate interpretation are as
follows: (a) the reader should not contradict som ething in the text, and (b) the
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re a d e r should not infer som ething in the text for which th ere is no verbal basis.
W olfgang Iser’s (1978) theory is sim ilar in m any ways to R o senblatt’s
transactional theory. H e proposed a theory of aesthetic response in which the
w ork is described as com ing into being when an interaction occurs betw een the
rea d er and the text. T he m eaning of the text is a dynamic happening of self
correction, in which the read er continuously m odifies his or h er expectations in
projections of w hat the text is offering. The read er is continually casting
forw ard a "future horizon yet to be occupied," while retaining the "past horizon
that is already filled" (p. I l l ).
A ccording to the theory of Iser (1978), asym metry in the reader-text
relationship occurs by gaps in the text. The gaps occur when inform ation is
not m ade explicit by the author. The read er is draw n into the text by
supplying w hat is m eant from w hat is not said, resulting in the re a d e r’s filling
in the gaps by m aking inferences. A ccording to Iser, the interaction betw een
the read er and text fails if the blanks are filled solely by the re a d e r’s
projections. T he text offers guidance in the continual correction of the
projection.
In agreem ent with R osenblatt, Iser (1978) stated that m any m eanings on
the p a rt of the read er are valid, due to reading being a dynam ic happening of
individual interpretation w here the text is happening, and the experience of the
read er is activated by this happening. The re a d e r’s reception of the text is
based upen the interaction betw een the old experience of the rea d er being
acted upon by the new experience of the text.
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The question of how the rea d er contributes to the creatio n of m eaning
becom es im portant when the reader is considered an essential p a rt o f the
reading transaction. C ontributing to the field o f theoretical literatu re in
learning how the reader contributes to the creation of m eaning, is the field of
psychology. H olland (1975), who developed a response theory based on
F reu d ian psychology, claim ed that readers have a characteristic m an n er of
responding which is linked to their personalities and holds across texts.
H olland’s theory suggests the following: (a) there is variability in different
rea d ers’ recreation of text, for each reader searches out an idea th at m atches
his or her particular needs for m aking sense of the text; and (b) the act of
m aking sense of a text works as a defense against anxiety in the reader. His
theory proposes that each read er has an "invariant style," o r "identity them e,"
which affects that person’s response. T herefore, each rea d er projects fantasy
into the text according to his or her invariant style. In short, the readers
respond to the text according to their own psychological process. H olland’s
(1975) principles of the inner dynamics of the reading process include:
(a ) read ers reenact their own lifestyles, (b) readers find som ething in the work
th at reflects how they cope with needs, and (c) readers use the literary w ork to
create a wish-fulfilling fantasy.
H olland (1975) proposed that there is no correct or incorrect
in terp retation of the text, but that each read er reads and interprets w hat is
already within him self/herself, o r the story is understood in relation to that
which lies inside the re a d e r’s mind. D ifferences in interpretations stem from
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differences in the in terp reters' personalities. B ecause all readings originate in
the read er's personality, all are subjective. H olland stated that a valid
in terp retation is evident only in the psychological process the rea d er creates in
h im self/h erself when responding to literary works.
R eflecting a m odel of developm ental trends in second, fourth, and sixth grade children’s retellings, Pillar (1983) investigated children's responses to
fables in each of four dim ensions: intentionality, relativism , punishm ent, and
independence of sanctions. In responding to intentionality, second-grade
children judged an act for the physical consequences ra th e r than its intent to
do harm . In relativism , second-grade children thought an act was eith er totally
right o r totally wrong, and that everyone viewed it in the sam e way; fourth and
sixth-grade children w ere aware of possible diversity in views. In addition,
Pillar found that second-grade children advocated severe and painful
punishm ent for characters, w hereas fourth and sixth-grade children favored
m ilder punishm ent leading to restitution of the victim and reform of the
culprit. In independence of sanctions, second-grade children concluded that an
act was w rong if it elicited punishm ent, while fourth and sixth-grade children
concluded th at it was wrong if it violated a rule o r did harm to others.
The variety of the response found in Pillar’s (1983) study bore out
R o sen b latt’s (1978) transactional m odel insofar as children gave unique
recreations of fables in term s of their individual sensibilities. T he range of
response was accounted for through citing Iser’s (1978) description o f the gapfilling process in which readers engage in m aking personal m eaning from a
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text. Im m ature responses w ere d irected tow ard obedience and punishm ent,
w hereas m ature responses indicated th at students w ere looking at the situation
from the point of view of the characters in the fable. R esponses show ed that
children pass through a series of increasingly com plex m oral stages; higher
levels req uire the ability to understand w hat another person m ay be thinking
and feeling. T he findings of Pillar’s research question the appropriateness o f
using fables with seven-year-olds, as the abstractions of wisdom and folly are
elusive to the m inds of those children who respond in only the m ost concrete
term s.
In exam ining three eight-year-old girls’ responses to fairy tales, T rousdale
(1987) found that each of the participants found m oral lessons which w ere
concrete and direct in the stories. T he lessons did not reflect abstract m oral
lessons o r the particular m eanings which m any adults attribute to the tales.
T he m eanings that the children found were shaped by their unique experiences
which they brought to the text.
In investigating the types of responses that are com m on at particular age
levels, H ickm an’s (1979) dissertation revealed th at kindergarten and first-grade
children had som e fam iliarity with story fram es and show ed it through
conventional beginnings and endings, relying on prototyped characters,
identifying lessons of the story, and noting sim ilarities to o th er stories. F ourth
and fifth-grade children w ere m ore concerned with the probability of stories—
their re a lity -ra th e r than their possibility. Also, kindergarten and first-grade
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children atten d ed to character roles, while fourth and fifth-grade children
questioned if "people w ere really like th at/'
H ickm an (1979) also found that fourth and Fifth-grade children seem to
be b etter critics than kindergarten and first- grade children, but the effect was
m ost pronounced when both w ere working with sim ple picture books. Also,
H ickm an found that children did som e of their best critical thinking when
reading m aterial that was easy for them , easy m aterial being that which was
well-known and m ore predictable.
W hen m aking further com parisons across kindergarten through grade five
for responses to a picture book using The M agical D raw ings of P. M oony
Finch (M cPhail, 1978), H ickm an (1981) found the following: (a ) children at
all levels seem to have a priority for explaining puzzling item s in a story;
(b) children at all levels rem arked on story sim ilarities rath e r than differences;
(c) kindergarten and first-grade children w ere m ore likely to m ake personal
statem ents that were tied to literature; (d) kindergarten and first-grade
children w ere m ore likely to talk about w hether a story was true, w hile fourth
and fifth- grade children com m ented about its likeness to real life;
(e ) kindergarten and first-grade children tended to state the lesson o r m oral in
term s of the story itself, while fourth and fifth-grade children m ade
disem bedded them e statem ents; and (f) kindergarten and first-grade children
frequently retold or sum m arized a small p art of the story as a response, while
fourth and fifth-grade children used m ore com prehensive sum m aries.
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A n additional claim of H ickm an (1983) is that m ost read er response
studies include a tem poral dim ension that d o esn 't m ove beyond the first
m eetings of a read er with a text. T herefore, she investigated a dim ension of
rep etitio n and successive responses, nonverbal m odes of responding, and the
nature of spontaneous expressions of response in kindergarten through fifthgrade students. W hen com paring responses across age groups, the findings
showed: (a) kindergarten through first-grade students w ere the m ost likely to
use th eir bodies to respond, and prim ary children som etim es dem onstrated or
acted out answers as an alternative to struggling for words; (b) the second
through third-grade group was set apart by the children’s involvem ent with the
task of becom ing independent readers with a willingness to read o r listen to
stories which they did not fully understand; (c) the fourth through fifth-grade
group show ed use of abstracted or generalized language in sum m aries,
classification, and them e statem ents; and (d) first and second-grade students
offered literal explanations based on their own experiences of the w orld when
asked about real and m ake-believe, w hereas the fourth through fifth-grade
students regarded the reality of a picture book as a silly thing to be talking
about. In considering the quality rath e r than the nature of response events, it
was generally true that children’s responses reflected their level of thinking and
language developm ent.
In analyzing the children’s retelling of the stories, H ickm an (1981) found
th at the kindergarten and first-grade students retold the story all o r in part, as
if the text could speak for itself b e tter than the child could speak for it.
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C hildren in the fourth and fifth-grade class involved m ore sum m arization than
straight retelling and m ore purposeful level of m anipulation.
Sims (1983) has noted that, historically, studies o f response to literature
have cen tered on adolescents or college students; only recently has attention
tu rn ed to elem entary school-age students. She fu rth er stated th at of these
elem en tary school studies, only a small percent have included black children as
participants in the study.
In selecting reading m aterials for black children, attem pts to create
m aterials for black children may be overestim ating the uniqueness of black
ch ild ren ’s interest and underestim ating the extent to which black children have
com m on interests with white peers of the sam e se x

W ith respect to race,

A sher’s (1979) d ata indicated overlap in interest am ong black and white
children. Black m ales’ and white m ales’ interest ratings w ere significantly
correlated. Black fem ales’ and white fem ales’ interest scores were also
correlated , although som ew hat less.
In exam ining the preferences of m inority children in literature, Sims
(1983) investigated w hat factors an 11 year-old black girl considered most
appealing, as well as w hat factors turned her away. Sims found that the black
rea d er expressed the following: (a) a desire to see and read about people like
herself; (b) a preference for reading about experiences which w ere sim ilar to
h er own; (c) a preference for books filled with hum or; and (d) a preference for
the rhythmic, poetic, lyrical use of language.
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A sher (1979) exam ined the contribution of topic interest to race
differences in reading com prehension of fifth-grade children of different races.
Black children’s reading achievem ent test perform ance is typically lower than
white children’s perform ance, and the discrepancy increases and children
m ature. A sher’s findings indicated the following; (a) both black and w hite
children com prehended b e tte r w hen the m aterial was of high interest, (b) girls
as well as boys achieved higher scores on high interest m aterial, (c) boys’
interest scores w ere highly correlated with m asculine sex typing and negatively
co rrelated with fem inine sex typing, and (d ) girls’ interests w ere m oderately
related to fem inine sex typing and only som ew hat negatively related to
m asculine sex typing. T he general p attern, then, is that boys’ interests w ere
sex typed and girls’ interests w ere m oderately sex typed, but both genders
im proved their com prehension by reading m aterial that was of high interest to
them .
McLoyd (1990) claim ed that the intensity with which developm ental
psychologists study m inority children waxes and wanes with changes in
A m erica’s political and econom ic conditions. T he Civil Rights M ovem ent and
H ead S tart led to a rise in research studies o f A frican-A m erican children
during the late 1960’s and early 1970’s. McCloyd stated that in the 1990’s
there is again a need for studies in the area of m inority children, as A m erica
will increasingly depend on this population for its cultural and econom ic
developm ent.
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F u rtherm ore, McLoyd (1990) claim ed th at controversy has b een a
m ainstay of research on m inority children. A frican-A m erican children, even
though they are the m ost studied of A m erica’s m inority ethnic population, are
at the cen ter of the race-com parative paradigm . The race-com parative
paradigm , which com pares A frican-A m erican children to A nglo-A m erican
children, has resulted in literatu re com m enting on how A frican-A m erican
children do not behave rath e r than literature on how they do behave. In
addition, the literature has fostered a tendency to ignore intragroup variability.
Consequently, relatively little is known about individual differences am ong
A frican-A m erican children from within the A frican-A m erican population.
Because the studies have em phasized the race of the subjects, such studies
have fostered the view th at A frican-A m erican children are abnorm al,
incom petent, and in need of changing. In short, McLoyd called for research
studying A frican-A m erican children in their own right w ithout a "control" group
com posed of A nglo-A m erican children.
H eath (1982) proposed that the different literary events used in three
different com m unities effected the child’s perform ance in school-based literary
events. She suggested that the m iddle-class m others’ use of sim ilar literary
events as those used in the school had a direct influence on the m iddle-class
child’s success in school events, for exam ple reading com prehension.
Pellegrini, P erlm utter, G alda, and Brody (1990) exam ined the behaviors
of black H ead Start children and their m others around a series of experim ental
joint reading contexts in their hom es. R esults indicated th at genre, not form at.
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affected the m o th er’s teaching strategies. F u rth er, black m others adjusted their
level o f teaching, or teaching strategies, to children’s level o f task com petence.
Particularly relevant to the present study is R o senblatt’s (1978)
transactional theory which states that a "live circuit" is crated betw een the
rea d er and the text when the read er synthesizes h is/h e r knowledge, feelings,
and desires with w hat the literary work offers. The rea d er continuously
m odifies h is/h e r expectations as h e /s h e fills in gaps not m ade explicit by the
au th o r (Iser, 1978).
C hildren’s R eading Preferences
The child’s choice of a favorite book with a fam iliar character, story, or
au th o r finds support in the developm ental learning theory. A t the core of this
theory is the notion that learning is self-m otivated and occurs as a child’s
m ental structure is ready to accom m odate o r assim ilate new inform ation.
T herefore, a child’s choice of a favorite book with fam iliar characters, story, or
authors may reflect an interest in building upon, or reinforcing, m ental
structures that reflect that place in the child’s developm ent (R obinson, 1983).
K iefer (1983) stated that previous research related to children and
picture books has rem ained grounded in adult paradigm s of how children
o p e ra te, and th at researchers have seldom looked at the child’s understandings
or at the w orld through the child’s eyes.
O ne of the best known studies that looked at children’s interests through
the child’s eyes was conducted by Norvell (1958). The purpose of his
investigation was to determ ine the interests of 124,000 children in term s of
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intelligence and gender. Norvell’s study drew the following conclusions on
ch ild ren ’s interests in literature: (a ) hum or was the m ost enjoyed characteristic
o f reading m aterials; (b ) young children preferred verse of personified objects
and hum anized anim als; (c) as early as third grade gender played an im portant
factor in reading choices-girls enjoyed books with a m ale child protagonist as
the central character, but boys rejected books with a fem ale child protagonist
as the central character; and (d) superior, average, and slow pupils enjoyed the
sam e kinds of reading m aterials, which w ere those filled with action, hum or,
anim als, patriotism , and holidays. Norvell found that the children did not
object to stating reading preferences, but did object to being exam ined as to
wiiy they have such preferences.
Adding to the research of Norvell (1958), King (1967) researched the
reading interests, preferences, and habits of elem entary school children. King’s
findings indicated the following: (a) children throughout the elem entary grades
show ed a preference for narrative m aterial, with fiction being preferred and
rea d m ore frequently than non-fiction; (b) girls showed a g reater interest in
poetry than boys, and prose form --particularly narrative--w as p referred to
poetry; (c) prim ary grade children favored a story with a good plot and lots of
action, hum or and nonsense; (d) lower elem entary school children preferred
larger type and a page that is uncluttered; (e ) there w ere few sex differences in
reading interests up to age nine; (f) lower elem entary school children preferred
fairy tales, anim al stories, and realistic stories which w ere based on everyday
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activities; and (g) reading interests of children who w ere above average in
intelligence m atured faster than those of slow learners.
A nother study revealing childrens’ preferences in books was conducted by
Peterson (1972). This study revealed that children across grade levels in
fourteen elem entary schools liked to h ear dialect stories rea d aloud, bu t the
stories which they p referred to rea d them selves w ere w ritten in stan d ard
dialects with conventional spellings. In addition, this study show ed th at boys
and girls across the fourteen elem entary schools had sim ilar favorite storybooks
with the following characteristics; (a) the plot tended to be vigorous and
episodic; (b ) the literary style was straightforw ard; (c) the m ain characters
were usually the age of the read er and did not develop throughout the story;
(d) the illustrations w ere realistic in nature, contained strong and bright colors,
and at times dom inated the text; and (e ) the them e related to the child’s need
for a fun-filled, action-packed, vicarious adventure.
Furtherm ore, Peterson (1972) found that of the four general subjects and
literary form s (inform ation, stories, poetry, and jokes), the lower elem entary
school children found fanciful stories the m ost appealing—the m ost popular
being m odern fantasy stories about animals. C hildren rep o rted that a m ain
d eterm in an t of book selection was subject m atter.
G oldfarb (1945) conducted one of the early investigations on reasons why
children p referred anim al stories. H e suggested that the preference for
anim als over hum ans is related to a child’s identification with anim als, which
progressively w eakens by age eight.
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A n investigation into fourth-grade children’s reading preferences in
relatio n to th eir sex and reading ability was conducted by Chiu (1973). T he
results show ed th at in the fourth grade boys’ reading preferences w ere
different from those of girls’ in the following ways: (a) boys preferred
biography, science, social studies, and sports; girls preferred adventure, fantasy,
hum or and poetry; and (b ) girls enjoyed reading stories with boys as central
characters, bu t boys seldom read stories with girls as central characters. T here
w ere no differences in the preferences for anim al and mystery stories, both
groups rated them quite high. F urtherm ore, C hiu found th at both boy and girl
read ers becam e b e tter readers by reading m aterials of interest to them .
T ucker (1983) proposed that children ages two through seven prefer
stories that are not too long and are told in a language they can understand.
In addition, th eir favorite tales often revolve around sim ple, stereotyped
situations which are heavily repetitive in their predictable symmetry. Yet, at
the sam e tim e, these sam e children can occasionally relish stories th at break
such conventions, as in the case of Dr. Seuss stories. W hile wild anim als
usually appear as fearsom e objects in fairy tales, m odern picture books will
som etim es offer a contrasting view featuring a happy lion, which children are
quite able to accept. Finally, while young readers like justice to be done
w here "bad" characters step out of line, these sam e children are willing to
accept deviations w here "bad" characters are not reprim anded for their
behavior. T ucker states that even though children seem to w elcom e deviations
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from such norm s from tim e to tim e, children m ust learn the fictional norm s of
stories before they can appreciate the ab-norm s.
C hildren move at individual rates from the known o r expected to the new
(T ucker, 1983). A lthough each child's response to the balance of the strange
and fam iliar in a book differs, the best children authors seem to know
intuitively how to mix the stim ulating with the reassuring, and how to balance
conservatism and innovation in language and plot (T ucker, 1983).
Looking at the child’s interest in a topic, A sher (1980) found th at interest
did affect com prehension and that fifth-grade children’s com prehension of high
interest m aterial was g reater than their com prehension of low interest m aterial.
In addition, A sher found that boys showed stronger effects than girls. T hat is,
girls perform ed b e tter than boys on low interest m aterial, bu t on high interest
m aterial th ere appeared no sex differences. In short, interest in the topic of
w hat they read has a stronger effect on boys’ com prehension than it does on
girls’ com prehension.
The above study confirm ed findings in an earlier study by A sher et al.
(1978), in which findings indicated that girls, as well as boys, com prehended
b e tter on high interest m aterial. Previous research had also indicated that
children com prehended m ore of high than low interest m aterial w hen each
child was given a m ixture of both types of m aterial (D orsel, 1975). A sher
concluded that this effect could be due to a contrast effect w hereby children
selectively responded to the m ore appealing topics.
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Young children’s preferences for poetry w ere exam ined in grades one,
two, and th ree through a national sam pling of 792 children (F isher &
N atarella, 1982). In exam ining poetic form , children at all th ree grades
show ed the highest preference for narratives. T he co ntent o f the poem s also
played an im portant part in children’s preferences. C hildren across grade
levels best liked poem s about the fantastic and strange, then poem s about
anim als and childhood experiences. T here was a descending degree o f liking
poetry across the three grade levels.
In developing my stories, I em ployed the research findings stating that
hum or was the m ost enjoyed characteristic of reading m aterials, and that boys
did not enjoy reading books with girls as central characters, but girls did enjoy
reading books with boys as central characters (N orvell, 1958; Chiu, 1973).
T he age selection of the participants chosen for the study was based on the
research stating that at age eight o r nine gender begins to affect response
(N orvell, 1958; Chiu, 1973).

C H A P T E R III
R esearch D esign
Q ualitative and descriptive m ethodologies guided the overall design of
this study, including the selection of participants and the collection and analysis
of data. Procedures w ere adapted from a trial study which was conducted
during the fall of 1990. T he trial study was a case study of one seven-year-old
child’s response to "Billy’s T reasure," a story I w rote p rior to beginning this
study. The num ber of participants in the present study was extended to three
in o rd er to gain a b ro ad er source of d a ta while still allowing intensive analysis.
Also, the num ber of stories used in the present study was extended from one
to three. C ontact with the participants was extended from one session
concerning each story to two sessions. Also, the trial study indicated that
young children m ay not be practiced in articulating responses to narrative
freely, and th at structured solicitation of verbal response was needed for d ata
collection. G rounded theory m ethodology in d a ta analysis had proven effective
in the trial study, so was adapted to the analysis of d a ta for the dissertation.
The text of each of each of the three stories was built around a sim ilar
them e in which the child protagonist experiences conflict on his birthday. My
purpose for working with sim ilar them es in "Mom, D on’t You Like It?," "The
W orst B irthday in the H istory of the W orld,1' and "The Iguana G o t Loose at
the Birthday Party," was to control effects of response due to differences in
them e. The text of each of the three stories is included in appendix A.
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Selection of Participants
Participants for this study w ere chosen by criterion-based selection. In
this type of sam pling, the researcher begins by identifying criteria according to
which participants are chosen (G o etz and L eC om pte, 1984). R esearch in
children’s response to literatu re provided the basis for selection criteria.
A pplebee (1978) provided the research necessary for age selection
criterion of the participants. A pplebee found that children who have not
en tered concrete operations lack the ability to express them selves beyond a
sim ple retelling of the story, but during the concrete operational stage can
organize and synthesize response. In order to m aximize ability to articulate
response, and because the stories w ere aim ed for prim ary grade children,
participants seven years of age w ere chosen. In addition, it is at this age that
stories filled with hum or, action, anim als, and holidays are m ost enjoyed
(N orvell, 1958). It is also at this age that gender begins to affect response
(N orvell, 1958). Because differences in response caused by gender differences
w ere not this study’s focus, participants of one gender w ere selected.
W hen a researcher is beginning to study a particular area, it has been
recom m ended that differences am ong com parative groups be kept at a
m inim um (G laser & Strauss, 1967). Participants in this study w ere of the sam e
socioeconom ic and ethnic background as well as the sam e gender. Because
Sims (1983) and McLoyd (1990) have articulated a need for black children’s
response to literature, and because I teach black children in my professional
life, this study drew participants from the A frican-A m erican population.
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T he num ber of participants was lim ited in o rd e r to allow for intensive
analysis of d ata. G iven constraints o f the num ber of texts, I was concerned
th at using only one participant w ould not yield a broad enough source of data,
and using two participants m ight provide only a study in contrasts. T herefore,
1 decided to use three case studies, to provide balance and depth to the d a ta
while still allowing for intensive analysis.
The participants w ere draw n from two schools in the lower socio
econom ic area. They were located through professional reference of
principals, guidance counselors, and teachers. I interview ed both the child
participants and their parents in o rd er to discover the general literacy level of
the parent, as well as the reading tastes and background experience of the
participants. T he adult chosen to read all three stories to the participants was
highly recom m ended by both a principal and teach er from a school in the
sam e area from which the participants were drawn.
D escription of Stories
B ecause hum or and celebrated days of the year are of high interest to
the children at this age (Chiu, 1973; King, 1967, Norvell, 1958), all three of the
stories com posed for the study focused on birthdays as th eir prim ary them e. In
addition, the three stories-"M om , D on’t You Like It?,” "The W orst Birthday in
the History of the World," and "The Iguana G ot Loose at the B irthday P a r t y used hum or throughout the text to appeal to the children.
The hum or involved in all three of the stories centers around a central
ch aracter who experiences conflict with people and events on his birthday;
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each story ends with a happy, surprise episode. In two of the stories, the
traum atic events experienced by the child protagonist during the story are
offset by the giving of a surprise party, in the third story, the catastrophic
events are offset with the surprising discovery o f a monkey. The text in two of
the stories, "Mom, D on’t You Like It?" and "The Iguana G o t Loose at the
B irthday Party," consisted entirely of dialogue betw een the child protagonist
and the m other.
In "Mom, D on’t You Like It?," the child protagonist nam ed Leroy has
received birthday m oney from his uncle and attem pts to purchase presents
which would both bring him enjoym ent and be acceptable to his m other. Each
of the purchases m ade by Leroy, however, are found troublesom e to the
m o th er for on e reason o r another, and at the m o th er’s suggestion, are returned
to the store by Leroy. In the end, Leroy tells his m other th at because he can
find nothing to please her, he will no longer attem pt to purchase a gift.
Leroy’s m other then surprises him with a birthday party.
In "The W orst B irthday in the History of the W orld," H arry, the child
protagonist, experiences a sequence of traum atic events occurring throughout
his birthday. Not only do his fam ily and teacher forget it’s his birthday, but
'b a d luck" follows H arry everywhere he g o e s-a b o a rd the school bus, and into
the classroom , playground, cafeteria, car, do cto r’s office, d ep artm en t store, and
restaurant. Not until H arry arrives hom e and finds his fath er and friends
w aiting to give him a surprise party, do the unhappy events take a happy turn.
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In "The Iguana G o t Loose at the B irthday Party," the birthday boy
experiences a sequence of catastrophic events at his birthday party at the
am usem ent park, caused by his bringing a pet iguana. A fter allowing a friend
to hold the pet, the anim al is dropped, resulting in a chain reaction o f fantastic
episodes. In the end, the pet iguana is lost but a surprise m onkey is found.
C ollection of D a ta
D a ta w ere collected through w ritten protocols which w ere kept during the
com posing of three childrens’ stories, video and audiotaped sessions with the
respondents, interviews with the parents and participants, and field notes.
Som e of the inform ation was gained at o th er tim es than the scheduled
sessions, such as in the car w hen I transported each participant to and from my
hom e w here the sessions w ere held.
D ata collection consisted of two phases, the first of which was my
com posing th ree children’s stories. Reflective, handw ritten field notes w ere
w ritten before, during, and after the com posing of the three children’s stories.
N otes w ere exam ined to d eterm ine my preactive, interactive, and postactive
thought processes while composing. Specifically, I accom panied the com posing
o f the story with a w ritten protocol describing the processes while writing. The
w ritten protocols addressed the following points: (a) my m ain goals in writing
the story; (b ) the things I considered when writing the story; (c) the them e I
considered in writing the story; (d ) w hat I hoped children w ould learn from the
story; (e) the devices I used to get ideas across; (f) w hether o r not 1 deviated
from the original them e; (g) the am ount of revision I conducted while writing;
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(h) the type of thing? I changed in revision; (i) som e possible reasons for
changing, or not changing, a story; (j) the thing? I chose to include in the story;
and (k ) the things 1 purposely left out of the story, which 1 hoped the read er
would extract from the story.
The second phase of the study consisted of five sessions with an adult
A frican-A m erican fem ale reading each of the stories to th ree participants on
sep arate occasions. G alda (1981) found in a study of fifth-grade read ers that
the participants lacked ability and experience in sustaining group discussion of
the literary works they had read. It seem ed probable, therefore, th at this
inexperience and inability would be even m ore likely in the case of younger
children.
Following each of the readings, the child retold the story, then answ ered
o pen-ended questions which 1 asked concerning the story. T he questions
focused on plot, characters, filling in gaps, real or m ake-believe, and the
lessons found in the stories. O n the week following the initial reading, the
child retold the story a second tim e to determ ine w hether, and to what extent,
the child’s sense of the story changed over tim e, and w hether o r not a
difference existed in the short-term m em ory recall of the story and the child’s
concept of story as it settles on the long-term memory.
Specifically, the first session with each child consisted o f a prelim inary
videotaping of an adult reading to the participant the story "Billy’s T reasure," a
book which I w rote prior to beginning this study. T he reasons for this
prelim inary session w ere as follows: (a) to m inim ize the differences in
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response due to the novelty effect of the experience, (b ) to fam iliarize the
participant with the context of the situation, and (c) to d eterm ine if the
participant would be com fortable enough with m e to articulate freely. The
adult's reading was followed by the child's retelling the story, follow ed by the
respondent answering questions which I asked concerning the story. I
explained to each child that 1 was interested in finding ou t what the child
thought about the story, and that there were no right o r wrong answers to the
questions I asked. At the conclusion of this session, 1 conducted an interview
in which I asked the participant questions concerning h er reading and
television preferences.
The second session, which m arked the actual beginning of d a ta collection,
proceeded in the following order: (a) the adult read the story "Mom, D on’t
You Like It?" to the child, (b) the child retold the story "Mom, D o n ’t You
Like It?," and (c) 1 asked the child open-ended questions concerning the story
"Mom, D on’t You Like It?"
The third session consisted of the following sequence of events: (a) the
child retold the story "Mom, D on't You Like It?," (b) the adult read the story
"The W orst Birthday in the History of the W orld," (c) the child retold the story
"The W orst Birthday in the History of the W orld," and (d ) I asked the child
open-ended questions concerning the story "The W orst Birthday in the H istory
of the W orld."
The fourth session proceeded

as follows: (a ) the child retold the story

"The W orst Birthday in the History of the W orld," (b) the adult rea d the story
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"The Iguana G ot Loose at the B irthday Party," (c) the child retold the story
"The Iguana G o t Loose at the B irthday Party," and (d ) I asked the child openen d ed questions concerning the story "The Iguana G ot L oose at the B irthday
Party."
The fifth session consisted of the child retelling the story "The Iguana
G ot Loose at the Birthday Party."
Analysis of D ata
The d ata for this study were analyzed according to qualitative
m ethodologies. Analysis of the d a ta is a process requiring going over notes,
organizing the data, looking for patterns, and m aking linkages am ong the
various parts of the d a ta and the em ergent dim ensions of the analysis (Patton,
1980). Inductive analysis of d a ta allows recurring them es to "em erge out of the
d ata rath er than being im posed on the d a ta prior to d a ta collection and
analysis" (P atto n , p. 306). D ata w ere analyzed according to grounded theory
m ethodogies, allowing categories of response to em erge from the d a ta at hand
(G laser & Strauss, 1967).
In analyzing the content, I pulled together and organized the d ata into a
com prehensive package. Patton (1980) suggests reading through all the
fieldnotes and interviews and m aking com m ents in the m arg in s-th e beginning
of organizing the d ata into categories.
The categories encom passed topics for which th ere is the m ost
substantiation as well as topics the researcher wished to explore (H am m ersley
& A tkinson, 1983). The first attem pt in assigning coding categories to the data
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was to discover the w orkability of the categories created. The coding
categories to the d a ta w ere then m odified, new categories developed, and the
old ones discarded.
Spradley (1980) says that the key to the truth lies in the recurring
patterns in the data. This effort at uncovering patterns, them es, and categories
is a creative process that requires judgm ent about w hat is really significant and
w hat is not.
M ajor aspects of the interview schedule explored the child’s retelling of
the narrative, expectations about various characters present in events,
expectations about characters’ ages and roles in the story, reasons for
interpreting who the m ost im portant character was and the character the child
would m ost like to be, expectations about the m ost im portant thing in the
story, the child’s sense of the fictional elem ent, and the lesson to be learned
from the story (P itcher and Prelinger, 1963). An interview schedule is included
in A ppendix B.
The several sources of d ata collection—audiotaped interview with parents
and respondents, video and audiotaped sessions with the respondents, field
notes, researcher’s journal of ongoing observations and reflections, and
contrasting my construction of m eaning with the child’s processes and
construction of m eaning-provided m aterial for the constant com parative
m ethod of d ata analysis. T riangulation of audiotaped interviews, fieldnotes,
and videotapes undergirded this qualitative study.
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Before presenting the stories to the participants, I held two audience
readings. F o r the first audience reading, I used m y eight-year-old nephew for
two of the stories, and my 21-year-old son for on e of the stories. T he second
audience reading was done before students in a second grade classroom
consisting of prim arily A frican-A m erican students. I also received feedback on
the stories from an English professor at the university.
D ata analysis was conducted by myself and two train ed doctoral students
with expertise in reading education.
R esearch er’s R ole in the Study
The role of the researcher in this study was that of full participant in the
narrative-com posing phase of the study, and participant-observer in the
storybook readings, retellings, and discussion phase. W hile I was observing
and recording the participants’ response to the narratives, it was also necessary
for m e to interact with them in eliciting response. This role also allowed for
pre-study interviews with parents and respondents.
T riangulation of audiotaped interviews, fieldnotes, and videotaped
undergirded this qualitative study.

C H A P T E R IV
R esearcher’s Processes L eading to the M aking of Story M eaning
D uring the C om posing Process
B efore w riting any of the th ree stories, I m ade th ree decisions. First, I
decided to build each of the stories around a birthday party them e, as
celeb rated days of the year are of high interest to children seven years of age
(N orvell, 1958). My second decision was to end each of the stories with an
unexpected surprise. Thirdly, in each of the three stories, I decided to create
lots of trouble in the life of the child protagonist.
I com pleted the composing process of one story before beginning the
com posing of the second, and com pleted the second story before starting the
third. However, for purposes of simplicity, I will discuss all three stories as I
describe the overall phases of com position.
As events happening around m e supplied ideas for each story’s plot, I
recorded the idea in my personal journal. This journal consisted of a small
spiral notebook which I carried at all tim es during the first stages of the
com posing process.
The idea for "Mom, D on’t You Like It?" cam e after observing my m other
exchange a birthday gift, a scarf for a necklace, then exchanging the necklace
for a bottle of perfum e, then returning the perfum e and getting credit for the
gift. I thought of how often a child must return a toy, after that toy m eets with
a p aren t’s disapproval. I then jotted a sum m ary for this story in my personal
journal as follows:
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B irthday boy’s uncle gives him m oney to buy a birthday gift. B ach gift
the boy brings hom e is returned at the advice o f the m other. In the end,
the discouraged boy goes ou t to play and finds a free gift. T he free gift
is neighborhood friends which are allowed to stay and help celeb rate the
boy’s birthday party.
A fter exam ining the sum m ary closely, I realized that the first story would
present events as quite possible and true-to-life; the tone would b e hum orous.
The idea for "The W orst Birthday in the History of the W orld" cam e
w hen my seven-year-old nephew told m e about "...the worst day in my whole
life when every single thing went wrong at school." H e asked m e to read to
him Judith V iorst’s book, A lexander and the T errible, H orrible^ N o G ood,
Very Bad D ay (1977), which recounts calam itous events during a day in the
life of young A lexander. My nephew found it easy to identify with the child
protagonist on this particular day because he rem arked, "I'm just as unlucky as
Alexander."
A fter com pleting the book’s reading, I decided th at my second story
would be sim ilar to V iorst’s book with two exceptions: (a) the episodes in my
narrative would all evolve around the child protagonist’s birthday and, (b) my
story would end happily, with a surprise birthday party.
A sum m ary to the story "The W orst Birthday in the History of the W orld"
was recorded in my journal as follows: "Boy has one m isfortune on top of
another as he lives through a typical week-day routine on his birthday. H e is
delighted at the way his unfortunate day ends in a happy surprise." A fter
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closely exam ining the sum m ary, I realized the this story w ould present events
as true-to-life and quite possible; the tone of this story w ould also be
hum orous.
The idea which m otivated the com posing of the third story "The Iguana
G ot Loose at the Birthday Party" occurred while I was observing my nephew
participate in a birthday party at the am usem ent park. W hile w atching the
children as they participated in the various events, I visualized how effective a
fantastic, cause-effect story would be w here one catastrophic event caused a
second to occur, which caused a third to occur, etc.
I jotted the following sum m ary for the third story in my journal:
D uring the celebration of a birthday party at the am usem ent park, one
hum orous event occurs causing a second to occur, causing a third to
occur, etc. The cycle of events begins with the eating of the birthday
cake, and ends with the birthday cake scene. Som ething clim actic
happens at the end leaving the birthday boy surprised and delighted with
the way the birthday events turned out.
W hen exam ining the sum m ary of the third story, I realized that I w ould
present the story events as impossible or nonsensical; the tone of the story
would be hum orous.
Having recorded a sum m ary for each story, I began w riting possible story
endings in my personal journal. F or exam ple, for the ending of the story
"Mom, D on’t You Like It?," which would be built upon the gift-returning idea,
I recorded, "A child brings friends hom e to help celebrate in the giving of his
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birthday party." For the story "The W orst Birthday in the History of the
W orld," which would be built around disastrous events happening to the child
protagonist on his birthday, I w rote the following ending: "D isappointed in the
way his birthday has turned out, the boy returns hom e to find that his friends
are all waiting to participate in a surprise birthday party." Finally, the ending I
w rote for the story "The Iguana G o t Loose at the Birthday Party," which w ould
involve the cause-effect sequencing of catastrophic events at the am usem ent
park, was as follows: "The birthday boy is not disillusioned with his party, but
rath er delighted in the way things turned out. A surprise ending, a surprise
present, m akes it all worthwhile."
By recording both a sum m ary and ending for each story, I was allowing
space and visualization for several avenues through which plots could be
developed. My purpose in writing each story was to express a truth rath er
than relate a m oral lesson, that truth being that although bad things happen,
good will eventually follow.
My next step was to brainstorm possible story events which w ould m ake
up the plot. Brainstorm ing is putting everything down on pap er that comes to
your mind at a face pace. My brainstorm ing lists for "Mom, D on’t You Like
It?" consisted of several lists of toys. I gradually reconstructed the lists, leaving
only those toys with the greatest appeal to a child seven years old, toys that a
parent would find unattractive for one reason or another, toys within the sam e
price range, and finally, toys with distinctively different characteristics from any
other. For exam ple, in an earlier brainstorm ing list I w rote wagon, bike, and
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m otorbike; in a later brainstorm ing list I deleted all but the bike, as the three
vehicles w ere too diverse in price and possessed too m any of the sam e
characteristics. The second type of brainstorm ing list used in "Mom, D on’t
You Like It?" was an outline form m ade up of three sections titled
"Beginning," "Middle," and "End," B eneath each of these sections w ere the
m ain events that could occur in that part of the story. T he following is the list
as it appeared:
Beginning

M iddle

End

1. child receives
m oney

3. child brings
hom e gift 1,
Mom says no

9. child brings
free gift,
Mom says yes

2. child goes out
to buy gift

4. child brings
hom e gift 2,
Mom says no

10. all celebrate
with party

5. child brings
hom e gift 3,
Mom says no
6. child brings
hom e gift 4,
Mom says no
7. child brings
hom e gift 5,
Mom says no
8. child brings
hom e gift 6,
Mom says no
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I next played around with possible designs that revealed a p a tte rn of
m eaning for the story "Mom, D on’t Y ou Like It?" I began with an image of
the characters I would use in the text. For exam ple, my first design appeared
as follows:

rlenc
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The second design for "Mom, D o n ’t Y ou Like It?," was the layout of
story events. This illustration appeared with the m other inside h e r house at
the cen ter of the drawing, and the boy entering and leaving as he brought
hom e each toy purchased.
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In com posing "The W orst B irthday in the History of the W orld," my
brainstorm ing lists consisted of settings, or locations, w here the traum atic
episodes involving the child protagonist could take place. I gradually
reconstructed the lists, leaving only those settings m ost fam iliar to a sevenyear-old, settings easiest to elaborate with hum or, and settings with
characteristics distinctively different from any other. F or exam ple, in the first
brainstorm ing list I included a Cub Scout m eeting, a school room , a library,
and an office. A fter deciding that the four settings included too m any sim ilar
features, I d eleted all but the school room . Also, in the first brainstorm ing list,
I included both a gas station and laundry; I later deleted them both, as I could
think of nothing hum orous about eith er of them.
The second brainstorm ing list for "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of
the W orld" was a type of outline which included everything I could think of to
be included in the story. Taking 11 locations selected from the first
brainstorm ing list, I w rote possible catastrophes that could take place next to
those locations in a left-handed colum n. 1 selected only som e of the things
listed in the left-handed colum n for the story, but it served as an inventory of
m aterial that could be used. I have included only the first section of this
brainstorm ing list as follows:
Possible item s

Beginning

dirty socks
unm atched socks
dirty clothes
unm ade bed
overflowing tub
m om forgetting birthday

bedroom
dressing
in A.M.

M iddle

End
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em pty to othpaste tube
slipped on skates
can ’t find hom ew ork
shoes don’t m atch
missing buttons
bro k en zipper
to rn hat
missing brush
A fter com posing brainstorm ing lists, 1 visualized designs fo r the p attern
of m eaning in the story "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of th e World."
W hat I visualized for this story was a series of stairs representing events which
extended ou t from the m ain character. T he less im portant characters were
w ritten beside each stair, and represented those characters involved in each
event. The following diagram from my journal helped m e visualize w hat to
write:
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In com posing "The Iguana G ot Loose at the Birthday Party," my first
brainstorm ing list consisted of two colum ns, the left-handed colum n being
happenings which could possibly occur, the right-handed colum n representing
the event o r ride in which the happening w ould m ost likely be affiliated. The
events and characters which w ere used in this brainstorm ing list w ere those
which w ere appealing to persons of all ages. F o r exam ple, I included the
children eating and opening presents, the ferris wheel, the train, and the music
m an who carried a m onkey and balloons, because all w ere attractions that
d rew persons of all ages. Som e of the things in the left-handed colum n were
not used, but it becam e an inventory of m aterial that could be used. I have
included only the first part of this brainstorm ing list below.
Possible H appening

E vent

cake fight
children eating
children throw ing snowballs
and opening ice
fight
presents
popcorn fight
p eanut fight
child crash lands in birthday cake
ice cream throw n in child’s hair
child sticks finger in cake and it collapses
child blows out candles and wax flies
candles catch tablecloth on fire
child opens present and it com es alive
presents dance off
anim al eats cake before it’s cut
children fight over presents
o n e child doesn’t have present
not enough ice cream to go around
children d o n ’t like ice cream flavor
I then drew three different types of m aps for "The Iguana G o t Loose at
the B irthday Party1' which helped m e visualize connections in the story before 1
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actually com m itted it to paper. M apping is like brainstorm ing in that it is
putting everything down that com es into your head at a fast pace. A fter I
m apped, I looked at w hat I’d w ritten to see w hat connected. T he connections
m ade m e aw are of things I hadn’t seen before.
I didn’t worry about spelling o r sentences; each phrase of words had a
particular m eaning in my own m ind. For exam ple, the phrase "cake jump"
ap p eared in the m apping list, and it rem inded m e of a particular im a g e -a boy
crashing into a cake from a popped helium balloon. M apping show ed m e the
connections betw een w hat I knew and what 1 needed to know.
I started the m apping by putting the m ain focus of the story in the cen ter
of the page and then drew out lines as a thought occurred to me. O n the
following page is the first m apping diagram which I drew:
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It becam e evident that the story T h e Iguana G o t L oose at the Birthday
Party" w ould have two dim ensions, those events that occurred on th e ground
and those th at occurred in the air. I decided to m ake a second m ap outlining
the ground and air traffic that could reasonably take place in the story. T he
second m ap, which was the m ost helpful of any o f the m aps w hen w riting the
first draft of the story, appeared as follows:
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The third and last m apping technique 1 used for T h e Iguana G o t Loose
at the B irthday Party" was a circular m ap. In the c en ter o f the circle was the
single, dom inant m eaning, and around the circle I outlined the m ass of
inform ation in the sequence I visualized for the story. T he purpose o f this
m ap was to decide if the sequencing of events was confusing or contradictory
to the reader. T he circular m ap appeared as follows:
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I reflected upon the lists and m aps over a period o f several days,
analyzing them from tim e to time. Having selected the events to be included
in each story, I w rote those events o n color-coded cards which 1 tacked to a
cork board. T hese cards w ere m oved around until I was sure each event
flowed sm oothly into the next one. I shifted and re-shifted the cards until I
could see the p attern of the entire piece, o r until the w riting line up in a
natural, flowing order.
My next decision was to decide the genre, point of view, and style of each
story. For all three stories, the genre would be that of a picture book form at
which, for the purposes of this study, would be presen ted to the participants
w ithout the illustrations. T he story "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the
W orld" w ould be w ritten in the first person point of view; the o th e r two stories
"Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?" and "The Iguana G ot Loose at the B irthday Party"
w ould be cast in the form of a dialogue spoken betw een the child protagonist
and the m other. All three stories w ould be w ritten from the perspective of the
child protagonist as he saw disastrous events happening around him. Finally,
the style found in each story would use short sentences im itating those of a
child speaking. The story "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?" would use p atterned,
repetitive language and, due to its simplicity, would be the first story read to
the participants.
Having m ade these decisions about the story, I began to brainstorm
several leads in o rd er to establish the voice and set the pace and tone. B efore
w riting the first draft of any story, I find it im portant to have the right lead.
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W hen starting to write a story w ithout an appropriate lead, I find the story
lacks direction and goes off in tangents. T herefore, I w rote about five or six
leads for each story, each lead being from th ree to five lines long, and later
selected one lead for refinem ent. Each lead selected was chosen b oth because
it announced w hat I needed to say in a few words, and because it set the tone
for the re a d e r’s expectation of events to follow. For exam ple, the leads
brainstorm ed for "Mom, D on’t You Like It?" w ere as follows:
L ead 1:
"M am m a, look at the m oney U ncle Frederick sent m e for my
birthday!"
"Why don’t you go out and buy som ething with it?"
L ead 2:
"Henry, U ncle F rederick sent you an envelope for you birthday.
Why don’t you open it?"
"Look, M om. It’s money. I think I’ll go ou t and spend it."
L ead 3:
"Henry, U ncle Frederick sent you m oney for your birthday."
"Oh, wow! I think I’ll go out and spend it!"
L ead 4:
"Mom, I’m going out to spend the m oney that Uncle Frederick
sent m e for my birthday. I’ll be back hom e with a present soon."
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L ead 5:
"Henry, U ncle F rederick sent you this m oney for your birthday.
Why don’t you go ou t and buy som ething?"
I decided to use lead 5 because it got the read er im m ediately into the
story, and it was simple. It om itted the opening of the envelope, which is
irrelevant to the plot developm ent, introduced the m other into the story, and
allowed the boy to leave im m ediately for the store to m ake his purchase
w ithout m aking a com m ent back to his m other. In short, the last lead gives all
the needed am ount of inform ation in the least am ount of space. I visualized
th at my next line of dialogue would be spoken by the son as he presented his
first birthday purchase to his m other.
A fter 1 brainstorm ed leads, I brainstorm ed possible sentences to end each
of the stories. By brainstorm ing endings before drafting the body of the story,
I never know how far away the end is--only w hat it is. I know the ending of a
story b efore I develop the details of the body of the story. By w riting the start
and finish before the body, it gives m e a sense of the story’s form and
destination. Som etim es the ending changes after the first draft is w ritten, but
it still helps m e during the writing process.
F or exam ple, the endings that I brainstorm ed for the story "The Iguana
G o t Loose at the Birthday Party" w ere the following:
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E nding 1:
"Well, it certainly sounds like Willy had an exciting birthday party.”
"Yea, well, it was sort of fun, if you like am usem ent party
birthdays."
E nding 2:
"Well, I’m sure th at’s the best birthday Willy ever had."
"Yea, not bad for an eight-year-old. But I’ll bet his next birthday
will even be better."
E nding 3:
"Well, that certainly w asn’t a dull birthday party. You m ust be
exhausted."
"Not really. But I was wondering. For my birthday, how about
one at the am usem ent park?"
I decided to use the first line of ending 1 and the last line o f ending 3
because it leaves the read er hanging as to the outcom e of the question. T he
ending used for the first draft of the story read as follows:
"Well, it sounds like Willy had an exciting birthday party."
"Yea, and 1 was wondering, M om ...for my next birthday, how about
on e at the am usem ent park?"
Having brainstorm ed, m apped, and selected the episodes to b e included
in each story, as well as selected the appropriate leading and ending sentences,
I began writing the first draft. W hen the draft was com pleted, I rea d the story
three tim es to myself before allowing anyone else to read it.
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The first reading was done for large, global questions of m eaning and was
d o n e at a very fast pace. The second reading was som ew hat slow er than the
first and d one for structural questions of order. The third reading was done
for line-by-line questions o f voice, and done at a careful, slow pace. In this
th ird reading, I cut, added, and rew orded each line of the text in a wide, lefthan d ed m argin which 1 left for editing purposes.
Using my editing rem arks in the left-handed m argin, 1 revised each
narrative. T he revised story was then read to two audiences, on two separate
occasions, for feedback purposes. The first audience reading varied for the
th re e stories; for "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?" the audience was my 21-year-old
son, for "The W orst B irthday in the History of the W orld" and "The Iguana
G o t Loose at the Birthday Party" the audience was my eight-year-old nephew.
T he second audience reading for all three stories was done before a lower
S.E.S. second grade class of A frican-A m erican students.
A fter reading the story "Mom, D on’t You Like It?" to my son, I revised
the ending. Before revision, the ending read,
"Mom, 1 brought hom e these friends 1 saw playing outside.
They w on’t clog up your vacuum cleaner, they d o n ’t bounce in the
house, they aren ’t messy, they don’t run on b atteries, they don’t
m ake a lot of noise, and they don’t have claws that scratch.
Please, M om , d o n ’t you like them ?"
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"I do Henry. A nd t h e / r e w elcom e to stay. N ow how about
us all sitting down and having som e birthday cake. H appy
birthday, Henry."
A fter reading this ending to my son, he advised m e to change the ending.
H e felt that it was ou t of character to have the m other refuse each of her son’s
birthday purchases throughout the story then suddenly have a change of h eart
at the end of the story, accepting the friends he brought hom e to play. I
th erefo re changed the ending, striving to achieve a text in which the m other
behaved m ore consistently and the m other’s behavior was m ore believable to
the reader. T he revised story ending, which was used in the interview sessions,
was the following:
"Mom, I can’t find anything that w on’t clog up your vacuum
cleaner, that doesn’t bounce in the house, th at isn’t messy, that
doesn’t run on batteries, that doesn’t m ake a lot of noise, and th at
doesn’t have claws."
"Well, I know of som ething, Henry, and here they are.
Surprise, surprise! H appy birthday, Henry."
This revision in the story ending shifted the m eaning from one w here the
boy’s gift is eventually acceptable to the m other, to on e w here the m other’s gift
is received enthusiastically by her son. In addition to the new ending m aking
the behavior of the m other m ore believable to the read er, the change
alleviated any feelings of anim osity the read er m ay feel tow ard the dem anding
m other in the first ending, when she insisted her son retu rn each of his
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birthday purchases. Also, this final story ending left a gap open for the read er
to fill concerning w hat the surprise was that the m other had awaiting Henry.
It was now possible for the read er to perceive a range of m eaning. For
exam ple, the read er m ay think the m other is surprising H enry by giving him a
surprise birthday party with friends, o r the rea d er may think that the m other is
surprising H enry with those sam e gifts which she dem anded he retu rn earlier
in the story, which was my intention when w riting the revised ending. This was
the only one of the th ree stories I com posed in which I changed the ending in
the com posing process, m aking a b road range o f m eaning possible for the
rea d er's interpretation.
Because the original idea for "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the
W orld" cam e from my nephew w hen he experienced an unhappy day at school,
I decided th at my first outside audience for this story should be my nephew.
My nephew suggested that I change the b arb er shop scene in the original draft
to a different setting because he said, "Most girls don 't go to a b a rb e r shop
unless they're w eird of som ething. So his sister w ouldn’t go get h er hair cut
there." H e also stated th at the cereal I used in the original draft, which was
B ran Buds, should be changed because "Lots of kids don’t know w hat Bran
Buds is, and also it d o esn ’t com e in little boxes." I therefore changed the Bran
Buds to B ran Flakes. T he final change my nephew suggested was changing the
sentence that read, "I’m moving to Saudi A rabia w here they d o n ’t have Bran
Buds." H e stated, "Saudi A rabia does have B ran Buds ’cause my class m ailed
a package with them in th ere to som e soldiers over there." I th erefo re deleted
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the sentence about the child protagonist moving to Saudi A rab ia w here they
d o n ’t have B ran Buds.
Like the story "The W orst Birthday in the History o f the W orld," the first
audience reading for "The Iguana G ot Loose at the B irthday Party" was my
nephew . H e m ade no editing com m ents, but laughed especially loud when the
boy crashed into the birthday cake, and when the child protagonist found a
m onkey in the car at the end of the story.
Like the first audience reading, the second audience reading was done
for feedback purposes. A fter two of the stories w ere read , "Mom, D o n ’t You
Like It?" and "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the W orld," 1 received no
specific editing com m ents from the audience, but observed the audience’s
laughter and seem ing enjoym ent of both stories, particularly the latter. T here
w ere two significant places in the story "The W orst B irthday in the H istory of
the W orld" which generated lots of laughter from the children—during the
picking out of costum es at the d epartm ent store and during the child
protagonist’s food ordering at the restaurant.
A fter the second audience reading of "The Iguana G o t Loose at the
Birthday Party," 1 m ade two story revisions. First, the children w ere confused
by the line that read "Jimmy’s m om rushed us off..." because Jim m y had not
b een introduced earlier in the story. I therefore substituted Jim m y’s m om for
Billy’s m om, as she was the one giving the birthday party. Secondly, one child
suggested th at a surprise ending with H enry asking his m other if he could have
a party at the zoo would be m ore effective than his asking if he could have a
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birthday party at the am usem ent park. I th erefo re changed the ending to read
as follows: "Yea, and I was just w ondering, M om. H ow about for my next
birthday party, we have one at the zoo?"
O n e final change th at I m ade across stories was using p ro p er nam es for
story characters that w ould appeal to children of both C aucasian and African*
A m erican cultures. F or exam ple, I chose the nam e C arlos for the child
protagonist in the first draft of the story "The W orst B irthday in the H istory of
the W orld" because th at was the nam e of my nephew who gave m e the original
idea for the story. H ow ever, the nam e of the child protagonist was later
changed from Carlos to Harry.
The last step in w riting each of the narratives was brainstorm ing possible
titles. 1 w aited on assigning a title until after each story was com pleted,
because so often during the writing process the direction of my story changes.
T he th ree titles selected each had the following characteristics: (a) each title
revealed the m ain idea of the story w ithout giving the plot away, and (b) each
title caught the attention of the re a d e r imm ediately. F o r exam ple, for the
story "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?" the titles brainstorm ed w ere the following:
"Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?"
"Friends for My Birthday"
"A B irthday Surprise"
"The Best Birthday G ift of All"
"They D o n ’t Clog U p Your Vacuum o r Bounce in the H ouse, They
A ren ’t Messy and They D on’t R un on B atteries, T hey D on’t T ake U p a
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Large A m ount o f F loor Space and They D o n ’t H ave Claws on T heir
H ands and Feet"
The title I selected from the brainstorm ing list was "Mom, D on’t You
Like It?" because it was the patterned, repetitive dialogue spoken by the child
protagonist throughout the entire story, it revealed the plot w ithout giving the
ending away, and it was short, yet effective, in draw ing attention from an
audience.
I was now ready to present each of the th ree stories to the three
participants.

CH A PTER V
Findings of This Study
C ase Studv: G ertru d e
G ertru d e was seven years and six m onths old w hen the study began. She
is sturdily built, with dark brow n skin, and a round face set off by pigtails on
eith er side o f her head. G e rtru d e ’s m other is m anager of public relations for
M cD onald’s restaurants and was pregnant with h er second child at the tim e of
this study.

Since the announcem ent of her pregnancy, the m other told me

th at G ertru d e developed a stuttering problem . A speech therapist had begun
w orking with G e rtru d e at school, and had suggested th at the m other try
spending m ore tim e with her at hom e.
W hen asked about the tim e she and G ertru d e spent together, the m other
answ ered the following:
G ertru d e and I have becom e very close. Now every afternoon when she
com es hom e from school, we sit in the living room and talk about what
went on that day at school and any problem s that m ay have occurred.
G ertru d e and I have good com m unication, we talk about everything. I
try to spend tim e teaching her im portant lessons here at hom e. A t first,
G ertru d e was very jealous of the fact that I was pregnant, bu t now on
Saturdays we go shopping for the baby. T hat has helped to m ake her a
lot m ore accepting. I think she’s stopped stuttering so much.
The m other w ent on to talk about G e rtru d e ’s father, and said th at they
have had no contact with him over the past several years. H er uncle and two
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cousins, however, had close family ties to G e rtru d e and her m other and w ere
m entioned in several of G e rtru d e ’s responses.
R egarding her interest and habits in reading, G e rtru d e told m e The
C h ild ren ’s Bible was her favorite book. O th er favorites w ere m onster books
and W alt Disney books. T he m other said she read to G e rtru d e approxim ately
two o r th ree tim es a w eek when G ertru d e was a sm all child, m ostly W alt
Disney books and The C hildren’s B ible. T he m other added that in the past
year G ertru d e read library books to her each night before bedtim e. O n
Saturdays, they w ent to the public library w here she and G ertru d e picked out
th ree books for the w eek’s reading. "Those th ree books," stated G e rtru d e ’s
m other, "are usually read on the first day." W hen asked w hat her favorite
subject was in school, G ertru d e answ ered, "Reading, of course."
The m other explained why she thought G e rtru d e had such a g reat love
for reading. She stated, "G ertrude loves to read because h er teacher tells her
to read. She’d do anything her teacher told h er to do." T he m other
elab o rated on G e rtru d e ’s high opinion of her teacher, and told m e her
daughter talked about being a teacher w hen she grew up. "In the afternoons
after school," the m other explained, "G ertrude goes into her room and
practices teaching and reading books to her dolls." G e rtru d e ’s driving am bition
to be a kindergarten teacher was reflected in the way she responded to stories.
In addition, the m other told me that G ertru d e practices h er teaching skills on
h er dolls each night before bedtim e.
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T hroughout the interview sessions, G ertru d e seem ed entirely com fortable.
She sat back in her chair and relaxed, smiling often. A t tim es during the
reading of "The W orst Birthday in the History of the W orld," she laughed
aloud while slapping h er knee. In exam ining G e rtru d e ’s responses to stories, I
will discuss h er concept of story, exam ples of h er filling in gaps, o th e r uses of
personal experience and interpretation, response to the characters,
distinguishing betw een fact and fiction, response to hum or, response to plot,
and h er understanding of the m oral of stories.
C oncept of Story
Using the six stages in concept developm ent which provided a m odel for
narrative form developed by A pplebee (1978), it appeared that G e rtru d e ’s
stories fit into the fifth stage which was the focused chain. In its m ost typical
form , the center is a m ain character who goes through a series of events linked
to o n e another, sim ilar to such adult genres as radio serials and adventure
stories.
In further exam ining the retellings of narratives, G olden (1984) suggested
th at it is im portant to consider which story elem ents the children draw upon.
Specifically, in term s of overall story structure, G olden exam ined the following:
(a) the beginning, m iddle, and end of children’s retellings, (b) w hether children
identified the setting and basic plot structure with specific events or if they
com pressed the plot into sum m ary statem ents, (c) w hether children’s retellings
resem bled the language of the story o r if the children deviated, elab o rated , or
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varied from the original story line, and (d) w hether children included
ch aracters’ m otivations, descriptions, and roles in the plot.
G e rtru d e ’s retellings captured the beginnings of the overall story
structure. W hen the original story line began with initial ch aracter action,
G e rtru d e ’s retellings paralleled that action. F or exam ple, in the second
retelling of "The W orst Birthday in the History o f the W orld," G e rtru d e began
with the following:
Well, it was H arry’s birthday and as he went to bed at night he thought
that in the m orning when he woke up he w anted his m am m a to say,
"Surprise! Surprise!" But when he woke up that m orning his M am m a
woke him up and instead of saying, "Surprise!" and singing him "Happy
Birthday" she said, "Hurry up and get dressed ’cause the alarm w ent off
three m inutes late."
Also, w hen the story line opened with character dialogue, G e rtru d e ’s
retellings im itated that dialogue. An exam ple is in h er second retelling of "The
Iguana G ot Loose at the Birthday Party" w hen she stated the following:
"Harry, how was the party at the am usem ent park?"
"Fine, fine, fine," said the boy, "’cause of the splash into the birthday
cake."
"Splash into the birthday cake? How did he do that?"
Sim ilar to her beginnings, G ertru d e captured the story endings paralleling
the closing action and character dialogue of the original story tine. For
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exam ple, G e rtru d e ended h er second retelling o f "The W orst B irthday in the
H istory o f the W orld" with the statem ent:
T hen w hen he w ent hom e, then w hen he w ent hom e, it was so dark, then
they opened the door and, and they tu rn ed the lights on and, and
everyone jum ped up from behind the furniture and said, "Surprise!
Surprise! H appy Birthday, Harry!"
G e rtru d e ’s overall p attern was com pressing the plot structure of the
stories into sum m ary statem ents, deleting m ost of the episodes in the story.
F or exam ple, w hen she com pressed the plot of "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?" in
h er first retelling, G ertru d e stated, "Leroy’s uncle gonna give him som e m oney
for his birthday and his m am m a told him to go to the store and buy som ething
for his birthday, and he cam e back with stuff his m am m a didn’t want." The
m any presents Leroy purchased and the m o th er’s reason for dem anding the
retu rn of each gift were om itted from G e rtru d e ’s retelling.
Again, in the first retelling of "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the
W orld," G ertru d e com pressed the plot structure into a sum m ary statem ent,
om itting most of the episodes of the story:
It was H arry’s birthday as, as he went to bed at night he thought that in
the m orning when he woke up he w anted his m am m a to say "Surprise!"
But she d id n ’t and lots of bad things happened. H e went to school, no,
he got on the bus...,then he had to eat lunch with his m other....then the
w aiter cam e and he had to get som e of the broccoli...,then he had a
surprise party.
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Finally, G e rtru d e ’s retellings included character m otivation for actions
and reactions. A n exam ple was in G ertru d e 's first retelling of "The Iguana
G o t Loose at the Birthday Party" w hen she stated,
Billy w anted to hold the, the, birthday, the birthday boy’s iguana so the
boy let him hold it. But the iguana m ade the o p e ra to r scared which
m ade the boy get scared on top o f the ferris wheel w hen he ra n away.
T hen the music m an got m ad ’cause his m onkey ran away and h e forgot
about his balloons so they flew off. T he kids threw ice at the pigeons
'cause they w ere scared, too. But the pigeons w ere the scariest ’cause
they got hit by the ice.
In sum m ary, G ertrude began and ended h er retellings with initial
ch aracter action and character dialogue paralleling the original story line. H er
overall p a ttern was to com press the plot into sum m ary statem ents in the
m iddle of her retellings, om itting most of the episodes of the story bu t linking
the events in a focused chain. M otivations and reactions of characters to
events w ere included in G ertru d e's retellings.
Filling in G aps
D uring h er retellings, G ertrude actively "filled in gaps" (Iser, 1978) left
o p en by the writer. T hese gaps included psychological causality, characters
participating in events, age of m ain character, and setting.
Psychological causality. A ccording to M cConaughy (1982), psychological
causality is a chain of internal states and dispositions such as traits, feelings, o r
intentions which m otivate and precede the ch aracter’s actions. G e rtru d e gave
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num erous exam ples of psychological causality in h er responses. In describing
characters* feelings o r intentions which m otivated their actions and reactions,
G ertru d e filled in gaps left open by the w riter. In T h e W orst B irthday in the
H istory of the W orld," for exam ple, G ertru d e stated why she thought the
w aiter pointed H arry to the bathroom when he brought out he broccoli. She
said, "The w aiter pointed to the bathroom ’cause H arry d id n ’t w ant to eat the
broccoli and throw up." F urtherm ore, G ertru d e explained why she thought
H enry, in "The Iguana G o t Loose at the B irthday Party," asked his m am m a if
he could have a party at the zoo. G ertru d e explained, "He w anted all the
anim als could [sic] get loose and jum p in the cake, and he could have an
exciting party just like Willy, and th at’s why he asked to have the party at the
zoo."
C haracters participating in event. G ertru d e also filled in gaps by
interpreting the persons participating in story events in light of family
relationships and experiences. F or exam ple, after the reading of "Mom, D o n ’t
You Like It?," when G ertru d e was asked who the guests w ere th at participated
in the birthday party, G ertru d e replied, "The m am m a, the cousins, and the
uncle w ere there." F urtherm ore, in "The Iguana G ot Loose at the Birthday
Party," she responded, "The people talking w ere the m am m a and the son."
Interestingly, each time I picked G ertrude up for an interview session, her
uncle and two cousins w ere visiting at her hom e.
Ages of ch aracters. G ertrude also filled in the ages of the characters in
light of her own family relationships. In each of the stories, the ages of the
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child protagonists w ere the ages of h er two cousins. F o r exam ple, in the story
"Mom, D on’t Y ou Like It?," G ertru d e said, "Leroy was seven because he
always got little children toys. My cousin is seven and he always lets m e play
with them ’cause I’m seven, too." Also, in "The W orst B irthday in the H istory
of the World," G ertrude responded that "Harry was seven because his brother
calls him a crybaby and I call my cousin a crybaby and h e ’s seven." Finally, in
"The Iguana G ot Loose at the Birthday Party," G ertru d e stated, "That boy with
the birthday was nine because the am usem ent park is w here my cousin w ho’s
nine h ad his birthday party. My cousin says you have to reach the to p of the
pelican before you can ride the bum per cars, and that usually happens when
you’re nine."
The setting. G ertrude filled in gaps by interpreting the setting in two of
the stories. A fter reading both "Mom, D on’t You Like It?" and "The Iguana
G o t Loose at the Birthday Party," G ertrude said that the two conversations
betw een the m other and child took place in the living room . O n the two
occasions w hen I brought G ertru d e hom e after an interview session, I was
invited into the living room for coffee. G e rtru d e ’s m other told m e, "The living
room is w here I like to en tertain my guests. My sofa’s new, and no one sees it
if we sit in the kitchen."
O th e r Lises of Personal Experience and Interpretation
T here w ere other tim es G ertrude drew upon her daily life in o rd er to
in terp ret or explain the m otivations of characters in the stories. F or exam ple,
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in "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?," G ertru d e related the m otivation o f the child
and m o th er to her own family experience. She stated the following:
My m am m a is like Leroy’s m am m a. O nce my cousin w ent to the store
for my m am m a. A nd she was supposed to, to get bread. A nd she cam e
hom e with two big ole bags. She had b read , m ilk, candy, and cake mix
stuff. So my m am m a m ade her take it all back, just like L eroy had to.
Also, in the story "The Iguana G o t Loose at the B irthday Party,"
G ertru d e based her reaction upon personal experience, nam ely an event she
had once experienced at her cousin’s birthday. G e rtru d e asked, "How com e
only one boy rode on the ferris wheel?" She w ent on to say, "For th at story to
really happen at Fun Fair Park there would have to be m ore people at the top
of that ferris w heel riding it. T here were m ore people than that at my cousin’s
party."
C haracters
A uthority figures. G ertrude focused on m inor characters who played
authoritative roles in the story. F or exam ple, she responded to "M om , D on’t
You Like It?" by stating, "If I was the m other

teach him right from wrong."

Also, her response to "The Iguana G ot Loose at the B irthday Party," was, "If 1
was the m other of the birthday boy and they had an accident 1 w ould get the
children hom e safe."
G ertru d e saw the m inor, authoritative characters in a m ore positive light
th an the younger, m ain characters. F or exam ple, in the story "Mom, D on’t
You Like It?," G ertru d e called Leroy "greedy ’cause he w anted everything he
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saw," b u t she saw Leroy’s m other as one who "tried to teach him w hat was
right." Also, in the story "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the W orld,"
G e rtru d e said, "Harry was bad like my cousin but the teach er tried to help him
learn." Finally, after being read "The Iguana G o t Loose at the B irthday Party,"
G e rtru d e stated, "The birthday boy was bad to bring his iguana to the party,
but the m other was the lady who w atched the children all through the party so
they w ouldn’t get hurt."
Identifying with character responses. A lthough G ertru d e found the child
protagonists "bad" or "greedy," G ertru d e did identify with a certain num ber of
their responses. For exam ple, in "Mom, D on’t You Like It?," G e rtru d e said
that "Leroy had a surprise party and he was surprised ’cause he didn’t know he
was gonna have one. A nd neither did I." Also, in "The W orst B irthday in the
H istory of the World," G ertru d e stated, "Harry felt sad about his sister and
b ro th er ’cause they always got the best stuff th at he w anted. And he felt sad
about his m am m a, too, because she didn’t let him pick out his costum e w hat
he should have for H allow een. I would have b een sad, too."
In m ost instances, G ertru d e identified character em otions as she
classified them into one of two categories, happy or sad. F or exam ple, in
"Mom, D o n’t You Like It?," G ertru d e explained, "Leroy was sad because he
was returning all those gifts, and I d o n ’t blam e him." "But," she added, "Leroy
was happy at the end ’cause we [sic] had a surprise party." Also, in "The
W orst B irthday in the H istory of the W orld," G e rtru d e said, "H arry was sad
because he had a bad day on his birthday and 1 thought he was gonna have a

so
good day, bu t we [sic] w ere happy when he got hom e 'cause he h a d a surprise
party."
The m ost im portant character. A fter the initial reading of each story as
well as the following week, G ertru d e was asked to nam e the m ost im portant
character. H er tendency was to nam e m inor characters w ho played
authoritative roles in the story. W hen I asked her why th at ch aracter was
chosen, she gave literal reasons related to the character's role perform ance.
F urth erm ore, in all instances but one, G ertru d e nam ed the sam e character in
the first and second interview sessions and gave paralleling reasons for
choosing that character.
For exam ple, G ertru d e nam ed the m ost im portant character and gave
literal reasons for choosing that character after the reading of "M om, D on’t
Y ou Like It?" when she said, "The m om is the m ost im portant person,
because she taught him right from wrong." In addition, after "The W orst
B irthday in the History of the W orld," G ertru d e chose the teach er as the m ost
im portant person. W hen I asked why she chose the teach er, G e rtru d e
answ ered, "The teach er helps you learn and m em orize words." Finally, after
the reading of "The Iguana G ot Loose at the Birthday Party," G e rtru d e
responded, "The o p e ra to r’s the m ost im portant ’cause he was good to help and
o p erate things." However, after a week of reflecting upon this story, G ertru d e
described the m other as the m ost im portant person. She replied, "I think the
m ost im portant one is the m am m a because she keeps the kids safe."
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The ch aracter you w ould m ost like to be. Sim ilar to the m ost im portant
character, G ertru d e was asked to nam e the character she would m ost like to
be both im m ediately after the reading of each story and a w eek later. In all
instances but one, G ertru d e nam ed the sam e characters th at she gave for the
m ost im portant character; that is, she nam ed those characters who played
authoritative roles in the story. F o r the m ost p art, w hen I asked her why that
particular character was chosen, she gave reasons sim ilar to those given for the
m ost im portant character; that is, she gave literal answers related to the
c h aracter’s role perform ance. W ith one exception, G e rtru d e consistently
nam ed the sam e character, and gave the sam e reason for choosing that
character, in the first and second interview sessions.
For exam ple, G ertru d e w anted to be the m other in the story "Mom,
D o n ’t You Like It?" because she said, "The m om teaches you." Also, in the
story "The W orst Birthday in the History of the World," she responded, "I want
to be the teacher ’cause she helps you learn." A fter the reading of "The
Iguana G ot Loose at the B irthday Party," G ertru d e stated, "I’d like to be that
birthday boy ’cause his party was fun and exciting," but after a w eek of
reflecting, G ertrude changed her response to the person she w anted to be.
G e rtru d e replied, "I w ant to be the m am m a ’cause she w atches you and keeps
you from getting hurt."
F act and Fiction
A ccording to A pplebee (1978) young children’s understanding o f fiction
as a convention of storytelling develops over time. Young children tend to
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view stories historically as true; only gradually som etim e betw een the ages of
six and nine, do they com e to understand that a realistic fictional story may not
be actually true.
For children at the early stages of developing a concept of story, a story
is u n tru e only if it inverts the norm al o rd er of events o r presents events that
are im possible o r nonsensical. A story that presents events which the child
perceives as possible is regarded as historically true. T hese children m ay
develop two categories for stories; 1 used the term s "real1' and "make-believe"
to rep resent these two categories.
Before asking G e rtru d e if each story was real o r m ake-believe, I
explained to h er that a real story was one which was true, o r that had actually
happened; a m ake-believe story, on the oth er hand, was a product which I, as a
w riter, had created or m ade-up. G ertrude responded that she thought each o f
the th ree stories was real. For exam ple, after reading "Mom, Don"t You Like
It?," G ertru d e said, "1 know that story was real because som ething just like it
happened to my cousin w hen my m am m a kept sending h er back to the store.
She bought all kind of stuff we didn’t need." Similarly, G ertru d e stated that
the story "The Iguana G ot Loose at the B irthday Party1' was real "Because," she
explained, "a train can com e off a track, and they can have a birthday party at
an am usem ent park."
I next asked G ertru d e if each story could have possibly happened and
explained to h er that a realistic story was one which could have taken place.
G ertru d e said that each of the stories could have happened. F o r exam ple, in
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"Mom, D on’ You Like It?," G ertru d e stated, "The reason I know th at story
could have h appened is 'cause I rem em ber w hen it did happen." Similarly,
G ertru d e later stated that the story "The Iguana G ot L oose at the B irthday
Party" could have happened but added, "If som eone was on top o f the ferris
wheel th ere w ould be m ore than just one person if it happen at F u n F air Park.
So it m ust have happened som ew here else. But I’m sure it could have
happened."
It seem s that G e rtru d e could relate the stories to h er personal life and so
she saw them as real.
H um or
G ertru d e enjoyed the hum or in each of the stories. M ost of h er laughter
during the reading of the story "Mom, D on’t You Like It?" was after the
repetitious calling of Leroy to his m other saying, "Mom, I bought this...
Similarly, she laughed aloud in "The Iguana G ot Loose at the B irthday Party"
during the children’s ice fight and when the boy dropped into the birthday
cake. W hen asked to identify som e funny p arts in the story, G e rtru d e stated,
"The boy fell inside the birthday cake."
F urtherm ore, during the reading of "The W orst Birthday in the History of
the World," G ertru d e scream ed out in laughter, slapping her hands upon her
knees, w hen H arry o rd ered the "monkey spit" and the "gorilla nails." She also
chuckled w hen the only costum e left at the d ep artm en t store was a ballerina
suit. W hen asked to nam e som e funny things that happened to H arry in the
story, she stated, "He always got stuff that he didn’t want." G e rtru d e did not,
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how ever, understand the intended hum or w hen H arry continuously th reaten ed
that he was moving to Saudi A rabia. She stated, "He is really gonna move
’cause he said he was gonna move. I don’t know w here Saudi A rab ia is.
Som ew here w here they ride cam els, I think. But he is gonna m ove there."
G ertru d e m issed the intended hum or of H arry’s threats about Saudi A rabia
due to the fact th at the location of Saudi A rabia was unknow n to her.
Perhaps related to the issue of hum or is the fact th at m oving was
som ething which G e rtru d e and her m other seem ed to take seriously.
G e rtru d e ’s m o th er told m e she and G ertru d e had m oved six tim es over the
past seven years. The hom e in which they resided at the tim e of this study had
only been th eir place of residence for the past six m onths.
Plot
W hat is rem em bered best. W hen G ertru d e was asked w hat she
rem em b ered best about each story, she consistently related the happy ending
of the story. F or exam ple, the surprise party was rem em bered best after the
reading of "Mom, D on’t You Like It?" as well as after "The W orst B irthday in
the History of the World." F urtherm ore, the birthday boy’s finding the m onkey
in the car was w hat she rem em bered best after reading "The Iguana G ot Loose
at the B irthday Party."
W hat is m ost im portant. Both im m ediately after reading the story and a
week later, G ertru d e was asked what she thought was m ost im portant about
each story. A fter each reading, G ertru d e gave answers which w ere sim ilar to
what she had previously stated as the thing rem em bered best. She said the
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surprise party was the m ost im portant thing th at h appened in both "Mom,
D o n ’t You Like It?" and "The W orst B irthday in the H istory of the W orld."
Also, following the reading o f "The Iguana G o t Loose at the B irthday Party,”
she said the m ost im portant thing was the boy’s finding the monkey.
A fter a week of reflecting upon the stories, G e rtru d e changed her
responses to what was most im portant in the story. W hile giving a happy
ending to the story in the first session, in the second session G ertru d e
answ ered with a literal, and practical m oral lesson which was d irected tow ard
behavior. F or exam ple, a w eek after reading "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?," she
said that the most im portant thing was "Always ask your m am m a w hat toys to
get before you go out and buy som e or you may have to take them back."
Similarly, h er response to the m ost im portant thing a w eek after reading "The
W orst B irthday in the H istory of the W orld" was "We go to school to learn and
not play." F urtherm ore, after reading "The Iguana G ot Loose at the Birthday
Party," she said that the most im portant thing was "Never have a party near a
railroad track o r you can get hurt."
M orals o r Lessons of the Story
G e rtru d e ’s answers to the question of w hether th ere w ere lessons in the
stories reflected the "lessons" she said w ere m ost im portant about the stories.
F or exam ple, after reading "Mom, D on’t You Like It?," G ertru d e stated, "The
lesson is first ask your m am m a w hat to get before you buy it." In addition,
following the reading of "The W orst B irthday in the H istory of the W orld," she
said, "I know w hat the lesson is. School is a place to go and learn and not
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play." Finally, after reading "The Iguana G o t Loose at the B irthday Party,"
G e rtru d e stated, "Don’t throw nuts n e ar a track. T h at’s a good lesson."
G e rtru d e ’s answers in the second interview session w ere consistent with
the first, with som e elaboration. F or exam ple, her second response to the
story "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?" was "Always ask your m om w hat to buy first
’cause she m ay get m ad at you. If she’s m ad about w hat you buy you’ll have to
take it back." Likewise, G ertru d e ’s second response to "The W orst B irthday in
the History of the W orld" was, "W hen you go to school m ake sure you pay
attention. It’s not a place to go and cut up." F u rtherm ore, the lesson
G e rtru d e gave a w eek after reading "The Iguana G ot Loose at the Birthday
Party" was, "Never throw nuts or play near a railroad track ’cause a wreck can
happen."
W hen I interview ed G ertru d e ’s m other, I asked h e r w hat things she had
taught or em phasized with G ertrude at hom e. T he following was h er response:
T h ere ’s just two of us living here, m e and G ertru d e. I w ant her to get
the best education possible, and so I preach on school all the time. I
teach h er a lot about m anners and being a lady. T hat train track runs
right by my house and I sure w arn her to keep away from it. She minds
pretty good.
It seem s th at som e of the lessons G ertrude has been taught in the hom e have
b een reflected in m any of G e rtru d e ’s responses.
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Case Study: O nessa
O nesssa is a tall, slim girl with a light brow n skin color. She was seven
years, th ree m onths old w hen 1 began her case study, and was extrem ely
observant with a keen sense of hum or. A lthough O nessa was the youngest
participant in the study, her responses to the stories and h er m astery o f the
storytelling m ode w ere the m ost m ature. In addition, h e r vocabulary was the
m ost developed of the participants. Perhaps related to h er m ature storytelling
m ode was the fact that O nessa’s grandm other, a m iddle-school science teacher,
told m e she encouraged O nessa’s storytelling in her hom e.
T he grandm other, who has taken care of O nessa since the beginning of
the school term , related the history of O nessa’s moving in with her. She said,
"The m o ther had to move to another state to find work. She works as a
telephone operator. But she and O nessa are very close. They talk every single
day on the telephone." T he grandm other w ent on to tell m e that O nessa’s
father is an engineer who also resided out of state but visited O nessa
periodically.
In addition, the grandm other spoke about O nessa’s drive for seeking
approval from adults, particularly that of her m other. T he grandm other
rem arked, "O nessa misses her m other terribly and tries to always m ake her
m other proud. I’m doing the best I can to fill that void." O nessa’s high
respect for the m other and the role she plays is evident in som e of O nessa’s
responses. W hen asked about her reading habits and interests, the
grandm other responded, "Onessa began reading picture books at age two.
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Since then she has gradually progressed. W hen she gets hom e from school,
she reads and writes stories. 1 encourage O nessa’s storytelling, but she m akes
up so m any stories that I can ’t tell w hat is real from w hat’s not. She tells these
involved stories all the tim e at home." O nessa added that her favorite subjects
in school w ere reading and writing; h er favorite books w ere The C hildren’s
Bible, funny books, m ystery books, m onster books, and stories which she writes
herself. She said she p referred reading and w riting stories to w atching
television, and when she grew up dream ed of becom ing an author. She
com m ented, "I want to write books, then give them to m ovie stars to act out. I
practice w riting plays and acting them out at hom e after school." O nessa’s
grandm other acknow ledged that O nessa had w ritten and produced several
plays for the neighborhood children to perform in the yard. O nessa’s desire to
be a w riter and play producer colored her views in responding to the stories.
O nessa shared with m e som e of the stories and plays which she had
w ritten and produced with neighborhood children. She was particularly proud
of h er version of "Snow W hite" to which she added colorful dialogue. In this
play, O nessa e lab o rated on the plot of "Snow W hite," giving it a different
ending.
Not surprisingly, O nessa was the m ost o pen and dram atic of the
participants. Using the living room floor as a stage, she w ould act out the
stories as she retold them , moving from one side of the room to the other.
O nessa took on the personalities of the characters, using different voices for
each of them . In exam ining O nessa’s responses to stories, I will discuss her
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concept o f story, personal evaluation of stories, exam ples of h er filling in gaps,
o th er uses of personal experience and interpretation, predicting, response to
the characters, distinguishing betw een fact and fiction, response to hum or,
response to plot, and h er understanding of the m oral of stories.
C oncept of Story
Using the six stages in concept developm ent which provided a m odel for
narrative form developed by A pplebee (1978), it appeared that O nessa’s stories
fit into the sixth, or final stage, which is the "narrative." C haracteristic of this
stage, each incident not only develops out of the previous one as in the
focused chain, but, in addition, each incident elaborates a new aspect of the
situation. Such narratives seem to have a consistent forw ard m ovem ent with a
climax at the end.
In fu rth er exam ining the retellings of narratives, G olden (1984) suggested
exam ining the overall story structure used by the participants. In O nessa's
retellings, I found that h er overall p attern was to begin with the initial action
of the child protagonist which paralleled the original story line. F or exam ple,
in the first retelling of "Mom, D on’t You Like It?," O nessa op en ed with the
following statem ent: "...there was a boy nam ed Leroy and it was his birthday
and he went to the store." Likewise, O nessa began her retelling of "The
Iguana G ot Loose at the Birthday Party” by saying, "...there was a little boy
th at h ad his birthday at the fair. A nd his friend brought the iguana for
everyone to see."
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Like her beginnings, O nessa’s retellings closed with the final action of the
child protagonist sim ilar to the original story line. For exam ple, in the second
retelling of "Mom, D on’t Y ou Like It?," O nessa en d ed with the birthday party.
T he following excerpt is from th at retelling: "And so the last tim e w hen he
cam e back from Mr. Quigly’s store his m am m a said, *1 have a surprise for you
and they’re right here. A nd out popped four friends.’" Similarly, O nessa
closed the second retelling of "The Iguana G o t Loose at the B irthday Party"
w ith the birthday boy finding the m onkey in the car. She stated, "And when
they cam e in the car the little boy thought he saw the iguana bu t it was the
m onkey the m an had lost."
O nessa used a series of techniques and conventions of literary form , such
as form alistic or ritualistic beginnings and endings. T hese beginnings and
endings help m ark a discourse as a "story" (A pplebee, 1979). O nessa’s p attern
was to begin her stories with "Once upon a time..." and en d h e r stories with
"The end" o r "...and th at’s the end of the story."
Following h er openings, O nessa clearly com pressed the plot structure into
sum m ary statem ents. F or exam ple, during the second retelling o f "The W orst
B irthday in the History of the W orld," O nessa sum m arized the episodes in the
following way:
Lots of things went wrong for him on his birthday. Like everything for
him was girl stuff. Like he had to sit by a girl on the bus and like he got
a pink ballerina suit and a purple barrette. All th at is girl stuff. A nd all
the food that he ordered, well, it was all anim al food.
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A fter com pressing the plot structure into sum m ary statem ents, O nessa
focused upon selected events. F o r exam ple, in the second retelling o f T h e
W orst B irthday in the H istory of the W orld," O nessa stated, "And th ere was a
bunch of stuff th at w ent wrong. Things w ent w rong on the bus, in the
restau ran t, in the d ep artm en t store, and at the birthday party. First let m e tell
you about the bus..."
In addition, the m iddle of O nessa’s retellings w ere m arked by elaboration
upon selected episodes to give them m eaning, thereby varying the original story
line. For exam ple, in the second retelling of "The W orst Birthday in the
H istory of the World," O nessa em bellished the bus scene with the following
story details:
H e got on the new, yellow bus and he had to sit by this fat ole girl. And
she took ou t her tuba and she blows it. A nd he was like, all upset and
said that he needed cork screws for his ears.
L ater, in that sam e retelling, O nessa elaborated upon the restaurant
scene:
A nd then they w ent to the nice, new restaurant and his sister got
pepperoni pizza with chocolate chip cookies on to p and his bro th er got
the sam e thing. A nd he d id n ’t want pepperoni pizza with chocolate chip
cookies ’cause he didn’t like that. The chocolate chip cookies w ere all
m elted into the pepperoni.
F u rtherm ore, O nessa varied the original story line by elaborating upon
ch aracter attributes using created dialogue. For exam ple, in "The Iguana G ot
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L oose at the B irthday Party," O nessa developed the attributes of the m onkey
with the following statem ents:
And the m onkey saw the peanuts and then, he thought, "That m ust be
elephant peanuts, I might bring them to the elep h an t act at the zoo w hen
I get back. Y ea, the elephants would like that all right. T h at is the thing
that I feel I should do."
Similarly, in the second retelling of "The W orst B irthday in the History of
the World," O nessa developed the personality of M ichael and the birthday
guest with the following dialogue:
A nd so, M ichael sat down on the couch and then som ebody invited to the
party jum ped out from behind the couch and said, "Surprise! How you
doing M ichael?

Have you had a bad day?" A nd that m ade M ichael jum p

up and b reak the glass dish off the table and he said, "Uh-oh. Not
an o ther bad time. I’m sick and tired of bad times."
Also, O nessa used sound effects to e lab o rate upon the attributes of
inanim ate objects. F or exam ple, she developed the attributes of a tuba in the
first retelling of "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the W orld" with the
following: "...and the girl on the bus had a tuba. A tuba is an instrum ent
about this long and it goes, ’Bloop! Bloop! Bloop!’" In addition, she
described the train in the second retelling of "The Iguana G ot Loose at the
B irthday Party" saying, "...and the train cam e down the track and it was a fast,
new train with steam com ing out the top and it was going, T o o t! T oot!’"
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F u rtherm ore, O nessa took on the personalities of the characters, using
d ifferent voices for each of them . She was quite effective in im itating the
o ld er fem ale character with a high, squeaky voice; the o ld er m ale with a deep,
hoarse voice; and the child protagonist using h er natural voice tone with much
ad d ed expression.
A fter O nessa e lab o rated upon selected episodes, she brought the story
back to the original plot. F or exam ple, in h er second retelling of "The W orst
B irthday in the History of the World," after O nessa e la b o rated upon the food
in the restau ran t scene, she brought the story back to the surprise awaiting
H arry at hom e. The following excerpt is taken from th at retelling:
A nd so his m am m a said, "I’m gonna give you som e of my spinach so you
can b e strong like Popeye." A nd then he said, "I’d rath er die than eat
spinach and I’d rath e r eat flowers m ore than eat spinach." A nd so then
they got hom e and it was dark, it was m idnight. A nd then his daddy
opened the door.
Also, O nessa clearly e lab o rated upon character m otivation for actions
and reactions, thus differing from the original story. T he following excerpt
taken from the second retelling of "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the
W orld" is an exam ple:
And he said, "Mom, are you really gonna buy m e this pink ballerina
suit?" A nd she said, "Well, it only th ree dollars [sic]. A nd we m ight have
to ’cause it’s the only thing left in a small." So his m other bought it and
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he w ent to the costum e party with it on and th a t’s why he was very
em barrassed.
Finally, O nessa’s em bellishm ents upon the m otivations and reactions of
the characters w ere quite hum orous. For exam ple, in the first retelling of "The
W orst B irthday in the H istory of the World," O nessa stated, "...and his m am m a
said, T’m gonna give you som e of my spinach so you can be strong like Popeye
and have muscles like m ountains.’ A nd then he said, ’I’d rath e r e a t flowers
th an eat spinach.’" Similarly, H arry’s costum e in the second retelling of "The
W orst B irthday in the H istory of the W orld" was also treated with hum or. In
O n essa’s story, when H arry arrives at the party dressed in his pink tutu,
[his] best friend said, "Oh, look at that cute little girl w earing the pink
tutu doing a dance across the floor." A nd his second best friend Lynus
said, "Oh, I think I’ll m arry h er she’s so pretty." A nd they w ere really
talking about H arry but they didn’t recognize him ’cause he was w earing
the ballerina suit his m am m a bought at the store.
In sum m ary, each incident in O nessa’s retellings elab o rated a new aspect
of the situation, giving her stories a consistent forw ard m ovem ent with a climax
at the end. O nessa began and ended her retellings with the action of the child
protagonist which parallelled the original story line. T he plot was com pressed
into sum m ary statem ents in the m iddle of h er retellings follow ed by
elab o ration and variation of selected events, character m otivation, character
attributes, and character dialogue. A fter h er elaborations, O nessa would
consistently bring the story back to the original plot.
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P ersonal E valuation
O nessa used critical facilities to evaluate characters and events after her
storytelling. F o r exam ple, after the First retelling of "Mom, D on’t Y ou Like
It?," O nessa com m ented, "I can’t believe som ebody w ould be so stupid to not
ask their m am m a first w hat to get. H e should know better."
Similarly, O nessa evaluated the things H arry ord ered in "The W orst
B irthday in the History of the World" when she stated, "Everything H arry
o rd ered was so gross. Yuk! Like all that anim al stuff. Yuk! Yuk! A nd at the
d ep artm ent store his sister ord ered som ething great, his b ro th er ord ered
som ething great. But he didn’t get anything great. H e got som ething stupid."
Finally, after her first retelling of "The Iguana G ot Loose at the Birthday
Party," O nessa critically evaluated when she said, "Man, th a t’s the wildest,
craziest, funniest story in the whole world."
Filling in G aps
O nessa was actively "filling in gaps" (Iser, 1978) left open by the writer.
T he gaps which she filled in included psychological causality, physical causality,
characters participating in events, age of m ain character, and setting.
Psychological causality. O nessa supported psychological causality in
instances w here it was not m ade explicit in the stories. F or exam ple, in
discussing why the w aiter pointed H arry to the bathroom w hen he brought out
the broccoli in the story "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the World,"
O nessa said, "He pointed H arry to the bathroom because H arry said he was
gonna vomit." O nessa added, "Harry d o n ’t want to move to Saudi A rabia at
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the en d ’cause of the surprise party." Finally, O nessa was asked why she
thought H enry asked his m am m a if they could have a party at the zoo in "The
Iguana G ot L oose at the Birthday Party" and she answ ered, "H enry thought it
was exciting when the iguana caused trouble and he thought the iguana could
be at the zoo just like the park and cause the sam e kind of trouble at his
birthday."
Physical causality. O nessa filled in gaps of physical causality which I did
not intentionally build into the stories "Mom, D on’t You Like It?" and "The
W orst B irthday in the H istory of the World." For exam ple, in "Mom, D on’t
You Like It?," O nessa said the following:
Leroy brought the first thing and that m ade his m om send that thing
back. T hen he brought the second thing and that m ade his m am m a send
the second thing back. That m ade him go and get the next thing and it
kept on goin’ like that.
O nessa was the only participant to fill in the gap of physical causality which I
did intentionally build into the story "The Iguana G ot Loose at the Birthday
Party," and she attributed the reason to her being a "tomboy" who is attentive
to physical actions.
C haracters participating in event. Likewise, O nessa filled in gaps
regarding the characters talking in the story. F or exam ple, w hen O nessa was
asked who was talking in the story "Mom, D on’t You Like It?," O nessa replied,
"It was his friends, his m am m a, and Leroy talking. H e had about four friends
there." O nessa continued to fill in gaps identifying the characters talking in
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"The Iguana G o t Loose at the B irthday Party*' w hen she said, 'T h e people
talking were the m am m a and the little boy."
Ages of the m ain characters. Similarly, during th e reading of the stories,
O nessa filled in gaps left open by the author concerning the ch aracters’ ages.
She stated that Leroy in "Mom, D on’t You Like It?" was five years old because
"He nagged so much and a kid five years old will do that sort o f thing." In
addition, Harry, in "The W orst B irthday in the History of the W orld," was
seven years old because "All boys seven years old will act like that," she said.
Finally, she described the birthday boy in "The Iguana G o t Loose at the
B irthday Party" as being six years old "’Cause," she stated, "six-year-old boys
have their birthdays at the am usem ent park."
The setting. R egarding the setting of the story, O nessa filled in gaps
about w here the conversations took place. F or exam ple, in "Mom, D o n ’t You
Like It?," O nessa said that the conversation took place in the living room . In
addition, she said the m am m a and the boy in "The Iguana G ot Loose at the
B irthday Party" had their conversation in the yard.
It seem s that O nessa’s responses reflected som e of the custom s practiced
at hom e. T hat is, on the occasions when I interview ed O nessa’s grandm other,
we sat in the living room . The kitchen was at the re a r of the house and the
grandm other told me, "The kitchen is only used for eating around here. W e sit
in the living room when we have company." H ow ever, w hen I brought O nessa
hom e after the interview sessions, the grandm other and I visited sitting a bench
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in the front yard. "W hen the w eather's nice," she told m e, HI like to sit out
here."
O th e r U ses of P ersonal E xperience and Interpretation
T h ere w ere oth er tim es when O nessa drew from h e r daily life in o rd er to
in terp ret o r explain. She in terpreted the m otivations o f characters and anim als
in the stories in light of her own experience. A n exam ple is w hen O nessa
in terp reted the pigeons’ actions in "The Iguana G ot L oose at the B irthday
Party" based upon observations she w itnessed daily in the area w here she lived.
She stated,
Pigeons will use the bathroom on anything. T h at’s why I know they used
it on the birthday cake. They live right there u nder the interstate and I
watch them . If you walk under the bridge they’ll use it even in your hair.
W hen you park your car u nder there, they’ll use it on your car.
F urtherm ore, O nessa drew her interpretations of H arry in "The W orst
B irthday in the History of the World" from her experiences with friends at
school and in the neighborhood. O nessa com m ented,
H arry is like the boys in my room . H e hates girls, I think. A nd he says
gross things. All boys in my room are like that. Kevin, the boy down the
street is like that, too. T h at’s how I know so m uch about Harry.
Predicting
D uring the reading of the stories, O nessa interjected predictions of what
w ould happen after the ending. For exam ple, during the reading of "The
W orst B irthday in the History of the World," O nessa guessed that H arry would
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b e given a surprise party at the story closing. A fter the scene at the d o cto r’s
office was read , O nessa said, "Harry doesn’t know it, but h e ’s got a surprise
party coming." W hen the reading of the story was over, O nessa stated, T h e
reason I knew he was gonna have a surprise party was ’cause the first story had
one. A nd it was his birthday and som ething good was bound to happen sooner
o r later."
Similarly, O nessa guessed that the iguana would be lost during the
reading of "The Iguana G ot Loose at the B irthday Party." Halfway through the
story O nessa interjected the rem ark, "He b e tte r hold o nto his iguana b e tter
th an that. H e ’s gonna lose him any m inute now. Just wait and see."
Characters
A uthority figures. O nessa’s pattern was to see the m inor, authoritative
characters in a m ore positive light than the younger, m ain character. For
exam ple, in the story "Mom, D on’t You Like It?," O nessa described Leroy and
the m am m a in the following way:
H e was uncaring, ’cause he didn’t care anything about his m am m a and
w hat she said so he just kept on buying stuff she d id n ’t like. A nd what
he should have done is buy som ething she w ould like. The m am m a was
just trying to keep her house clean. She was right and Leroy was wrong.
Also, O nessa said the following about the birthday boy in "The Iguana
G o t Loose at the Birthday Party":
H e was w rong to bring his pet iguana to the birthday party. H e should
have thought m ore about his m am m a. I m ean, here was his poor
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m am m a trying to watch all those bad children at the party just ’cause he
w anted to show off his iguana. I feel sorry for the m am m a. T hat's a
sham e.
identifying with ch aracters’ responses. A lthough O nessa found the child
protagonists "uncaring" and "wrong," she did identify with certain o f their
responses. F o r exam ple, she said she found herself "a lot like bad H a r r y in
"The W orst B irthday in the History of the W orld" w hen she stated the
following:
H arry is an awful lot like me. I m ean, because he is bad and I like to be
bad som etim es. A nd we both like to o rd er gross stuff. A nd another
thing, he goes overboard with food and so do I. I m ean, he orders too
m uch food and so do I. T here are a lot of girls I d o n ’t w ant to sit by,
just like H arry didn’t w ant to sit by a girl on the bus. And I’d rath er play
with boys. I’m a tomboy. I like to play kick ball and stuff. Y ea, I’m a
lot like bad Harry. Me and H arry act just alike.
O nessa later added the following about H arry in "The W orst B irthday in
the H istory of the World":
H arry was angry ’cause everything bad was happening to him , ’cause he
thought it was everyone else’s own fault. But really it was his own fault.
I know I’m like that. I blam e it on everybody else but myself when I’m
m ad, and it’s really my own fault."
Similarly, O nessa com pared h er own response to that of the birthday boy
in "The Iguana G ot Loose at the Birthday Party" w hen she stated, "The
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birthday boy feels disappointed because everybody is throwing ice at each
o th er, and then the boy flies off the ferris w heel. W hen things go w rong it
m akes you be disappointed in yourself. T h at’s the way I am."
M ost im portant c h aracter. Both after reading each story and again a
w eek later, O nessa was asked to nam e the m ost im portant character. W ith
o n e exception, O nessa nam ed the m ajor character, o r child protagonist.
F u rth erm ore, she consistently nam ed the sam e character in the first and
second interview sessions.
W hen I asked h er why she chose the child protagonist for the m ost
im portant person her usual response was "’cause w ithout him th ere w ouldn’t be
a story." F or exam ple, she said that H arry was the m ost im portant person in
"The W orst B irthday in the History of the W orld" because "H e’s w hat the
story’s about." Also, in "The Iguana G ot Loose at the B irthday Party," she
chose the birthday boy as the most im portant person and replied, "I chose him
b ecause w ithout him there w ouldn’t be a story." The on e exception when she
did not choose the child protagonist as the m ost im portant person was in
"Mom, D on't You Like It?" when she chose the m other. O nessa said, "I chose
the m other because she was the on e m aking him take the stuff back and
w ithout her there w ouldn’t be a story." In this story, O nessa chose the adult
ch aracter who was also a m ajor character in the story.
C haracter you would m ost like m ost to be. Both after reading each story
and again a w eek later, O nessa was asked to nam e the character she would
m ost like to be. O nessa nam ed the sam e character for the person she would
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m ost like to be as she had for the m ost im portant person, with one exception.
A fter O nessa nam ed the character she w anted to be, 1 prom pted h e r for a
fuller response. H er reasons for w anting to be that ch aracter w ere related to
h er identifying with the characters’ actions and reactions. In all instances,
O nessa’s answers were consistent betw een the first and second interview
sessions.
For exam ple, O nessa said she w anted to be the m am m a in the story
"Mom, D on’t You Like It?" because she said, "I’d like to know w hat it’s like to
boss Leroy." Also, O nessa chose H arry in "The W orst B irthday in the H istory
of the World" because she responded, "I’d like to know w hat it’s like to be a
birthday boy and order gross things." Finally, O nessa said she w anted to be
the birthday boy in the story "The Iguana G ot Loose at the Birthday Party1' and
added, "I w ant to be the birthday boy ’cause I’d like know what it’s like to have
a birthday cake and have an ice fight." O nessa am ended that statem ent,
however, a week later when she said she would rath er be the iguana. "I w ant
to be the iguana," she said, "’cause I’d like to know w hat it’s like to scare
people."
F act and F iction
W hen asked if each of the three stories was real o r m ake-believe, O nessa
responded that one of the stories was m ake-believe and two of the stories were
real. For exam ple, after the reading of "The Iguana G o t Loose at the Birthday
Party," O nessa answ ered, "It’s m ade-up because real boys can ’t fly over a
birthday cake." O n the o th er hand, O nessa said that the story "Mom, D on’t
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Y ou Like It?" was real because she stated, "Real p eople can go to the store
and buy som ething and th eir m om can say take it back." Sim ilarly, she said
"The W orst B irthday in the History of the W orld" was a real story because
"Boys are like th at so it m ust be true. They d o n ’t like girls and they say they’d
ra th e r have m onkey spit and all th at and they’re real gross."
I then asked O nessa if each of the th re e stories could have really
happened. She responded that parts in each of the stories could have
occurred. F or exam ple, in the story "The Iguana G ot Loose at the B irthday
Party," O nessa replied th at although the story was m ake-believe, parts of the
story could have happened. She stated, "The part about the pigeons could
have happened ’cause pigeons do fly over everything and use the b athroom on
everything. O nessa w ent on to say that both "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?" and
"The W orst Birthday in the History of the W orld" could have h appened
because "Real boys are really like that."
H um or
O nessa laughed often at the hum or in the stories. In "Mom, D o n ’t You
Like It?," O nessa laughed each tim e Leroy brought a gift hom e to his m other.
A t the end of the story, she said, "That was so funny. I can’t believe Leroy.
H e ’s a kick, huh?"
B ecause of O nessa’s hearty, loud laughter during the reading of "The
W orst B irthday in the H istory of the W orld," it was necessary at two points to
stop the reading. O nessa bounced out of the chair and started clapping w hen
the story described H arry ordering the m onkey spit and gorilla nails at the
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restau ran t, and w hen the children w ere picking out their costum es at the
d ep artm en t store.
F u rtherm ore, a great deal of the hum or in the story "The W orst B irthday
in the History of the World" has intended m eaning, and O nessa appreciated
this slightly m ore sophisticated hum or as well. She said th at H arry d idn’t
really w ant to move to Saudi A rabia but that "He was just teasing and saying
th at ’cause he was mad."
Finally, O nessa’s enjoym ent of "The Iguana G ot Loose at the Birthday
Party" was obvious as well. She laughed aloud after the reading of each
episode and at the end com m ented, "That’s the funniest, wildest story I ever
h eard. The funniest story is about H arry but this one is the wildest. I think
I'll go hom e and write one just like it."
R esponse to P lot
W hat is rem em bered best. W hen O nessa was asked what she
rem em b ered best about each story, she gave literal, practical lessons which
w ere directed toward behavior. She responded that w hat she rem em bered best
about the story "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?" was, "You should think before you
buy som ething ’cause you may have to take it back." Similarly, the thing she
rem em b ered best about "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the W orld" was,
"Never say you want m onkey spit or gorilla nails ’cause you may have to eat
broccoli." Finally, after reading "The Iguana G o t Loose at the B irthday Party,"
she replied, "Never throw peanuts on a railroad track ’cause there could be an
accident. T h at’s what 1 rem em ber best."
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W hat is m ost im portant. Im m ediately after reading each story and again
a w eek later, O nessa was asked w hat she thought was m ost im portant about
the story. H er answers w ere consistent in the first and second interview
sessions. W hen 1 asked O nessa w hat was m ost im portant about the story, she
sum m arized in a sentence the plot o f the story. For exam ple, in the story
"Mom, D on’t You Like It?," O nessa said the m ost im portant thing was "Leroy
getting stuff at the store th at his m am m a didn’t like and she m ade him take
the stuff back." Also, she answ ered th at the m ost im portant thing in "The
W orst B irthday in the History of the World" was "...Harry’s birthday and a
bunch of things happened to m ake him depressed." Finally, in "The Iguana
G o t Loose at the Birthday Party," O nessa stated, "The m ost im portant thing
was the birthday boy brought his pet iguana to the am usem ent park and it got
loose and caused all kinds of trouble."
M orals o r Lessons of the Story
O nessa’s answers to the question w hether there was a lesson in the story
reflected the "lessons" she said she rem em bered best about the stories.
F u rth erm ore, h er answers w ere consistent betw een the first and second
interview sessions.
For exam ple, following the reading of "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?,"
O nessa stated, "Never bring anything from the store you [sic] m om doesn’t
like." In addition, after reading "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the
W orld," O nessa replied, "Never em barrass your parents at the table o r you m ay
have to eat som ething you dislike." Finally, after reading "The Iguana G ot
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Loose at the Birthday Party," O nessa answ ered, "Never throw peanuts on a
track o r bring an iguana to a birthday party."
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C ase Study: M ary
M ary was seven years, four m onths old w hen the study began. She is tall
and slim, with a dark brow n skin color. H e r m o th er is a school secretary, and
h er fath er a school custodian. M ary has two older siblings, sisters 16 and 17
years old.
C om m enting upon M ary’s relationship with her two sisters, M ary’s
m o th er revealed, "There’s lots of sibling rivalry in the house. T he two older
girls argue with each other, and M ary argues with both of them." A t the tim e
this study took place, M ary’s rem arks about h er relationships to o th er m em bers
of the family indicated th at she was trying to w ork out h e r place am ong the
fam ily m em bers. She in terpreted the characters in light of her own sibling
rivalry and at one point stated, "Pll be glad w hen my sisters m ove away and it
leaves just m e, M om , and D ad around."
M ary’s m other told m e that she and M ary w ere very close, and later
rem arked, "I guess the reason we’re close is ’cause M ary has no siblings around
h ere to play with that are h er own age." A lthough M ary is d ep en d en t upon her
m other, she has always resisted taking direction from her concerning her
hom ew ork. "She wants to appear as independent as h er sisters on things
concerning school. It’s im portant to M ary for h er sisters to recognize her as
th eir equal," the m other told me. "1 think th at’s why she learned to read so
early."
The m other described the history of M ary’s learning to read in the
following way:
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T he first tim e M ary learned to read she was in kindergarten and she was
about five years old. Every day since then she brings hom e a book to
read to anyone who’ll listen. She carries a book in her hand all the tim e.
N ot surprisingly, M ary’s favorite subject in school is reading.
M ary’s m other went on to describe h er dau g h ter’s reading habits. "W hen
M ary was sm all, 1 read to h e r nightly. 1 noticed that she had a m em ory like an
elep h an t in recalling details. A fter I read her a story once, I couldn’t leave out
anything the next time." M ary’s fine attention to detail regarding story events
was indicated in her accurate and faithful retellings.
M ary further e lab o rated upon her reading habits and preferences. W hen
she cam e hom e from school, Mary said that she p referred watching television,
but usually read instead. "My sisters get hom e first," she said, "and they always
watch their shows. I don’t like the shows they watch so 1 go to my room and
read." I then asked M ary w hat books she like to read, and she w ent to her
room and brought out T he C hildren’s Bible and C inderella. M ary proudly
sm iled as she stated, "These are my own books, and they’re my favorites. I
like to read all about the queens and princesses. I’m gonna m arry a prince
w hen I grow up." D uring the first sessions, M ary was reserved with m e, but
she becam e m ore relaxed as the sessions continued. M ary’s m other
com m ented, "Mary has been shy most of her life. But she seem s to be coming
o u t of it a bit lately."
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T h ere w ere two predom inant characteristics of M ary’s retellings: (a) an
accurate m em ory in retelling the stories, and (b ) a tendency to in terp ret
elem ents in light of her own family relationships.
In exam ining M arys responses to the stories, I will discuss her concept of
story, exam ples of her filling in gaps, oth er uses of personal experience and
in terp retation, responses to the characters, distinguishing betw een fact and
fiction, response to hum or, response to plot, and her understanding the m orals
of stories.
C oncept of Storv
In using the six basic types of structures for analysis of narrative form
developed by A pplebee (1978), M ary’s retellings indicated that she fit into the
final, o r "narrative" stage, of developm ent. C haracteristic of this stage, each
incident she retold developed out of the previous one and e lab o rated a new
aspect of the situation, giving her stories a consistent forw ard m ovem ent with a
clim ax at the end.
G o ld en ’s (1984) criteria, which evaluates the narrative retellings of
stories, was used to evaluate M ary’s retellings. In exam ining her retellings, she
did not open with dialogue betw een characters, but her tendency was to jum p
directly into the action of the child protagonist. For exam ple, in the second
retelling of "The Iguana G ot Loose at the Birthday Party," M ary stated, "Willy
had a birthday and he brought this iguana for everybody to see and feel and
he let this boy hold it." She om itted the opening conversation w hen the
m other asks the boy if he enjoyed the birthday party at the am usem ent park.
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Similarly, in her first retelling o f "Mom, D on’t Y ou Like It?," M ary began
w ith the statem ent, "Leroy got som e m oney and then he w ent out to spend it."
A gain, she om itted the opening conversation w hen the m other tells Leroy that
the uncle has given him birthday m oney to spend.
U nlike h er beginnings, M ary ended h er retellings with the closing
dialogue of the characters. She ended her first retelling of "Mom, D o n ’t You
Like It?," in the following way:
...and after he brought everything back, he didn’t get anything. A nd he
said, "Mom, I didn’t get anything with my money." A nd his m om said,
"Well, I have som ething for you, Harry." Then all the kids and his
M am m a said, "Surprise! Happy Birthday!"
Likewise, Mary closed the first retelling of "The W orst B irthday in the
H istory of the W orld" with the following dialogue:
So when they got to the house his daddy cam e to the door, and the lights
flipped on and everybody said, "Surprise! Surprise! H appy Birthday,
Harry!" A nd he said, "You just never know how birthdays are gonna turn
out."
F urtherm ore, M ary gave one-sentence sum m aries of the plot, which w ere
followed by h er relating all the episodes of the original story. In "The W orst
Birthday in the History of the W orld," Mary gave a plot sum m ary w hen she
stated, "It was H arry’s birthday, and lots of bad luck kept happening to him
until the end." Similarly, in the first retelling of "The Iguana G o t Loose at the
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B irthday Party," M ary stated, "There was this boy and he was having a birthday
and he w anted everything to go right but everything w ent wrong."
Following her one-sentence sum m aries of the plot, M ary’s retellings
co rresponded to the text, line by line. She recaptured all o f the specific events
of the original story, and added the details of actions in those events. For
exam ple, M ary recaptured the breakfast scene in the first retelling of "The
W orst B irthday in the H istory of the W orld" with the following details:
W ell, H arry went into the kitchen for breakfast. A nd everybody got
cereal. H e w anted pancakes with raspberry topping, but everybody got
cereal. His sister got Sugar Crispies, and his b ro th er got F rosted Flakes,
but the only thing left was B ran Buds. So he got the B ran Buds.
L ater, in the sam e retelling, M ary vividly recaptured the details o f the
d o cto r’s scene with the following rem arks:
...And they went to the doctor and the doctor said he n eeded a m easles
shot. A nd he said his sister and bro th er needed one, too. A nd the
d octor said to him, "No, Harry. They’ve already com pleted th eir shots."
A nd the doctor said, "Count from three to twenty." But he counted all
the way backwards from twenty to three and the doctor stopped the shot.
A nd he told the doctor that it still hurted anyway.
N ot only did M ary relate all story episodes with their specific details, but
she reto ld each of the story events in their pro p er sequences. W hen M ary
reto ld the stories "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?" and "The W orst B irthday in the
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H istory of the World," she follow ed the p a ttern o f relating the events in prop er
sequences in both the first and second retellings.
W hen M ary retold the stories, she included reasons for the characters’
actions, which w ere all stated in the original story. F or exam ple, in the first
retelling of "Mom, D on’t You Like It?," M ary recalled each of the reasons
given by the m other for Leroy returning the gifts. T he following is an excerpt
taken from th at retelling:
A nd he got an arm y set and his m am m a said, "You can ’t keep that
because it clogs up the vacuum." And so he brought it back and got a
basketball and his m am ina said, "You can ’t keep th at ’cause it bounces
and you’ll break som ething." A nd so he brought it back and got som e
paints and his m am m a said, "You can’t keep those ’cause they’re too
messy." A nd so he brought it back and got a watch and his m am m a said,
"You can ’t keep th at ’cause it runs on batteries and batteries are too
expensive." And so he brought it back and got an arm y rifle, and she
said, "You can’t keep that ’cause it m akes too m uch noise. A nd then he
got..."
T h ere w ere instances when M ary supplied m inor details th at w ere
d ifferent from those used in the original texts, such as when she substituted
chicken thighs for drum sticks in "The W orst Birthday in the History of the
World." In addition, when I asked M ary the definition of Crackerjax in this
story, she replied, "I’ve never heard of it. 1 think you m ean C rackerbarrel, like
the store. H e got his stuff out of one of them m achines there." T he result was
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th at when M ary tried recalling the children’s prizes in her retellings, she
nam ed things which a child could win from a m achine ra th e r th an discover
inside a C rackerjax box.
In sum m ary, each incident in M ary’s retellings e la b o rated a new aspect of
the situation, giving her stories a consistent forw ard m ovem ent with a clim ax at
the end. M ary’s beginnings open ed with the action o f the child protagonist,
and h er endings closed with character dialogue- T he m iddle of h er retellings
w ere m arked with sum m ary statem ents of the plot, followed by a recapturing
of the specific events, the details of actions inside those events, and their
sequences.
Filling in G aps
M ary was actively "filling in gaps" (Iser, 1978) left o pen by the writer.
T he gaps which she filled in included psychological causality, characters
participating in event, age o f characters, and setting.
Psychological causality. A ccording to M cConaughy’s (1982) definition of
psychological causality, M ary filled in gaps by assigning psychological causality
to the feelings o r intentions of the characters which m otivated their actions
and reactions. F or exam ple, in "The W orst Birthday in the History of the
W orld," M ary discussed why the w aiter pointed H arry to the bathroom when
he brought out the broccoli. She said, "Harry said he was gonna throw up and
he needed the bathroom for that. Also, he w anted to throw away that broccoli
casserole." Also, in "The Iguana G o t Loose at the B irthday Party," M ary
explained why H enry asked his m am m a if he could have a party at the zoo.
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She said, "H enry w anted his party at the zoo ’cause he oould have fun like at
the am usem ent park. T h ere are lots of different anim als at the zoo that could
cause trouble."
C haracters participating in event. M ary also filled in gaps by interpreting
the events of the story characters in light of h er own fam ily experience and
relationships with friends. I asked M ary w ho she thought said, "Surprise!
Surprise! H appy Birthday Leroy!" in the story "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?"
M ary answ ered, "The m am m a, his two sisters, and his friends from down the
street said that. H e didn’t want his two sisters there but they cam e anyway."
Similarly, in the story "The Iguana G o t Loose at the B irthday Party," M ary
said, "The people talking were the m am m a and the boy Willy. But his two
sisters w ere listening to w hat they w ere saying. H e d id n ’t w ant them to be
listening bu t they were."
Ages of characters. Mary filled in the ages of the characters based upon
h er own fam ily experience and relationships. F or exam ple, I asked M ary the
age o f Leroy in the story, "Mom, D on’t You Like It?" and she answ ered, "He
was about five years old ’cause th at’s when you get a surprise party. I was five
years old w hen my m am m a gave m e one." In "The W orst B irthday in the
H istory of the W orld," M ary stated, "Harry was probably eight years old ’cause
he acts just like my cousin D eon w ho’s that age." Finally, in "The Iguana G o t
Loose at the Birthday Party," M ary responded, "H enry was five o r six years old
’cause th at’s w hen my m am m a took m e to the am usem ent park. H e ’s younger
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th an m e ’cause when you’re seven years old you know b e tte r than to d o the
stuff w hat he did.”
T he setting. M ary filled in the setting in light of h er own fam ily
experience when 1 asked h er w here the conversation took place in the stories
"Mom, D on’t You Like It?" and "The Iguana G o t Loose at the B irthday Party."
A fter reading both of the stories, M ary replied that the conversations betw een
the m o th er and child took place in the living room . A fter reading "Mom,
D o n ’t You Like It?,'1 M ary m ade the following statem ent:
They have to talk in the living room ’cause th e re ’s always too m any
people in the kitchen. Y our sisters get in there with their friends and
you can ’t h ear a thing. W hen you need to talk to your m om alone, you
go to the living room."
W hen I visited in M ary’s hom e, the m other and I sat in the living room
w here we overheard a loud conversation in the kitchen am ong fam ily m em bers
and friends. T he m other rem arked, "The kitchen is always full of people, so
for a private conversation we always go to the living room .'1
O th er U ses o f Personal Experience and In terp retatio n
T here w ere o th er tim es M ary drew from her daily life in o rd er to
in terp ret or explain. F or exam ple, in "The Iguana G ot Loose at the Birthday
Party," M ary in terpreted the pigeons’ actions in light of her daily observations.
M ary lived in close proximity to the interstate w here pigeons nest. The
following is an excerpt taken from M ary’s interpretation:
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I know th at those pigeons used it in the cake and all over those kids’
hair. T h at’s why the kids got in that fight, to fight off the pigeons. See,
we live right across from the interstate. A nd we play u n d er th at bridge
every day after school. M an, those pigeons use it on anything th at passes
under them .
L ater, in the sam e session, M ary drew from her daily life as she
described the m o th er’s em otional reaction to the train wreck:
I know th at the m other was som e m ad and so she hurried those kids
hom e ’cause of th at train wreck. Kids ought to know b etter than to play
around a track. My m am m a would kill m e if I caused a wreck like that.
Stuff like that m akes her mad.
M ary w ent on to interpret the characters and events in the story in term s
of the sibling rivalry she was experiencing with h er two sisters:
See, th e re ’s a train track right around the corner and she w on’t even let
m e walk close to it. My sisters get to walk and play around it just like
the kids in the story ’cause they’re older. They get to do m ore than I do.
They d o n ’t even get fussed at. N either do the kids in the story. I d o n ’t
think it’s fair.
M ary was the only participant in the study to infer th at in "Mom D on’t
You Like It?" the m other and friends attem pted to surprise Leroy by secretly
purchasing all of the gifts which he had returned. She stated the following:
1 know that the m am m a and the friends w ent out in secret and bought
Leroy all the stuff that his m am m a had m ade him take back. They
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w anted to surprise him. 1 know that ’cause my m om did th at once to me.
She m ade m e take back this toy I bought then she gave it to m e for
C hristm as. It was a baby doll.
C haracters
Child protagonists. M ary saw the younger, m ain character in a m ore
positive light than the m inor, authoritative characters. In the story "Mom,
D o n ’t You Like It?," M ary described Leroy and his m am m a by saying that
"Leroy was a good boy with a choicey m amma." W hen I asked M ary w hat
choicey m eant, a w ord with which I was unfam iliar, she explained it in the
following way:
Choicey m eans that you can’t decide on nothing you w ant. Like you
think you want one thing but then, after you think about it, you want
som ething else. T he m am m a’s like that. She thinks he can’t have a toy
’cause it will mess up her house. So she wants him to get som ething else.
A nd when he gets som ething else, she also says it’s bad. I liked Leroy,
but I w ouldn’t w ant to mess with his m am m a.
In "The W orst B irthday in the History of the World," M ary said the
following:
H arry was funny and cute like my cousin D eon. I liked Harry. But his
m am m a was m ean to not tell him "Happy Birthday" until the end. And
his b ro th er and sister w ere m ean, too. They d idn’t share nothing with
him. My sisters are m ean just like that.
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H ere again M ary was articulating com m ents about herself in relation to oth er
m em bers of the family.
Identifying with characters* responses. M ary identified with certain of the
ch aracters’ responses, even those seen in a less positive light. F or exam ple,
when later reflecting on Leroy’s "choicey" m other in "Mom D on’t Y ou Like
It?," M ary m ade the following statem ents:
I guess she couldn’t help but be choicey like that. W hen you’re grown,
som etim es you have to be choicey with your children o r they m ess up
your house. I guess 1 can understand that. 1 guess she probably did the
right thing.
Similarly, in "The Iguana G ot Loose at the Birthday Party," M ary found
herself identifying with the m o th er’s worrying. She m ade the following
com m ents:
1 know that m am m a was w orried about all those children around that
track, and flying in a balloon, and throwing ice and all the o th er stuff. I
som etim es worry like that. I worry if I can ’t find the shirt I w ant to wear,
o r if I m ake a bad grade, o r som ething like that. I know how she feels.
The m ost im portant ch aracter. Both after reading each story and also a
w eek later, M ary was asked to nam e the m ost im portant character in the story.
In each instance, Mary nam ed the m ajor character, o r child protagonist.
F urth erm ore, h e r answers w ere consistent in the first and second interview
sessions.
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W hen I asked h er why the child protagonist was chosen for the m ost
im portant person, h er responses related to it being the c h aracter’s birthday.
F or exam ple, in "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?," M ary said, "Leroy is im portant
’cause it’s his birthday." Also, in "The W orst Birthday in the H istory o f the
W orld," she responded, "Well, what I think is H arry is im portant ’cause h e’s
the o n e having the birthday." Finally, in "The Iguana G o t Loose at the
B irthday Party," she stated, "The boy th at’s having the birthday has got to be
the m ost im portant."
The character you would most like to b e . M ary was asked to nam e the
c h aracter she w ould m ost like to be both after reading each story and again a
w eek later. M ary again nam ed the child protagonist, the sam e character she
nam ed for the m ost im portant person. F urtherm ore, she consistently nam ed
the sam e ch aracter in the first and second interview sessions.
W hen 1 asked her why she chose the child protagonist as the character
she would m ost like to be, her reasons w ere related to the ch aracter’s birthday
party. For exam ple, in "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?," M ary answ ered, "I’d like to
be Leroy ’cause it’s his birthday and he gets a party." Similarly, in "The W orst
B irthday in the History of the World," she said, "The one I’d like to b e is
H arry ’cause he gets to have a party at the end." Also, in "The Iguana G ot
Loose at the Birthday Party," she responded, "I w ant to be the birthday boy
’cause 1 w ant my party at the am usem ent park."
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F art an d F ic tio n

W hen M ary was asked if the story “T he Iguana G o t Loose at the
B irthday Party" was real o r m ake-believe, M ary stated,
It’s m ake-believe because real boys don’t fly around on balloons at
am usem ent parks. A nd real boys don’t bring iguanas to birthday parties.
Some o f it could have happened, like the train wreck and the pigeons,
but the rest of it was m ade-up. Y ea, it’s a m ake-believe story all right.
M ary stated , however, that the stories “M om , D o n ’t You Like It?" and
"The W orst Birthday in the History of the W orld" w ere both real. I asked
M ary why she thought "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?" was real and she answered,
"’C ause real boys can get a rifle and they can get all those toys and they can
have a surprise party at the end." Likewise, M ary said that "The W orst
B irthday in the History of the W orld" was real. She stated the following:
It’s real because boys can have a birthday party, they can go to a
restaurant, their b ro th er can o rd er pepperoni pizza, they can go to school
and get chicken to eat, they can go to a doctor and get a m easles shot,
and they could have gotten a red heart. But the part about ordering the
gross things couldn’t have happened. T h ere’s no way. R estaurants don ’t
carry gross things. But it was still a real story. I’m sure of that.
H um or
M ary was shy and did not tend to laugh aloud during the reading of the
stories. H ow ever, during the reading of "The W orst B irthday in the History of
the World," M ary chuckled in two places: during the childrens’ selection of
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costum es at the d ep artm en t store, and during H arry’s food ordering at the
restau ran t.
M ary was not able to appreciate som e o f the hidden m eaning in the story
"The W orst Birthday in the History of the W orld." I asked h e r if she thought
H arry was still planning to move to Saudi A rabia at the en d of the story and
she stated, "Yea, ’cause he said so."
Plot

W hat is rem em bered best. W hen M ary was asked what she rem em bered
best about each story, she consistently related the happy ending o f each story.
M ary answ ered that she rem em bered the surprise party best in both "The
W orst B irthday in the H istory of the W orld" and "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?"
Also, in the story "The Iguana G ot Loose at the B irthday Party," M ary said,
"W hat I rem em bered best was w hen he found the m onkey in the end."
W hat is most im portant. In addition, both after reading each story and
again a w eek later, I asked M ary to nam e the thing that was most im portant
ab o u t each story. In both the first and second sessions, M ary consistently gave
a m oral lesson for the story. H er m oral lessons w ere abstract, philosophical
lessons which w ere directed m ore tow ard coping with the trouble, ra th e r than
alleviating the problem as in the o th er participants’ responses. F or exam ple,
after reading "Mom, D on’t You Like It?," M ary said, "W hat’s m ost im portant is
if you’re good and you wait for all the bad things to stop, som ething good will
h appen, like a surprise party." Similarly, in "The W orst B irthday in the History
of the W orld," she stated, "Let the bad stuff pass and hang on and the good
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stuff like a party will com e. T h at’s w hat’s im portant." Finally, in "The Iguana
G o t Loose at the B irthday Party," M ary rem arked, "That’s easy. T he m ost
im portant thing is w hen som ething bad happens you get som ething good at the
end. T h at’s why he got the monkey."
M orals o r Lessons of the Story
M ary’s answers to w hether th ere was a lesson in the story reflected the
abstract, m oral lessons she gave for the m ost im portant thing. F urtherm ore,
h er answers w ere consistent in content betw een the first and second interview
sessions.
F or exam ple, following the reading of "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?," M ary
answ ered, "The lesson is to always wait for som ething happy to happen after
the b ad things are over." Also, following "The W orst B irthday in the H istory
o f the World," she rem arked, "That lesson is about a happy ending like a party
cornin’ ’M ien you’ve been through som ething real hard." Finally, after the
reading of "The Iguana G o t Loose at the B irthday Party," M ary said, "After
som ething awful happens, you get a surprise. A nd th at’s w hat the lesson is."
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Sum m ary of C ase Studies
A lthough the participants w ere o f the sam e ethnic background, age,
gender, literary background, and had sim ilar reading interests, th e re w ere som e
surprising differences in th eir retellings and responses. In using the six stages
in concept developm ent which provided a m odel for narrative form developed
by A pplebee (1978), it appeared that G e rtru d e ’s stories Fit into the fifth stage
which was the 'Focused chain"; O nessa and M ary’s stories Fit into the sixth, or
final stage, which was the "narrative."
In retelling the stories, G ertru d e painted the stories with b road brush
strokes; O nessa dram atized them with great elaborations; and M ary retold
them with detail and accuracy. According to criteria established by G olden
(1984) which considers the plot structure, G e rtru d e used com pression followed
by deletion of m ost story episodes; O nessa used com pressions follow ed by
great elaborations after which she returned to the plot; M ary sum m arized the
plot then related all of the specific story events and th eir details. G ertru d e
began and ended with initial character dialogue and action of the child
protagonist; O nessa began and ended with the action o f the child protagonist;
M ary began with the action of the child protagonist and en d ed with character
dialogue. Finally, G ertru d e and O nessa supplied character m otivation for
action and reactions, w hereas M ary retold only that m otivation which was
actually stated in the text.
Two of the participants’ am bitions in life colored th eir responses to the
stories. For exam ple, G ertru d e viewed the stories through the lens of a
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teach er and she com m ented upon how easily th e book could be used to teach
a k indergartner how to read. O nessa rem ark ed on w hether or not the stories
could b e produced effectively as she view ed them through a w riter and play
producer. Finally, Mary, who was rea d to often by h er m other, responded
according to these detailed expectations o f perform ance.
All th ree o f the participants actively "filled in gaps" (Iser, 1978) left open
by the w riter, including psychological causality, characters participating in
event, age of characters, and setting. A lthough in two of the stories, "Mom,
D on’t You Like It?" and "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the World," I
did not intentionally leave gaps of physical causality, O nessa filled in this gap
as well. Also, in "The Iguana G ot Loose at the B irthday Party," w here the
events m oved along by physical rath e r than psychological causality, O nessa was
the only participant to fill in this gap. The one instance in "The Iguana G ot
Loose at the Birthday Party," w here I purposely left a gap of psychological
causality was filled in by all three of the participants.
In addition, there w ere tim es when the participants used personal
experience to draw from their daily life in o rd er to interpret or explain.
G ertru d e in terp reted the m otivations of the characters in light of h e r own
experience with her m other and two cousins; O nessa in terpreted m otivations
using her observations in the neighborhood and experiences at school; Mary
in terp reted character m otivations in light of h er play after school and the
rivalry with h er two sisters.
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W hen the participants were asked to nam e the ch aracter w ho was m ost
im portant and the character they w ould m ost like to be, their tendency was to
nam e the sam e character in answer to both questions. G e rtru d e nam ed m inor
characters who played authoritative roles in the story, w hereas b oth M ary and
O nessa nam ed the child protagonist. Both G ertru d e and O nessa described the
m inor, authoritative characters in a m ore positive light th an the younger, m ain
character. Mary, on the oth er hand, described the child protagonist as m ore
positive than the o th er characters in the story. All th ree of the participants
identified with certain of the characters’ responses, even those seen in a less
positive light.
In considering w hether the stories were fact or fiction, the tendency of
the participants was to regard the story as fact if they could relate it to their
personal life. If, on the o th er hand, they could not relate it to th eir own world,
or considered it an exaggeration of hum orous events, O nessa and M ary view ed
the stories as fantasy.
All th ree of the participants responded th at they enjoyed the hum or in
the stories, but Mary, the shyest of the participants, did not tend to laugh
aloud during the reading of the stories. F urtherm ore, O nessa purposely added
hum or in her retellings. T he story "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the
W orld" stim ulated laughter from all three participants in two places: (a)
during the selection of costum es at the d ep artm en t store, and (b ) during
H arry’s ordering food at the restaurant. Only O nessa caught the intended
hum or when H arry continuously th reaten ed to move to Saudi A rabia.
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All th ree o f the participants tended to focus on the happy ending or a
m oral lesson directed tow ard behavior, w hen asked w hat they rem em bered
best o r w hat was m ost im portant about each story. T he lessons given by
G e rtru d e and O nessa w ere specific, practical, and directed tow ard behavior.
In m ost instances, however, O nessa’s lesson differed from G e rtru d e ’s in
application. M ary’s lesson, on the o th e r hand, was m ore philosophical,
abstract, and directed tow ard coping with the trouble. T he participants p attern
in giving m oral lessons to the story was sim itar to T rousdale’s (1987) pattern
w here two o f the children found literal, practical, lessons while one child gave
m ore abstract, philosophical lessons.

C H A P T E R VI
C om parisons of W riter’s Intent with C hildren’s
C onstruction of M eaning
"Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?"
In this section, I will com pare my processes and intent in w riting the
stories with each child’s response and construction of m eaning. E ach story will
b e discussed in sequence as it was presented to the participant during the
interview session. First, I will discuss the story "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?"
G en re
Form at. T he genre that I selected for writing this story was th at of a
short work o f fiction with a picture book form at. For the purposes o f this
study, however, this narrative was used without the illustrations.
Fact o r fiction. According to A pplebee (1978), young children’s
u nderstanding of fiction as a convention of storytelling develops over time.
Y oung children tend to view stories historically as true; only gradually
som etim e betw een the ages of six and nine, do they com e to understand th at a
realistic fictional story m ay not be actually true.
For children at the early stages of developing a concept of story, a story
is u ntrue only if it inverts the norm al order of events o r presents events that
are im possible o r nonsensical. A story that presents events which the child
perceives as possible is regarded as historically true. T hese children m ay
develop two categories for stories; I use the term s real and m ake-believe to
represent these categories. I considered w hether to w rite a story presenting
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events which the child perceives as possible or, at the o th e r extrem e, invert the
norm al o rd e r o f events and present a story as im possible o r nonsensical. I
decided to w rite this particular story as one which was true-to-life and quite
possible.
In responding to the stories, each of the participants related this story to
th eir personal lives. W hen G ertru d e was asked, for exam ple, if the story was
real or m ake-believe, she responded that she knew the story was real because
a sim ilar experience had happened to her cousin w hen she was continuously
sent back to the store by her m other. She added, "That story could have
definitely happened because I rem em ber when it did happen." G ertru d e w ent
on to elab o rate upon the fact that it was difficult to find a gift which has your
m o th er’s approval. G ertru d e said, "I can’t ever find anything my m am m a likes.
She always thinks it’s too messy."
O nessa also said that the story was real because "Real people can go to
the store and buy som ething and their mom can say take it back. So the story
could really happen. It must be true." O nessa went on to draw from her daily
life to explain how hard it is to please o n e ’s m other. She said, "Moms are real
particular. Like their house has to be just so, your room has to b e clean and
all that stuff. My m om ’s like that. They all are."
M ary likewise stated that she thought the story was real and gave the
following reason: "’C ause real boys can get a rifle and they can get all those
toys and they can have a surprise party at the end." She later added, "My
m om d o n ’t like no toys I like."
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D eciding the Plot
G en eral sum m ary. O ne of the m ain purposes in w riting this story was
th at I w anted all readers to be able to relate to the plot o f the story. Because
m any children have experienced, or seen experienced, the returning of
purchases to the store, and because m any children are aw are of how hard it is
to buy a toy that is pleasing to a m other, 1 decided to build my plot around the
gift-returning idea. Through reading the plot, I w anted the child to becom e
aw are that frustrating events are experienced at one tim e o r an o th er in all of
o u r lives, just as they were in the life of Leroy, and th at often, through p atien t
waiting, frustrating events take a happy turn.
O utlining episodes. In selecting the p ro per item s for Leroy to purchase
in the story, my concerns were threefold: (a) I did not w ant any two o f the
item s to be objectionable to the m other for the sam e reasons, (b ) all the
purchases needed to be within the sam e reasonable price range, and (c) each
re a d e r needed to be fam iliar enough with the toys purchased to understand
th eir specific characteristics.
A nother concern in writing the story was the ordering of the item s
purchased in proper sequences. I was aware th at for the participants to recall
the item s purchased in their retelling, there needed to be som e o rd e r and
reason for the first toy purchased, then the second, then the third, etc. In
o th e r words, prior reasons given by the m other for the returning o f gifts
n eed ed to be taken into consideration when Leroy m ade later purchases. F o r
exam ple, the m o th er’s first excuse for Leroy not keeping the arm y set was that
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it clogged up h e r vacuum. T herefore, none of the la ter toys Leroy purchased
could com e in such sm all pieces th at they could cause a sim ilar problem .
E ach of the participants' responses indicated th at they w ere all fam iliar
with the toys I chose for Leroy’s purchases, especially the fingerpaints,
basketball, and kitten. M ary ow ned a kitten and she received a set of
fingerpaints as a gift for C hristm as; G ertru d e played basketball after school
with h er two cousins; O nessa ow ned a basketball, fingerpaints, and a kitten.
T herefore, it appeared that having all the gifts within a sim ilar and reasonable
price range in the story was a wise decision, as several of the toys w ere ow ned
o r used by the participants.
Even though the arm y set and arm y rifle are often considered toys m ade
prim arily for boys, the girl participants responded that they enjoyed them as
well. For exam ple, M ary stated, "I wish som ebody w ould give m e an arm y set
and arm y rifle for my birthday. T h at’s neat." Also, O nessa responded,
"Leroy’s toys w ere a lot m ore fun than girls’ stuff." Finally, G ertru d e said, "My
cousins have lots of those sam e toys. We play with the basketball the most."
Beginning the story. A fter deciding upon a plot for the story, I
brainstorm ed until I devised an appropriate lead which m oved the read er
quickly into the action of the child protagonist. In the dialogue of the two
leading sentences, Leroy is told that his uncle has sent him som e m oney for his
birthday and he is to go to the store to purchase a gift with it. B ecause I was
m ore interested in the repetitive language of the text than the detailed
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developm ent of the characters, I m oved from these first two sentences quickly
into the p attern ed dialogue in the body of the text.
In her retelling, G ertru d e rem em bered the leading sentences and quoted
them word for word, w hereas both M ary and O nessa sum m arized them , then
m oved directly into the action of the child protagonist. W hen I asked
G ertru d e how she rem em bered the exact dialogue of the opening sentences,
she said, "That’s easy, ’cause it’s just the way m e and my m am m a talk."
In addition, O nessa m ade the following com m ents:
I liked the way that story started with the m om and boy talking and they
talked all the way through it. I can write one like that. T h at’s cute.
Very cute. But I’m gonna start m ine with "Once upon a time" and end
them with "The end." How com e you don’t do that, Ms. Janie?
In retelling the story, O nessa did add the ritualistic beginnings and endings she
recom m ended.
Ending the story. A fter deciding upon the leading sentences for this
story, I began to think of possible endings. I first thought of ending the story
by having Leroy bring hom e a friend that his m other allow ed to stay and play.
A fter reflecting upon the idea, however, 1 decided that this action was out of
ch aracter for the m other, who was so overly concerned about keeping her
house clean. So 1 later revised the ending - the m other w ould m ake Leroy
retu rn the gifts because she had secretly purchased all the gifts which he had
retu rn ed . I thought of two possible ways to achieve this ending: (a ) the
m other could surprise Leroy by presenting him with the sam e gifts that he had
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previously retu rn ed , and (b ) the m other could arrange a surprise party for
Leroy with the friends presenting the retu rn ed gifts. In eith er case, the ending
w ould have a surprise party them e. T he result was a final ending to the story
consisting of the following dialogue spoken by the m other: "Well, I know of
som ething, Leroy. And here they are. Surprise! Surprise! H appy Birthday,
Leroy!"
T h ere w ere two prim ary reasons I w rote the above ending. First, by
having the m other com e up with the idea of giving Leroy a surprise, it m ade
h er seem less like a tyrant and m ore like a sym pathetic m other concerned with
surprising h er son on his birthday; this changed the m eaning o f the story from
o n e w here the boy’s gift is eventually acceptable to the m other, to a m eaning
w hereby the Mom offers a gift to h er son. Second, the research of Norvell
(1958) claim ed that children have a need for their stories to en d happily, and I
could think of no happier ending than Leroy having a surprise birthday party.
In interpreting the ending, M ary was the only participant in the study to
infer th at the m other and friends attem pted to surprise Leroy by secretly
purchasing all of the gifts which he had returned. Both G ertru d e and O nessa,
on the o th er hand, thought the m other had simply invited friends over for a
surprise party at the story’s closing.
This sym pathetic action of the m other surprising Leroy seem ed a wise
decision as far as winning the approval of two of the participants was
concerned. G ertru d e said, "I liked the m other real good. She acted sweet
w hen she gave him a party. My m am m a is a lot like Leroy’s m amma." Also,
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O nessa rem arked, "That m am m a w asn’t really m ean, ’cause she did him right
at the end." M ary, how ever, called the m other "choicey," and stated, "I’m glad
she ain’t my mam m a."
All of the participants could relate to surprise parties in their personal
lives. M ary had been given a surprise party, and G e rtru d e and O nessa had
both atten d ed one. Also, G ertru d e and M ary consistently related the happy
endings of each of the stories in nam ing the things they rem em bered best. In
this particular story, G e rtru d e and M ary both said the thing they rem em bered
best was the surprise birthday party. W hen asked w hat she considered most
im portant about the story, G ertru d e again answ ered that it was the surprise
party.
C haracters
D evelopm ent of characters. In writing this story, I intended for the child
protagonist to be the m ost im portant character in the story. Both G ertru d e
and O nessa, however, nam ed the m other as the m ost im portant character and
the ch aracter they would m ost like to be. M ary, however, did nam e Leroy for
both the m ost im portant character and the character she w ould m ost like to
be.
N um ber of characters. In this story, 1 used only two characters speaking
because my prim ary focus was upon the repetitive conversation and actions of
the characters. By lim iting the num ber of characters speaking, I could create a
narrative th at the participants could read independently or along with an adult.
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O nessa com m ented th at she p referred retelling and acting out a story
with only two characters. She stated, "This story is perfect for a on e o r twom an-show. See, 1 can do one voice on this side o f the room and an o th er voice
on the o th er side of the room . So I just m ove around and it’s funner,"
Nam es of characters. I used the nam e Leroy for the child protagonist
because it was a nam e com m on to both A frican-A m erican and C aucasian
cultures. T he decision of nam ing the m ain character Leroy allowed the
participants to easily connect the nam e to their friends and relatives. Because
on e of G e rtru d e ’s cousins was nam ed Leroy, G ertru d e was draw n into the
story im m ediately. G ertru d e com m ented, "One of the best things about this
story was the boy’s nam e. My cousin is nam ed that." In addition, M ary said
th at th ere was a boy nam ed Leroy in her room , and O nessa com m ented, "I
once had a good friend nam ed Leroy. W hen I grow up and get m arried and
have a baby, th at’s what I’m gonna nam e him." O nessa added that the nam e
Leroy seem ed to fit the personality of the character. She rem arked, "That boy
acts like a Leroy, you know w hat I m ean?

Like Leroy’s such a cute nam e, and

like h e ’s so cute and funny."
T one
Both G ertru d e and O nessa laughed often at the hum or in the story each
tim e Leroy brought a gift hom e to his m other. G ertru d e rem arked that the
repetitive language of Leroy was the funniest part of the story. She said, "That
story was funny ’cause everything Leroy says starts ou t alike." A t the end of
the story, O nessa said, "That was so funny. I can’t believe Leroy. H e ’s a kick,
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huh?" Mary, on the o th e r hand, was the shyest o f the participants and because
she was shy, did not tend to laugh aloud during the reading of the story.
Style
I w anted to use sim ple, repetitive language representing the voice of a
child speaking so 1 cast the story in the form of a dialogue. T he participants
did ten d to rem em ber m any of the episodes in the story. For exam ple, M ary
stated , "It was so easy to rem em ber what Leroy said ’cause everything he said
stated off the sam e way. H e sounded like an old needle w hen he said, ’M om ,
1 bought this and Mom, I bought th at.’" Also, the style th at I used was
effective in having the child read along with the adult in the following
sentences: "Mom, I bought this...; Please, M om , don’t you like it?; I’m sorry,
Leroy, but..."
In retelling the story, G ertru d e quoted the repetitive dialogue on several
occasions. O nessa, on the oth er hand, greatly e lab o rated the c h aracter
dialogue as she inventively created her own. Finally, M ary retold the story
using sentences which corresponded to the dialogue in the text, line by line.
Leaving G aps in the Story
W hen com posing the story, I purposely left gaps for the participant to fill
in concerning psychological causality, setting, age of character, characters
participating in event, and em otional reactions of characters. A lthough it was
not my intention to leave gaps concerning physical causality, O nessa filled in
this gap also.
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Psychological causality. A ccording to M cConaughy (1982), psychological
causality is a chain of internal states and dispositions such as traits, feelings, o r
intentions which m otivate and precede the characters* actions. All th ree of the
participants actively filled in these gaps as they assigned psychological causality
to the m other’s continuous action in sending L eroy to the store. G ertru d e
rem arked, "The m am m a kept sending him back ’cause she was so w orried
about keeping h er house straight." Also, O nessa stated, "That m am m a was
very nervous about keeping things straight and neat and clean and th a t’s why
she sent Leroy back to the store." Mary, however, gave a different
interpretation of the m o th er’s m otive when she said, "The m other w anted to
surprise him with all the gifts at the party she was planning. So she kept
sending him back. She couldn’t have him buy ’em ’cause she w on’t have
nothing to surprise him with."
Physical causality. M cConaughy (1982) defines physical causality as the
casual relationship in chains of actions and events. O nessa actively filled in
gaps of physical causality in the retelling of this story w hen she said,
Leroy bought the first thing and that m ade his m om send th at thing back.
T hen he bought the second thing and that m ade his m am m a send the
second thing back. T hat m ade him go and get the next thing. A nd it
kept on goin’ like that.
Setting. Each of the participants filled in the setting o f the story in light
of custom s practiced at hom e. F or exam ple, G e rtru d e said the conversation
betw een the m other and child took place in the living room . G e rtru d e ’s
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m o th er told m e, "The living room is w here I like to e n te rta in my guests. My
so fa’s new, and no one sees it if we sit in the kitchen."
O nessa, on the o th er hand, said the conversation took place in the yard.
W hen I brought O nessa hom e after the interview session, the grandm other and
1 visited on a bench in the front yard. "W hen the w eather’s nice," she told me,
"I like to sit ou t here."
Like G ertru d e, M ary said that the conversation took place in the living
room and added,
They have to talk in the living room ’cause th ere ’s always too m any
people in the kitchen. Y our sisters gets in there with their friends and
you can ’t h ear a thing. W hen you need to talk to your m om alone, you
go to the living room .
W hen I visited in M ary’s hom e, the m other and I sat in the living room w here
we overheard a loud conversation in the kitchen am ong family m em bers and
friends. T he m other rem arked, "The kitchen is always full of people, so for a
private conversation we always go to the living room."
Ages of m ain ch aracters. T he age of the child protagonist was also filled
in by each of the participants in light of their experience. F o r exam ple,
G e rtru d e rem arked, "Leroy was seven because he always got little children
toys. My cousin is seven and he always lets m e play with them ’cause I’m
seven, too." O nessa said that Leroy was five years old because "He nagged so
m uch and a kid five years old will do that sort of thing." Finally, w hen I asked
M ary the age of Leroy she said, "He was about five years old ’cause th a t’s
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w hen you get a surprise party. I was five years old w hen my m am m a gave m e
one."
C haracters participating in events. T he participants filled in gaps
concerning the characters participating in the birthday party in light of family
relationships and experiences. F or exam ple, w hen G e rtru d e was asked who
the guests w ere at the party, she answ ered, 'T h e m am m a, the cousins, and the
uncle w ere there." Also, O nessa filled in the characters participating by saying,
"It was his friends, his m am m a, and Leroy talking. H e had four friends there."
Finally, when asked who said "Happy Birthday, Leroy!" at the surprise birthday
party M ary replied, "The m am m a, his two sisters, and his friends from down
the street said that. H e didn’t w ant his two sisters there but they cam e
anyway."
E m otional reaction of characters. The participants in terp reted the
feelings of the characters according to the way they them selves felt. For
exam ple, G ertru d e said that "Leroy had a surprise party and he was surprised
’cause he didn’t know he was gonna have one. And neith er did I." Also,
O nessa responded, "The m am m a was just trying to keep her house clean. I
know w hen I clean up my room 1 d o n ’t like nobody to com e m essin’ it up."
Finally, M ary related to the m other’s response when she rem arked, "....When
you’re grown som etim es you have to be choicey with your children or they
m ess up your house. I guess 1 can understand that...."
In m ost cases, G e rtru d e identified with Leroy’s em otions as she classified
them in one of two categories, happy o r sad. For exam ple, G e rtru d e
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rem arked, "Leroy was sad because he was returning all those gifts, and 1 do n ’t
blam e him." "But," she added, "Leroy was happy at the end ’cause we [sic] had
a surprise party."
Lesson
As I began com posing the story, 1 recorded a possible lesson in my
personal journal, which rea d as follows: "Situations and people are not always
w hat they appear to be. T hrough patient waiting, reasons for actions becom e
evident."
The lessons given by G ertrude and O nessa w ere both m ore literal and
practical than the lesson I intended for the story to have; however, they
differed in application. G ertru d e stated that the lesson of the story was, "First
ask your m am m a w hat to get before you buy it." O nessa stated the lesson as,
"Never bring anything from the store you [sic] m om doesn’t like."
Mary, however, gave a m oral lesson which was m ore philosophical and
abstract, and closer to w hat I intended. In addition, h e r lesson was aim ed
m ore toward coping with the trouble rath er than alleviating the problem .
M ary said, "The lesson is always wait for som ething happy to happen after the
b ad things are over."
A w eek after hearing the story, both G ertrude and M ary nam ed the
m oral lesson as the m ost im portant thing about the story; O nessa nam ed it as
the thing she rem em bered best.
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Title

I decided to use the title "Mom, D on’t Y ou Like It?" because it was p art
of the actual text yet did not give the plot away. W hen G ertru d e was read the
title she responded, "Oh, this is gonna be about my m am m a. Goody." The
o th er two participants m ade no com m ent after the title was read to them , but
w hen later retelling the story, recalled the nam e o f the title accurately.
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"The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the World"
G en re
F orm at. The genre th at I selected was th at of a short w ork of fiction
with a picture book form at. For the purposes of this study, how ever, the
form at th at was used had no illustrations. As I w rote, how ever, I used wording
which was visually descriptive, and arranged the text as though illustrations
w ere present.
F act o r fiction. I considered w hether to w rite this story presenting events
which the child would perceive as possible or, at the o th e r extrem e, invert the
norm al o rd er of events and present a story as im possible o r nonsensical. I
decided to w rite this particular story as one which was true-to-life and quite
possible.
B efore asking the participants if the story was real or m ake-believe, 1
explained that a real story was one which was true, or that had actually
happened; a m ake-believe story, on the oth er hand, was a product which I, as a
w riter, had created or m ade-up. W hen the participants w ere asked if the story
was real or m ake-believe, all three of the participants responded th at the story
was real.
It seem s that when G ertrude could relate the stories to her personal life
she saw them as real. F or exam ple, she stated,
1 know that story was real ’cause things like that happen all the time. I's
[sic] sure it happened som ew here. Like p a rt of it h appened to m e that
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tim e on my birthday w hen I got punished. I know you w rote about a true
story.
Also, O nessa stated the story was a real one when she rem arked the
following:
Boys are like that so it m ust be true. They don’t like girls and they say
they’d rath e r have m onkey spit and all th at and they’re real gross. It
could have really happened. A nd he’s a real boy, all right.
Finally, M ary sim ilarly responded that the story was real, but said that
part of it couldn’t have happened:
It’s real because boys can have a birthday party, they can go to a
restaurant, their b ro th er can o rder pepperoni pizza, they can go to school
and get chicken to eat, they can go to a doctor and get a m easles shot,
and they could have gotten a red heart. But the part about ordering the
gross things couldn’t have happened. T h e re ’s no way. R estaurants d o n ’t
carry gross things. But it was still a real story. I’m sure of that.
Plot
D eveloping the plot. Because children often experience traum atically
trying days just as adults do, I w anted to w rite a story that, w hen read by a
child, w ould have a therapeutic effect. This idea for a plot cam e about after
my nephew, having experienced a frustrating day at school, asked m e to read
him Judith V iorst’s book, A lexander and the T errible. H orrible. N o G ood.
Very Bad D ay (1977). My nephew found it easy to relate to the plot in this
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book, as the child protagonist in the story, A lexander, experiences w hat is
described as a "terrible, horrible, no good, very b ad day."
A fter the idea for my story was bom , I considered ways in which the plot
I c reated w ould differ from the plot in V iorst’s book. T he ways w ere as
follows: (a) the narrative I w ould create w ould be built around the them e of a
birthday, (b ) 1 w ould invent different episodes from those o f V iorst, as the
events w ould all evolve around a birthday them e, and (c) I would en d my story
happily, with a surprise birthday party, thereby m aking this narrative sim ilar to
the story, "Mom, D on’t You Like It?"
My purpose, therefore, for w riting the plot in this story becam e fourfold:
(a) 1 w anted the reader to be able to relate to the plot of a child protagonist
who experiences a day full of catastrophes, (b ) I w anted the read er to realize
that a day full of disaster often ends happily, (c) I w anted the re a d e r to realize
that o th er children, for exam ple the child protagonist, experience sim ilar
problem s, and (d ) I w anted the rea d er to find the episodes in the plot
hum orous w hen visualizing them happening to som eone else.
The participants w ere successful in relating the plot of the story to their
personal lives and family relationships. For exam ple, G ertru d e rem arked,
"You know, I’ve had days like that. Like once, on my birthday, I got punished
for talking at school and had to stay in for recess. T h a t’s terrible, huh, what
can happen on you birthday?"
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Also, O nessa in terp reted H arry’s predicam ent in light of h e r own family
relationships. O nessa said that she found it easy to understand w hat Harry,
the child protagonist in the story, was experiencing. She stated,
H arry was having a hard tim e ’cause th at’s the way it is w hen you’re
growing up. Kids have an awful tim e, just like big people do. O nce I
read a story about a boy that ra n away from hom e he was having such a
hard tim e. I thought for awhile I’d try that, running away I m ean. But I
never did ’cause things worked ou t okay, just like they did for Harry.
Similarly, Mary interpreted H arry’s situation in relation to the rivalry she
was experiencing at hom e with her two sisters and at one point stated the
following:
Yea, H arry was just like m e ’cause he couldn’t get along with his b ro th er
and sister just like m e. My sisters always pick on m e and stuff. A nd
once I did have a surprise party. My m am m a and daddy gave m e one.
Sum m ary. I recorded a short sum m ary for the plot of this story in my
personal journal, stating that the story would be about a boy who had one
m isfortune on top of another as he lived through a typical, w eekday routine on
his birthday, only to be en tertain ed by a surprise party at the end. By writing
a sum m ary of the story, I could evaluate the interest level o f the plot. This
story would be of high interest to the reader because it would involve pain and
conflict.
C onflict. In all of my stories, 1 aim tow ard the rea d er relating to the
conflict I create in the life of the child protagonist. O nessa com m ented on the
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trouble that the child protagonist experienced w hen she said, "I liked all that
m ess h e w ent through. I liked it ’cause messy trouble like that happens to me
all the time. G ertru d e also responded, "Harry was always having trouble, huh?
Poor Harry." Finally, M ary rem arked, "I think this story is very good 'cause 1
d o n ’t get bored. W hen th e re ’s lots of mess going on then it’s m ore better."
O utlining episodes. O nce I selected the episodes, I w anted to o rd e r them
logically, so I arranged the 11 episodes in the sequence and rhythm o f a day in
the life of the child protagonist. It was im portant that tim e allotm ent and
chronological arrangem ent of events be such that all events flow quickly and
sm oothly into a daily routine. If I w ere to follow the sequence of a norm al
day in the life of a child, the sequence would start at hom e in the m orning,
m ove to school, travel on errands after school, and arrive hom e at night for a
birthday party. I decided to classify possible episodes into the tim e of day in
which they could most effectively be included in the narrative, that is, events in
the m orning, noon, afternoon, and night. T he final episodes that w ere selected
w ere partially chosen because of w here they fit into these classifications, as I
n eeded a balanced story with episodes selected from each of the four
categories. D eciding upon which episodes to include was the result of days
spent cutting, replacing, and refining story episodes and the catastrophes inside
those episodes.

In responding to the stories, the participants all related to

the episodes 1 chose to include in the narrative. For exam ple, G e rtru d e
responded,
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You know all th at stuff th at he went through, well, stuff like th at has
h ap pened to me. Like, I really have h eard boys o rd e r gross stuff and
them being out of costum es at the store. Stores are always out of the
stuff you want. A nd they always have the wrong sizes.
O nessa added that the story was easier to follow because the events in
the story w ere sequenced according to the way she spends a day. She stated
the following:
T he way you w rote the stuff he did, it m akes sense. T h at’s sort of the
way 1 spend my day. But I play outside after school, so I’m gonna pu t my
guy in my story that I write playing after school. H ow com e H arry d id n ’t
play after school?
O nessa w ent on to personally evaluate the events after her storytelling
with the following statem ent:
Everything H arry o rd ered was so gross. Yuk! Like all that anim al stuff.
Yuk! Yuk! And at the d epartm ent store his sister ord ered som ething
great, his bro th er ord ered som ething great. But he didn’t get anything
great. H e got som ething stupid.
Beginning the story. I began to brainstorm for a lead, in o rd e r to
establish the voice, and set the pace and tone. Starting with the appropriate
lead would give my story direction with a dom inant point. I w ould announce
right away th at it was the child protagonist’s birthday and set the tone for the
re a d e r’s expectation of catastrophes to come. Because I was m ore interested
in the developm ent of the child protagonist’s character than in using repetitive,
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p attern ed dialogue as in "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?," I decided to begin the
narrative with the child protagonist’s actions and reactions to hum orous
episodes on the m orning of his birthday.
In their retelling, all three of the participants captured the beginnings of
the overall story structure by starting with the initial ch aracter action of the
child protagonist. In addition, O nessa responded that the beginning of the
story caught her attention. She stated the following:
From the m inute this story started out, I knew it was gonna be funny. I
started listening, and it was, all the way through. It isn’t as easy to
rem em ber as the first one ’cause everything doesn’t start ou t the sam e.
But I like it b e tter ’cause all the stuff th at happens to him is funny, from
w hen he wakes up till he goes to sleep at night. I could w rite som ething
th at starts w hen I wake up and ends w hen I go to bed and go to sleep....
E nding the story. I w anted the story to have a happy ending for the
following two reasons: (a) ending the story with a surprise birthday party
would allow a com m on thread to run throughout the two stories; both stories
would involve the child protagonist going through traum atic experiences, which
end in happy surprises, and (b) Norvell’s (1958) research states th at children
have a need for their stories to en d happily.
The happy ending was im portant to the participants. G ertru d e and M ary
related the happy ending of the story, the surprise party, for the thing they
rem em bered best. Also, G ertru d e nam ed the surprise party for the most
im portant thing im m ediately after reading the story.
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A fter deciding th at the story w ould en d happily with a surprise party, I
began to brainstorm possible ending sentences with the surprise party them e,
thereby m aking it sim ilar to the "Mom, D on’t Y ou Like It?" I always write my
last line, my last paragraph, before I write the first draft, as it lets m e know
w hat I’m working toward. In addition, it gives m e a sense of the story’s shape,
form , and destination. Because one of the story events was the child
protagonist going to the d epartm ent store to pick out a costum e for
H allow een, I decided it w ould be effective to have the children all w ear their
costum es to the surprise birthday party at the end of the story. I hoped that
having the guests dressed in their H allow een costum es would spark the
re a d e r’s interest at the end, and add variety that separated this ending from
the ending of the story "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?" A problem which
confronted m e was th at I needed a character inside the hom e to arrange the
surprise party, as the m other, sister, and b ro th er w ere all away from the house
taking the child protagonist on various errands. I decided to use the father as
the one at hom e arranging to surprise H arry w hen he arrived at the house.
Having the father at hom e to greet H arry w hen he arrived was effective
as far as gaining the approval of two of the participants was concerned. For
exam ple, O nessa stated, "It’s great the way the father and kids did the party
and stuff. My dad would do that for me." Also, M ary added, "The ending was
neat ’cause my dad and mom did that for m e. D ads always like parties."
G ertru d e, who lives in an extended family that includes an uncle but no father,
thought an ending with an uncle standing at the door w ould have b een m ore
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appropriate. She said, "Ms. Janie, you should have pu t the uncle at the end.
N one of your stories ever have an uncle."
In addition, the ending sentences w ere a favorite p a rt of the story for
two of the participants, as G ertru d e said, "The best part about th at book is the
last few lines, with everybody surprising Harry," M ary agreed w hen she stated,
"Neat, m an. T he best thing is th at at the end everybody jum ps ou t in their
costum es. It happened just like that at my party."
In their retellings, all three of the participants captured the story endings
paralleling the final action and character dialogue of the original story line.
C haracters
D eveloping characters. The second consideration was the degree of
em phasis put on the developm ent of each character. I decided to highlight
only the child protagonist; all o th er characters would b e m inor as they briefly
e n tered and exited their own specific episode. B ecause my purpose in writing
this story was to develop the character of the child protagonist by showing his
actions and reactions to events, lim iting my focus to on e character sim plified
my job as a writer.
Also, I considered the personality of the child protagonist I was about to
develop. B efore com m itting anything to paper, I m entally visualized the
ch aracter’s attributes and the ch aracter’s age. My prim ary concern was that
every read er be able to relate the child protagonist to persons they knew. I
decided to invent a non-stereotyped character who w ould attract trouble, enjoy
the pleasure of mischief, and en tertain the boyish desires of an eight-year-old.
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In addition, 1 w anted the child protagonist to evoke sym pathy from the rea d er
because he was undergoing som e traum atic events on his birthday, b u t not
because he was a sweet, innocent youth.
All three of the participants did relate the child protagonist to people
they knew. F or exam ple, G ertru d e said, "H arry is a lot like my cousin so 1
u n derstand him." Similarly, O nessa rem arked,
H arry is a lot like the boys in my room . H e hates girls, I think. And

he

says gross things. All the boys in my room are like that. Kevin, the boy
down the street, is like that, too. T h at’s how I know so m uch about
Harry.
M ary related H arry to both herself and h er cousin w hen she stated,
H arry was funny and cute like my cousin, D eon. I like Harry. But his
m am m a was m ean not to tell him "Happy Birthday" until the end. A nd
his b ro th er and sister w ere m ean, too. They d idn’t share nothing with
him. My sisters are m ean just like that.
W hen writing the story, I intended for the child protagonist to be the
most im portant person in the story. In responding to the interview questions
after hearing the story, both O nessa and M ary did nam e H arry as the most
im portant character, but G ertrude stated that she found the teach er the m ost
im portant character as well as the character she w ould m ost like to be.
G e rtru d e ’s consum ing am bition to be a teacher likely accounts for h er focusing
on that character.
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N um ber of characters. I next considered the num ber of characters th at I
w ould invent for the narrative. T he num ber o f characters that I created in this
story w ould be at least as many as, but probably m ore than, the num ber of
story episodes. For exam ple, if I used 11 events in the narrative, then the
nu m b er of characters would be at least 11, as the child protagonist w ould
en co u n ter at least one person in each of the episodes.
N am es of ch aracters. O ne of the last changes which 1 m ade in revising
the story was changing the names of the characters to those which are com m on
in both C aucasian and A frican-A m erican cultures. I selected the nam e H arry
for the child protagonist, D errick for the nam e of the brother, S am antha for
the nam e of the sister, and Shirley for the nam e of girl on the bus.
The responses of the participants w ere favorable tow ard the nam es of the
characters in the story. For exam ple, G ertrude responded, "I knew two of
these guys once. H arry was in my room and D errick w ent to my church. They
w ere both bad little children." Also, O nessa responded, "I just love the nam e
Sam antha. It’s like a real good witch." Finally, M ary stated, "H arry is the best
nam e for a boy. I had a boyfriend nam ed that w hen I was little. H e lived
dow n the street."
Point of View
I decided to use the first person point of view and write the story from
the perspective of the child protagonist as he saw disastrous events happening
to him. O nessa was the only participant to com m ent on the point of view used
in the story. She stated, "1 see that when you write a story you always m ake
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the kid d o the telling. It's like h e ’s telling the story to som ebody. I get it. I'll
w rite m ine like that."
In their retellings, the participants all told the story using the third
person. How ever, O nessa later show ed m e her own stories in which she did
incorporate the first person point of view.
T one
W hen relating to the hum orous tone in the plot of the story, both
G ertru d e and M ary laughed aloud in several places during the reading of the
story. The places w ere during the ordering of "monkey spit" and "gorilla nails,"
and w hen the only costum e left at the d ep artm en t store was a ballerina suit.
A fter the story’s com pletion, G ertrude com m ented, "This was the funniest story
in the whole world. I love it ’cause it was so funny." W hen asked to nam e
som e funny things that happened to H arry in the story, G ertru d e stated, "He
always got stuff that he didn’t want."

Likewise, M ary responded, "That story

was a riot." N either G ertru d e nor Mary, how ever, caught the intended hum or
w hen H arry continuously threatened that he was moving to Saudi A rabia
because the location of th at country was unclear to them .
O nessa’s hearty laughter during the reading of the story caused the
session to be interrupted in two places. T hose w ere during the ordering of
"monkey spit" and "gorilla nails" at the restaurant, and w hen the children w ere
picking out their costum es at the d ep artm en t store. U nlike the o th er two
participants, O nessa appreciated the slightly m ore sophisticated hum or in the
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story w hen she responded that H arry didn’t really w ant to m ove to Saudi
A rab ia but th at "He was just teasing and saying that ’cause he was mad."
Style
The style 1 decided to use involved short sentences im itating those of a
child speaking. I would write it as a narrative, with each page of text locating
a different setting and describing different hum orous episodes inside that
setting. In com m enting upon the style, G e rtru d e ’s responses reflected her
driving am bition to be a kindergarten teacher. For exam ple, she adm itted she
couldn’t use "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the W orld" as easily as
"Mom, D on’t You Like It?" in her kindergarten classroom : "It’s not as easy to
read as "Mom, D on’t You Like It?" ’cause it doesn’t all start the sam e. I can ’t
use this one in my class for kindergarten w hen I grow up. But it’s b e tter for
my class now. I can read it real good."
O nessa agreed that it was m ore difficult to read and rem em ber than
"Mom, D on’t You Like It?" She stated, "No way I can m ake this one into a
play. It’s got too much to rem em ber. But I love it best just to read."
Finally, M ary rem arked, "Did I do good rem em bering it? It’s not as hard
as som e of the books we have to rem em ber at school w hen we rea d books."
Leaving G aps in the Storv
W hen com posing the story, I purposely left gaps for the participant to fill
in concerning psychological causality, age o f m ain character, and em otional
reactions of characters. A lthough it was not my intention to leave gaps
concerning physical causality, O nessa filled in this gap also.
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Psychological causality. All th re e of the participants actively filled in
gaps of psychological causality as they assigned internal states which m otivated
the ch aracters' actions. F or exam ple, G e rtru d e and M ary described
psychological causality w hen they described why the w aiter p ointed H arry to
the bathroom . G ertru d e stated, "The w aiter pointed H arry to the bathroom
’cause H arry didn’t w ant to eat the broccoli an d throw up." Sim ilarly, M ary
responded, "H arry said he was gonna throw up and he needed a bathroom for
that. Also, he w anted to throw away that broccoli casserole." Also, O nessa
filled in the gaps w hen she discussed why H arry did not w ant to move to Saudi
A rabia. She responded, "Harry d o n ’t want to move to Saudi A rabia at the end
’cause of the surprise party."
Physical causality. O nessa actively filled in gaps of physical causality as
she show ed causal relationships in the chain of actions. O nessa rem arked,
A nd his m am m a and bro th er and sister m ade him m ad, which m ade him
act bad to the girl on the bus, which m ade him act bad in class. A nd his
m am m a and b ro th er and sister all started it ’cause they d id n ’t say "Happy
Birthday" to him.
Ages of m ain characters. In filling in the age of the age o f the child
protagonist, G ertru d e assigned H arry’s age in light o f h er own family
relationships. F or exam ple, G ertru d e responded that "H arry was seven
because his b ro th er calls him a crybaby and 1 call my cousin a crybaby and h e ’s
seven." O nessa likewise filled in the ch aracter’s age w hen she said th at H arry
was seven years old because "All boys seven years old will act like that."
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Finally, M ary responded, "Harry was probably eight years old ’cause he acts
just like my cousin D eon who’s th at age."
E m otional reactions of characters. T he participants filled in gaps
concerning the characters’ em otions according to the way the participants
them selves felt. For exam ple, G ertru d e m ade the following com m ent:
H arry felt sad about his sister and b ro th e r ’cause they always got the best
stuff th at he w anted. And he felt sad about his m am m a, too, because she
didn’t let him pick out his costum e w hat he should have for H allow een. I
would have been sad, too.
In m ost cases, G ertru d e identified with character em otions as she classified
them into one of two categories, happy or sad. For exam ple, G ertru d e said,
"H arry was sad because he had a bad day on his birthday and 1 thought he was
gonna have a good day, but we [sic] w ere happy when he got hom e ’cause he
had a surprise party."
Like G ertru d e, O nessa and M ary also related to the responses of Harry.
O nessa stated,
H arry was angry ’cause everything bad was happening to him, ’cause he
thought it was everyone else’s own fault. But really it was his own fault.
1 know I’m like that. 1 blam e it on everybody else but myself when I’m
m ad, and it’s really my own fault.
M ary likewise responded, "Harry was picked on just like me. I know how
H arry feels. I’ve felt like that lots of times."
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Language Choices R esulting in M iscom m tm ication
In writing the story, I used language to signify particular things.
H ow ever, these signifiers w eren’t always clear to the participants w hen they
w ere outside the participants’ field of experience. Such instances w ere not
exam ples o f dialect differences as m uch as they w ere m isunderstood referents,
or objects signified.
T here w ere som e instances when M ary supplied m inor details which w ere
d ifferent from those used in the original text, such as when she substituted
C rackerbarrel Store for Crackerjax. In this instance, because M ary was
unfam iliar with what Crackerjax was, she did not understand the language I
used in the text. Mary stated, "I think you m ean C rackerbarrel, like the store.
H e got his stuff out of one of them m achines there." T he result was that w hen
M ary tried recalling w hat the children’s prizes w ere in h er retelling, she nam ed
things that a child could win from a m achine rather than discover inside a
C rackerjax box.
Lessons of the Story
In my personal journal, I recorded w hat I considered a possible lesson for
the story which was as follows: "Do not judge the w orth of a day too quickly
for often, through patient waiting, unhappy events take a happy turn."
In this story, as in the others, G ertru d e and O nessa gave specific m oral
lessons w hereas Mary gave a lesson which was m ore abstract. G e rtru d e said
the lesson to the story was "We go to school to learn and not play." O nessa
nam ed the lesson as "Never em barrass your parents at the table o r you may
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have to e a t som ething you dislike." Finally, M ary responded th at the lesson
was "Let the bad stuff pass and hang o n and the good stuff like a party will
come."
A w eek after hearing the story, both G ertru d e and M ary nam ed the
m oral lesson as the m ost im portant thing about the story; O nessa nam ed the
m oral lesson for the thing she rem em bered best.
T id e
The last step in com posing the story was writing the title. I decided to
use the title, "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the W orld" because it
w ould attract the rea d er’s interest w ithout giving the plot away. Also, it was
w ritten in the language that a child of approxim ately seven or eight years old
w ould use, which was the age I visualized for the child protagonist. W hen
O nessa was rea d the title, she responded, "Oh, m an, this is gonna be a neat
one. I like it already." G ertrud e sm iled w hen the title was read to her, but
m ade no com m ent. M ary glanced at the rea d er after the reading of the title
and nodded, but she m ade no gesture or com m ent.
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"The Iguana G ot Loose at the B irthday Party"
G en re
F orm at. I selected the sam e form at for writing this story as for the o th er
two stories, that is, that of a picture book w ithout the illustrations.
Fact o r fiction. O ne of my m ain purposes in w riting this narrative was
that 1 w anted all child to fantasize and enjoy im aginative story elem ents inside
an am usem ent park setting. The participants all enjoyed the fantastic elem ents
in the story. F or exam ple, G ertru d e stated, "That’s just a crazy story, I m ean,
you d o n ’t usually see crazy stuff like that at Fun F air Park. I like it." Also,
O nessa com m ented, "That’s the funniest, wildest story I ever heard. T he
funniest story is about H arry but this one is the wildest. I think I’ll go hom e
and w rite one just like it." In addition, M ary rem arked, "This story is stuff I
like ’cause it’s stuff like you dream about at night."
It was my intention in writing this story that the participants in terp ret it
as im possible or nonsensical, a category represented to the participants as
"make-believe." Two of the children in terpreted this story as being m akebelieve. F or exam ple, O nessa stated, "It’s m ade-up because real boys can’t fly
over a birthday cake. But the p art about the pigeons could have happened
’cause pigeons do fly over everything and use the bathroom on everything."
Also, Mary m ade the following rem ark:
It’s m ake-believe because real boys don’t fly around on balloons at
am usem ent parks. And real boys d o n ’t bring iguanas to birthday parties.
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Som e of it could have happened, like the train w reck and the pigeons,
b u t the rest of it was m ade-up. Y ea, it’s a m ake-believe story, all right.
G e rtru d e , on the o th er hand, was the only participant to believe that the
story was real. G ertru d e said that the story was real "Because a train can
com e off a track, and they can have a party at the am usem ent park." W hen
asked if the story could have happened, G ertru d e added, "If som eone was on
to p of the ferris wheel, th ere would be m ore than just one person if it
happened at Fun Fair Park. So it m ust have h appened som ew here else. But
I’m sure it could have happened."
Plot
G en eral sum m ary. Because my aim was for all three narratives to be
w ritten about birthdays, I decided th at in this story I could incorporate the
birthday party idea into the am usem ent park setting; therefore, this story would
b e about a birthday party at the am usem ent park. Like the o th er two stories, I
w ould invent a surprise ending; unlike the o th er two stories, the ending w ould
consist of a surprise o th er than a surprise party.
A short plot sum m ary was recorded in my personal journal, stating that
this birthday story would be a cause-effect narrative containing fantastic
elem ents transpiring at an am usem ent park. T he clim atic ending would
delightfully surprise the birthday child. Like the o th er two stories, the plot
w ould be of high interest to the read er because it would involve lots of conflict
for the child protagonist.
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O utlining episodes. I first brainstorm ed all of the various events which
invited a child’s participation at the am usem ent park. T o narrow this list
dow n, 1 selected those events which attracted participants of all ages. Then,
listing the selected events, I brainstorm ed possible catastrophes th at could take
place next to those events in the left-handed colum n.
I next listed on color-coded cards the m ain episodes of the story, and
b en eath them the actions inside those episodes. I shifted the cards around
until I could see the pattern of the entire piece, until the w riting lined up in a
natu ral, easy-to-read, and purposeful order.
The participants all stated th at this was a difficult story to rem em ber and
retell. Both G ertru d e and O nessa had a critical eye tow ard the story as they
appraised it. G ertru d e approached the story in term s of h er use in the
kindergarten classroom and found it too confusing w hen she said, "I get all
mixed up on what happened. I m ean, I know w hat happened, but I really need
pictures to rem em ber it and tell it to my class real, real, good."
O nessa tried to im agine it as lending itself to producing a play and also
found it too com plex for her purposes as she rem arked,
This one would never, ever w ork for a play. I’d need things flying in the
air and things crawling on the ground. T h at’s a bunch of stuff to think
about.

I like it to read, but not for a play. I think I could w rite it over

again m ore better.
Finally, even though M ary faithfully and accurately retold all of the story
events and their specific details, she adm itted that it was a difficult story to
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recall. She stated, "Whew, I alm ost d idn’t get it. I think this one is a little too
m uch mess going on for kids to tell it right."
U ses o f personal experience and interpretation. All three of the
participants drew from their daily life to in terp ret or explain story events. For
exam ple, G ertru d e based her reaction to on e of the story events on a sim ilar
experience at h er cousin’s birthday party. G ertru d e asked the following:
How com e only one boy rode on the ferris w heel? F or that story to
really happen at Fun Fair Park there w ould have to be m ore people at
the top of the ferris wheel riding it. T here w ere m ore people than that
at my cousin’s party.
Also, two of the participants in terpreted the pigeons’ actions based upon
observations they witnessed daily in the area w here they lived. F or exam ple,
O nessa stated the following:
Pigeons will use the bathroom on anything. T hat’s why I know they used
them on the birthday cake. T hey live right there under the interstate and
I watch them . If you walk under the bridge, they’ll use it even in you
hair. W hen you park your car under there, they’ll use in on your car.
Likewise, M ary in terpreted the pigeons’ actions when she m ade the
following com m ent:
1 know that those pigeons used it in the cake and all over those kids*
hair. T h at’s why the kids got in that fight, to fight off the pigeons. See,
we play right under that bridge every day after school. M an, those
pigeons use it on anything that passes under them .
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M ary w ent on to in terp ret the story events in term s o f the sibling rivalry
she was experiencing with h er two sisters. She said the following:
See, th ere 's a train track right around the c o m er and she w on't even let
m e walk close to it. My sisters get to walk and play around it just like
the kids in the story ’cause they’re older. They get to do m ore th an I do.
Beginning the story. I began to brainstorm several leads in o rd e r to set
the pace and tone. Because I w anted this story to consist entirely of dialogue
betw een the m other and child, I decided to use the m other's questions to push
the action forw ard, and the child’s responses to describe the action of story
events. B ecause my purpose was to describe the cause-effect sequence of
events and not to elab o rate upon character attributes, I was anxious for the
first few lines of text to quickly im m erse the reader into the action of the story.
T herefore, the first sentence of text would be the m other asking a question to
announce the birthday party and establish the setting. T he second sentence,
the child’s response, w ould begin the narration of the action of the story.
In her retellings, G ertru d e rem em bered the leading sentences and quo ted
them word for word, w hereas both M ary and O nessa sum m arized them , then
m oved directly into the action of the child protagonist. G ertru d e m ade the
following com m ent about the opening:
You know how that story started, well, I rem em bered that easy ’cause the
m am m a just asks him som ething and he just answers it. T hat's a lot
easier to rem em ber than the stories in my read er at school.
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F u rth erm ore, M ary said that the first few lines w ere the easiest p a rt o f the
story to rem em ber. She rem arked, "I rem em ber stories real good. But this
one is hard. Just the first lines of it are easy, th a t’s all.11 Finally, O nessa
rem ark ed th at the opening lines rem inded h er of the story "Mom, D o n ’t You
Like It?" but th at she would have preferred the story to have begun and en d ed
ritualistically. She stated the following:
This one is a lot like the first one. Two people talk. T h at’s all. W hen it
started off with the m am m a asking him som ething, and then him
answering som ething, I knew the rest of it was all gonna be like that. It’s
like "Mom, D on’t You Like It?" ’cept it d o n ’t have everything starting out
the sam e. Mine is gonna start with "Once upon a time." T h at’s the only
thing I d o n ’t like about your stories, Ms. Janie. Y ou don’t know how to
start ’em ou t right. All good stories should start out with "Once upon a
time."
In retelling the story, O nessa did use the ritualistic openings and closings she
recom m ended.
E nding the story. I brainstorm ed an ending to give m e a sense o f the
story’s shape, form , and destination. I knew th at I w anted to m ake all three
stories consistent with a surprise ending. I decided that since the events in this
story w ere circular, if the birthday boy’s iguana becam e lost, for the story to be
balanced, the birthday boy would have to find an anim al. Since the m onkey
was already cast in the story events, I decided to use the m onkey as the anim al
found for a surprise ending. The m onkey would be found by the birthday boy
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as the characters retu rn ed hom e in the car. Also, because this was a circular
story, it was im portant that the last few lines balance the first few. If the story
began with the m other asking the child to tell h er about the birthday party at
the am usem ent park, the story should end with the child asking the m other to
give him a sim ilar party.
The surprise ending was im portant to the participants. G e rtru d e and
M ary related the happy surprise ending, the boy finding the m onkey in the car,
for the thing they rem em bered best. Also, G ertru d e nam ed the surprise
ending for the m ost im portant thing im m ediately after reading the story.
In her retellings, G ertru d e ended this story as she began it, th at is, by
quoting the dialogue of the text, word for word. O nessa, on the o th e r hand,
sum m arized the ending, closing her retelling with the final action of the child
protagonist finding the m onkey in the car. Like G ertru d e, M ary en d ed her
retelling with the closing dialogue of the characters.
C haracters
D eveloping characters. I decided that since my focus was prim arily upon
the cause-effect sequence of story events, developing characters and their
attributes should be m inim ized. T herefore, the three prim ary characters I used
in this story w ere not highly developed; that is, the boy and his m o th er w ere
used to narrate the story, and the birthday boy was used to bring the iguana
and receive the surprise at the end of the story. All o th e r characters simply
transacted story events.
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O nessa com m ented th at she didn’t feel she "knew" any of the characters
as well as she "knew" H arry, the child protagonist in the story "The W orst Day
in the H istory of the W orld." O nessa rem arked,
W ell, you know like I knew H arry, well, I don 't know these guys like that.
1 m ean, all 1 know is that this guy talks a lot to his m am m a and his
m am m a is nosy about stuff. See, like H arry tells you everything he’s
thinking. W ell, like this guy tells you w hat he saw at the party. But I
d o n ’t know nothing else. I know H arry good ’cause he thinks like me.
W hen writing the story, I intended for the child n arrato r and birthday boy
to be the m ost im portant characters in the story. In responding to the story,
both G ertru d e and O nessa nam ed the m other as the m ost im portant character.
Mary, on the o th er hand, did choose the birthday boy for the m ost im portant
ch aracter as well as the character she w ould m ost like to be.
N am es of characters. I selected nam es for the characters which were
com m on in both Caucasian and A frican-A m erican cultures because I w anted
the readers, regardless of race, to associate the ch aracters’ nam es with persons
of th eir own ethnic background. I selected the nam e H enry for the child
n arrato r, and Willy for the birthday boy.
G ertru d e rem arked that associating the correct nam e with the p ro p er
ch aracter in the story was difficult. She stated, "I got everybody m ixed up with
everybody else’s nam e. I can’t rem em ber which one was Willy, and which one
was Henry. I think H enry was doing the talking, but I’m not sure."
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O nessa and Mary, however, seem ed to have no trouble in associating the
ch aracter with his correct nam e. O nessa rem arked th at she particularly liked
H enry because she identified the nam e with that of h e r father. She stated,
"My d a d ’s nam e is Henry. T h at’s why I like th at boy. D id you know that
when you w rote this story?" Finally, M ary responded, "Know w hat? Willy is in
my room . H e ’s bad, just like that little boy. H e ’d bring an iguana to school if
he had one."
T one
My intention in w riting this story was for the participants to find the
im aginative story elem ents hum orous and enjoyable. G e rtru d e laughed aloud
during the child’s ice fight and when the boy dropped into the birthday cake.
She stated, "This story is different from the others. I m ean, the o th e r stories
w eren ’t so crazy funny as this. This one is real crazy funny, funny." O nessa’s
enjoym ent was obvious as well, as she laughed aloud after the reading of each
episode. Mary, on the other hand, did not laugh aloud during the reading of
the story but did rem ark, "That iguana was funny, but he was messy. I’d never
w ant to go to a wild party with messy anim als there. They w ere funny, but too
messy."
Style
Sim ilar to the story "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?," I decided th at this
narrative w ould consist totally of dialogue betw een a child and his m other.
But unlike "Mom, D on’t You Like It?," the dialogue in this story w ould be
unpredictable and unpatterned, as my purpose was to focus on the cause-effect
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sequence of story events, not on the language of the text. I began to rehearse
in my m ind w hat I was going to say, creating the illusion of a sm all child
speaking to his m other in as natural a voice as possible, as he related the
events of the birthday party. I w anted my voice to sound like speech, and 1
w anted to h e ar in my voice innocence, youthfulness, and hum or. As I
reh earsed the voice in my m ind, I could h e ar a voice inside myself laughing, in
a child-like kind of laughter. Because there was so m uch action in the
language of the text, I visualized no m ore than one o r two short sentences to
every page.
O nessa was the only participant to com m ent upon the story consisting
entirely of dialogue when she rem arked, "The boy is talking just like in "Mom,
D o n ’t You Like It?" H e tells it like the way he saw it happen. T he story is all
talk."
In responding to the voice in the story, G ertru d e said that it sounded
authentic. She stated the following:
T hat little guy is talking to his m om just like I talk to m ine. H e sounds
like a real little guy. See, when I com e hom e from school, my m om asks
m e a lot of questions like that. My m om wants to know everything. And
th a t’s why she asks a lot of questions. If you don’t answ er her, she don ’t
like it. So I answer her just like that tittle boy.
Also, in com m enting upon the voice, O nessa rem arked,
It’s really neat how all your little guys talk in the stories. I m ean, it’s
always the little guy telling the story. I think I’ve learned how to do that
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now. It’s easier to m ake the little guy talk than the big guy talk. You
could have even m ade the iguana talk. T hat w ould be funny, huh?
M ary stated that because the story was packed with action, it was
purposely constructed to be sh o rter than the others. She rem arked, "Man, that
story was short. But I know why. 1 m ean, 1 know why th at story was so short.
’C ause so m uch was going on all the time."

Leaving Gaps in the Story
W hen com posing the story, I purposely left gaps for the participants to
fill in concerning physical causality, setting, age of m ain character, characters
participating in events, and em otional reactions of characters. This story
differed from the others in that it moved along by physical causality rath er
th an psychological causality. The one place w here I left a gap of psychological
causality was filled in by the participants also.
A lthough this story plot m oved along because of
physical causality rath er than psychological causality, O nessa was the only
participant to fill in this gap. O nessa admits th at the reason may be attributed
to the fact that she is a "tomboy." O nessa rem arked, "W hen one thing
happened that m ade the next thing happened. Like he lost the iguana, then
th at m ade the ice fight happen, then that m ade the m an all scared." O nessa
later added, "I notice lots of stuff going on like that ’cause I’m a tom boy and I
like lots of stuff moving and junk."
Psychological causality. The participants assigned psychological causality,
o r im puted m otivations to the ch aracter’s actions, w hen they described H enry’s
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reasons for asking his m other if he could have a party at the zoo. G ertru d e
explained, "H e w anted all the anim als could [sic] get loose and jum p in the
cake, and he could have an exciting party just like Willy, and th a t’s why he
asked to have the party at the zoo." O nessa rem arked, "Henry thought it was
exciting w hen the iguana caused trouble and he thought the iguana could b e at
the zoo just like the p ark and cause the sam e kind of trouble at his birthday."
M ary also assigned m otivations to H enry’s actions when she rem arked, "Henry
w anted his party at the zoo ’cause he could have fun like at the am usem ent
park. T here are lots of different anim als at the zoo th at could cause trouble."
Setting. In this story as in "Mom, D on’t You Like It?," the participants
filled in the setting in light of som e custom s practiced at hom e. For exam ple,
G ertru d e answ ered that the conversation betw een the m other and child took
place in the living room ; O nessa nam ed the yard as the place o f the
conversation; Mary, like G ertrude, responded that the conversation took place
in the living room .
Ages of m ain characters. T he participants all filled in the gap concerning
the ch aracter’s age. F or exam ple, G ertru d e stated, "That boy with the birthday
was nine because the am usem ent park is w here my cousin w ho’s nine had his
birthday party. My cousin says you have to reach the to p of the pelican before
you can ride the bum per cars, and that usually happens when you’re nine."
O nessa described the birthday boy as being six years old "’Cause," she stated,
"six-year-old boys have their birthdays at the am usem ent park." Finally, M ary
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described the age of H enry, the birthday boy, w hen she responded, "H enry was
five o r six years old ’cause th at’s w hen my m am m a took m e to the am usem ent
park. H e’s younger than m e ’cause when you’re seven years old you know
b e tter than to do the stuff what he did."
C haracters participating in events. T he th ree participants also filled in
gaps regarding the characters talking in the story. F o r exam ple, w hen
describing who was talking, G ertru d e responded, "The m am m a and the son."
F urth erm ore, O nessa said, "The people talking w ere the m am m a and the little
boy." Finally, M ary in terp reted the story characters in light of h er family
experience when she answ ered, "The people talking w ere the m am m a and the
boy, Willy. But his two sisters w ere listening to w hat they w ere saying. H e
didn’t w ant them to be listening but they were."
E m otional reactions of characters. T he participants filled in gaps
concerning the characters’ em otions according to the way the participants
them selves felt. For exam ple, G e rtru d e stated, "The birthday boy shouldn’t
have brought his iguana but I brought my turtle to a party once. H e was just
proud of it and w anted to show everybody, th at’s all." F urtherm ore, O nessa
com pared h er own response to that o f the birthday boy w hen she stated, "The
birthday boy feels disappointed because everybody is throwing ice at each
o th er, and then the boy flies off the ferris wheel. W hen things go w rong it
m akes you b e disappointed in yourself. T h at’s the way I am." Finally, M ary
found herself relating to the m other’s worrying w hen she m ade the following
rem arks:
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1 know th at m am m a was w orried about all those children around that
track, and flying in a balloon, and throw ing ice and all the o th e r stuff. I
som etim es worry like that. I worry if I can’t find the shirt I w ant to w ear,
o r if I m ake a bad grade, o r som ething like that. 1 know how she feels.
Lessons of the Storv
In my personal journal, I recorded a possible lesson for the story. The
lesson read as follows: "Traum atic episodes often end in happy victories."
The lessons given by G ertru d e and O nessa w ere specific, practical, and
d irected tow ard behavior. For exam ple, G ertru d e said the lesson of the story
was, "Don’t throw nuts near a track. T h at’s a good lesson." This lesson
seem ed to reflect what G ertru d e had been taught by her m other at hom e.
R ath e r than giving on e m oral lesson as G ertru d e did, O nessa nam ed two
m oral lessons for the story w hen she stated the lesson as, "Never throw peanuts
on a track or bring an iguana to a birthday party."
M ary’s lesson, on the oth er hand, was m ore philosophical, abstract, and
d irected tow ard coping with the trouble. She said, "After som ething awful
happens, you get a surprise. And th at’s w hat the lesson is."
A week after hearing the story, both G ertru d e and M ary nam ed the
m oral lesson as the m ost im portant thing about the story; O nessa nam ed it as
the thing she rem em bered best.

Title
Like the titles of the oth er two stories, this title was selected because I
felt it would capture the interest of the read er w ithout giving the story plot
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away. O nessa was the only participant to com m ent on the title w hen she said,
"That title was long. But it was good ’cause I knew this was about a birthday
party with an iguana. W e learned at school th at w hen you m ake a title, it
should tell you about the story." T he o th er two participants m ade no com m ent
about the title, bu t sm iled when the title was read.

C H A P T E R VII
Conclusions and Im plications
C oncept of Story
A lthough the participants ow ned only a few books, each of the children
was exposed to bookreading in their hom es. E ach child ow ned and read The
C hildren’s Bible. and each checked books ou t of the library regularly. In the
case of O nessa, stories w ere w ritten and dram atized by the participant herself.
In addressing the question of describing the children’s concept o f stories,
I was surprised to find that there w ere great differences am ong the participants
in their storytelling styles and concept of stories. A lthough the participants
w ere purposely chosen to be of the sam e ethnic background, age, gender,
literary background, and had sim ilar reading interests, they w ere different in
their retellings and responses. In using A pplebee’s (1978) m odel for narrative
form , G e rtru d e ’s stories fit into the fifth stage which was the 'focused chain,"
w hereas O nessa and M ary’s stories fit into the final, o r sixth stage, which was
the "narrative." G e rtru d e ’s stories w ere m arked by the m ain character going
through a series of events linked to one another, with each event developing o f
the previous one. O nessa and M ary’s stories w ere m arked not only with each
incident developing out of the previous one, but at the sam e tim e, with each
incident elaborating a new aspect of the situation. Also, O nessa’s and M ary’s
stories had a consistent forw ard m ovem ent with a clim ax at the end.
Each of the participants was also unique in the way she reto ld the stories.
G ertru d e painted the stories with bro ad brush stokes; M ary retold them with
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detail and accuracy in m uch the sam e way th at they w ere read to her; and
O nessa dram atized them with great elaborations. A ccording to A p p leb ee’s
m odel, O nessa’s and M ary’s stories revealed a higher stage of narrative form
th an the stories of G ertrude. O nessa’s stories contained "story m arkers" as
they o p en ed and closed with form al openings and closings such as "Once upon
a time," and "The end." O nessa adm itted th at she was trying to im itate the
fairy tales th at she had read so often at home.
In addressing the question of w hether o r not the children’s concept of
stories changed over a one-w eek period following the initial reading of the
story, the m ost significant change was in O nessa’s retellings. T hat is, O nessa’s
stories becam e even m ore m arked with high elaborations during the second
retelling. Even then, however, O nessa consistently and faithfully retu rn ed her
stories to the text of the original plot. The storytellings of the o th e r two
participants, on the o th er hand, showed sim ilar patterns betw een the first and
second retellings, with som e instances of the second retelling being slightly
sh o rter in length than the first.
Active M akers of M eaning
The d a ta analysis supports R osenblatt’s (1978) and Iser’s (1978) views of
literary response as an active and selective process w here readers are active in
selecting and organizing elem ents of the text according to their already
acquired habits, assum ptions, and expectations for reading. In addition, the
read ers w ere constantly self-correcting, or modifying, their expectations in
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projecting w hat the text was offering. Each of the participants brought her
own experiences to the text which shaped her responses and retellings.
Influence of daily life. In addressing the question o f w hat m eaning the
children derived from the stories, I found that the story m eaning for the
participants was affected by the knowledge and experience that the children
brought to the stories. All three of the children drew from their individual,
personal lives and experiences to interpret the stories. G e rtru d e in terp reted
the m otivations of the characters in light of her own experience with her
m other and two cousins; O nessa in terpreted m otivations using her observations
in the neighborhood and experiences at school; M ary in terp reted m otivations
in light of her play after school and the rivalry with h er two sisters.
W hen the participants could relate the story to their personal life, they
considered the story true. But when O nessa and M ary could not relate the
story to their own world, o r considered it an exaggeration o f hum orous events,
they viewed the story as m ake-believe. All th ree of the children said that the
stories "Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?" and "The W orst B irthday in the H istory of
the W orld" w ere true. G ertru d e also said that the story "The Iguana G ot
Loose at the B irthday Party" was true, and she related som e of the episodes in
the story to a sim ilar experience she w itnessed at her cousin’s party. O nessa
and Mary, on the oth er hand, both said that "The Iguana G o t Loose at the
Birthday Party" was m ake-believe.
Viewing the stories through critical lenses. A n o th er noticeable difference
in the participants’ responses to the stories was the fact that G e rtru d e and
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O nessa view ed the stories through a particular critical lens. G e rtru d e , who
wants to b e a teacher w hen she grows up, viewed the stories according to
w hether o r not they could b e used in her future kindergarten classroom .
O nessa, who wants one day to becom e a w riter and play producer, viewed the
stories according to w hether or not they w ere adequate for play production.
M ary seem ed to respond according to her m o th er’s expectations of
perform ance but did not have a critical lens through which she saw the stories.
Filling in gaps. All three of the participants actively filled in gaps (Iser,
1978) which I purposely left during the com posing process. T hese gaps
included psychological causality, characters participating in events, age of
characters, and setting. In her retellings, O nessa supplied additional
inform ation concerning physical causality which 1 did not intentionally leave as
gaps in the stories "Mom, D on’t You Like It?" and "The W orst B irthday in the
History of the World." Also, in "The Iguana G o t Loose at the B irthday Party,"
w here the events m oved along by physical ra th e r than psychological causality,
O nessa was the only participant to fill in this gap of physical causality. O nessa
w ent even farth er than the oth er participants, filling in both gaps I
intentionally left in the stories and som e I did not intentionally leave, supplying
inform ation she apparently thought was im portant.
M oral Lessons
All three of the participants found the m oral lessons very im portant in
the stories. For G ertrude and O nessa, the lessons w ere specific, practical, and
d irected toward behavior, suggesting a possible connection betw een correct
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behavior and happy outcom es. M ary’s lessons, on the o th e r hand, w ere m ore
philosophical and abstract, and cam e closer to w hat I, the w riter, had intended.
W hen I asked what they rem em bered best o r w hat was m ost im portant about
each story, the participants’ responses focused on eith er a happy ending or a
m oral lesson, again suggesting a connection betw een p ro p er behavior and a
happy ending.

Characters
The two participants, G ertru d e and O nessa, who w ere the only children
living in single p arent hom es, both described the m inor, adult characters in a
m ore positive light than they described the younger, m ain character. Mary, on
the o th er hand, whose family unit was intact with a m other, father, and two
sisters, did not hesitate to critically evaluate the adult, authoritative characters
in the story.
G ertru d e, whose m other com m ented upon how closely attached she and
G e rtru d e w ere, nam ed the adult characters w hen asked to nam e the m ost
im portant character and the character she would m ost like to be. M ary and
O nessa, on the o th er hand, whose parents rem arked how independent they
both w ere, most often nam ed the child protagonist as the m ost im portant
ch aracter and the character they w ould most like to be.
M ore than any of the participants, O nessa used the greatest insight w hen
interpreting the em otional reaction of the characters in each of the stories.
O nessa was often able to articulate the m otivations and insights of the
characters, w hereas G ertru d e and M ary som etim es could not.
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H um or
Judging from the laughter and com m ents of the participants, it seem s that
the story "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the W orld" was the m ost
enjoyed of any of the stories read to the participants. Sim ilar across cases
w ere the two places in the text which gen erated the greatest laugher. These
w ere during the selection of costum es at the d ep artm en t store and during the
child protagonist’s food ordering at the restaurant. In the first instance, the
text reads that the child protagonist attem pts to purchase a scary H allow een
costum e. However, m uch to his dissatisfaction, the only costum e left in his
size is a ballerina suit. Because the participants laughed loudly when read this
p art of the text, it seem s they found hum or in the idea of w earing clothing that
was inappropriate.
In the second instance, the text reads that the child protagonist orders
food at the restaurant which is not edible, such as roach eggs and m onkey spit.
W hen this part of the text was read, two of the participants laughed so loudly
that the adult read er stopped the bookreading for several seconds. It seem s,
therefore, that the children enjoyed hearing deviations from the norm .
Second to the story "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the World,"
the children said they m ost enjoyed "The Iguana G ot Loose at the Birthday
Party." T heir retellings and responses indicated that the participants had no
trouble following the com plicated cause-effect sequencing of story events.
The participants laughed the least often in the story "Mom, D on’t You
Like It?" Judging from their com m ents, it seem s that this story was too true-
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to-life to be funny. How ever, due to the p a ttern ed dialogue and repetition o f
story events, w hen this story was reto ld by the participants, it rep resen ted the
closest approxim ation to the original text.
R elationship B etw een W riter’s Intentions and C hildren's R esponses
In com paring the children’s responses to the m eaning I expected them to
find, th ere w ere som e surprising findings which added to my know ledge as a
w riter and teacher. I will discuss these finding below under the categories of
b ro ad range of m eaning, filling in gaps, real o r m ake-believe, language choices
resulting in m iscom m unication, and valid interpretations.
B road range of m eaning. T here was only one story, "Mom, D on’t You
Like It?," which I left open-ended for a broad range of possible m eaning. In
the original ending to this story, the boy brings hom e friends which the m other
allows to stay and play. In the revised story ending, which was rea d to the
participants, the m other gives h er son a surprise, and it is up to the read er to
fill in the gap concerning what that surprise was. For exam ple, the read er may
think the m other is surprising H enry by giving him a surprise birthday party
with friends, or the read er may think that the m other is surprising H enry with
those sam e gifts which she dem anded he retu rn earlier in the story, which was
my intention in leaving the gap. This was the only one of the th ree stories I
com posed in which I changed the ending in the com posing process, m aking a
b ro ad range of m eaning possible for the re a d e r’s interpretation.
Mary was the only participant to infer the ending I intended, citing a
sim ilar experience that had occurred in her own life. M ary was once given a
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surprise birthday party in which h er m other p resented M ary with m any of the
gifts she had requested. T herefore, M ary’s m eaning for this story ending was
the result of an experience which M ary brought to the story. G e rtru d e and
O nessa, on the oth er hand, thought that the surprise at the end of the story
was a surprise birthday party with friends.
Filling in gaps. T he gaps which I intentionally left in all o f the stories
w ere filled in by the participants. T hese gaps included psychological causality,
characters participating in events, age of characters, and setting. In only one
of the stories, I left gaps of physical causality. O nessa w ent farther than the
o th er two participants in filling in both gaps which 1 intentionally left, and
those which I did not intentionally leave, supplying inform ation she apparently
thought was im portant.
R eal or m ake-believe. My intention w hen com posing the stories "Mom,
D o n ’t You Like It?" and "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the W orld" was
to m ake them true-to-life. My intention, how ever, in w riting "The Iguana G ot
Loose at the Birthday Party" was to m ake it nonsensical o r m ake-believe.
G e rtru d e said that all th ree of the stories w ere true; O nessa and M ary said
that "Mom, D on’t You Like It?" and "The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the
W orld" w ere true and th at "The Iguana G ot Loose at the B irthday Party" was
m ake-believe. T herefore, when asked if the stories w ere real o r m ake-believe,
the responses of O nessa and Mary cam e closer to what I intended w hen
w riting the stories.
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Language choices re sulting in m iscom m unication. T here w ere som e
instances w hen language differences with respect to w ord m eanings resulted in
interpretations different from those I intended. Such instances tended to arise
from m isunderstood referents, o r objects signified. In w riting the stories, I
used language to signify particular things. However, these signifiers w ere
unclear to the participants w hen outside the participants’ field of experience.
In one such instance, M ary substituted a sim ilar known feature,
C rackerbarrel Store, for the unfam iliar one, Crackerjax, which was used in the
original text. M ary stated, "I think you m ean C rackerbarrel, like the store. He
got his stuff out of one of them m achines there." The result was that when
M ary tried recalling w hat the children’s prizes w ere in h er retelling, she nam ed
things that a child could win from a m achine rath er than discover inside a
C rackerjax box.
R ath er than revealing an e rro r in M ary’s m iscom m unication, M ary’s
response indicates a very active m ind at work, as she transform s the elem ents
in the story in o rd e r to m ake sense in her world. This reveals a higher and
m ore com plex thought process than the m ere accurate retelling o f the text as it
was given to her, which was Mary’s usual p attern in her retellings.
O ne of the surprises of this study was the fact that O nessa was the only
participant to catch the intended hum or in the story "The W orst B irthday in
the History of the World," when the child protagonist continuously th reaten s to
move to Saudi A rabia. This may b e attributed to the fact that O nessa alone
understood the location of Saudi A rabia. G ertru d e and Mary, on the other
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hand, did not know w here Saudi A rabia was, and thus the hum or I intended
was lost to them .
V alid interpretations. In addressing the question of w hether o r not
children arrived at interpretations that did not seem valid to the w riter, I used
R osenblatt’s (1978) criteria for validity. R osenblatt stated that th ere w ere two
standards for valid interpretations: (a) the rea d er should not contradict
som ething in the text, and (b) the read er should not infer som ething that has
no verbal basis in the text. In addressing the question of validity, I will focus
on the responses of the participants to the m oral lessons of the stories, the
participants’ focus on story characters, and w hether the participants thought the
stories w ere real o r m ake-believe.
All th ree participants found the m oral lessons very im portant in the
stories. G ertru d e and O nessa gave specific, practical lessons which w ere
directed tow ard behavior. M ary’s lessons, on the o th er hand, w ere m ore
philosophical and abstract and cam e closer to w hat I intended in writing the
stories, my intended lesson being that although bad things happen, good will
eventually follow. Although G ertru d e and O nessa focused on things different
from that which I expected them to focus, their lessons w ere, nonetheless, as
valid as the lessons given by Mary. T hat is, in using R osenblatt’s criteria
(1978) for validity, G e rtru d e ’s and O nessa’s lessons both had a verbal basis,
and their lessons did not contradict som ething stated in the text. T herefore, I
conclude that all three of the participants’ responses to m oral lessons w ere
valid according to R osenblatt’s (1978) criteria.
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In focusing upon the characters in the stories, m y intention as the w riter
was for the rea d er to identify with, and view the younger, m ain characters in
the stories, the child protagonists, in a m ore positive light than the adult,
authoritative figures in the stories. M ary was the only participant to view the
child protagonists in a positive light; the o th er two participants saw the adult,
authoritative figures in a m ore positive light. A lthough G ertru d e and O nessa
viewed characters differently from w hat I intended w hen com posing the stories,
the m eaning G ertru d e and O nessa brought to the stories m ade them focus on
the characters which they viewed positively. N evertheless, because all the
characters focused upon by the th ree participants did not contradict som ething
in the text, and because the characters focused upon had a verbal basis in the
text, I conclude that each of the participants’ views and focus upon characters
w ere valid according to R osenblatt’s (1978) criteria.
I also intended that the most im portant character, and the character the
rea d er w ould most like to be, would be the child protagonist in each of the
stories. In both cases, O nessa and M ary nam ed the child protagonists, w hereas
G ertru d e nam ed the adult characters. Again, because the participants’
responses did not contradict som ething in the text, and because all of the
characters nam ed in the participants’ responses had a verbal basis in the text, I
conclude that the participants’ responses to the m ost im portant character and
the ch aracter they w ould m ost like to be w ere valid according to R o senblatt’s
(1978) criteria.
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My intention when com posing the stories "M om, D o n 't You Like It?" and
"The W orst B irthday in the H istory of the W orld" was to m ake them true-tolife; my intention in w riting "The Iguana G ot Loose at the B irthday Party" was
to m ake it m ake-believe. G ertru d e said that all th ree of the stories w ere true;
M ary and O nessa responded that "Mom, D on’t You Like It?" and "The W orst
B irthday in the History of the W orld” w ere true, and th at "The Iguana G ot
Loose at the B irthday Party" was m ake-believe. A lthough G ertru d e 's responses
w ere different from w hat I intended, her responses, along with the o th er two
particip ants' responses, w ere valid according to R osenblatt’s (1978) criteria.
T hat is, the participants’ responses to real and m ake-believe did not contradict
som ething in the text and had a verbal basis in the text as well.

Implications for Teaching
O ne im plication for teachers is that the older, m ore m ature read er
should not im pose his or h er own m eanings of stories upon children. The
young reader does not necessarily derive the sam e interpretation of the texts as
the teacher, author, or an adult attributes to the tales. R ather, children often
gain an interpretation of the text that is affected by th eir experiences and
needs. Also, a child’s m ishearing parts of a story may not indicate a m istake
so m uch as h is/h e r m ind actively at w ork in o rd er to have the story m ake
sense to h im /h e r. Because m ultiple m eanings derived from a text are quite
probable, teachers might be ready to observe and understand a child's
responses rath e r than quick to correct or disallow unexpected responses.
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This study suggests that open-ended questions about plot, characters,
story lessons, gaps left for the rea d er to fill left intentionally by the author, and
w h eth er the story is real o r m ake-believe, help the adult to determ in e the
child’s concept of stories.
Finally, this study indicates th at when children are exposed to narratives
which have personal m eaning to the read er, the result is an enjoyable, positive
experience.
Im plications for W riters
B efore beginning com posing any type of story for children, it is helpful
for an author to gain an understanding of the general interests of their readers.
A knowledge of the general trends, as indicated by research findings, helps the
au th o r to anticipate the interests and preferences of their reading audience.
F or exam ple, children seven years old enjoy stories with strong and interesting
characters close to their own age, who are involved in dram atic, adventurous,
or hum orous action. Also, they enjoy stories about holidays that end happily
(N orvell, 1958).
A journal is extrem ely helpful for generating ideas and recording
thoughts and feelings. Journals allow w riters to record thoughts "on the spot"
which help develop story ideas, thoughts which can be forgotten if not
recorded im m ediately. All forms of w ritten expression and types of w riting are
w elcom ed in journals, from sum m aries, to them es, to doodles, to thoughts for
beginnings and endings of stories.
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W riting evolves through steps and stages which are recursive. A lthough a
w riter plans w hat h e /sh e wants to say before beginning, the act of writing
gen erates new ideas and shapes new plans. T he w riting process is very slow at
the beginning. That is, ideas need tim e to incubate, and m ore tim e is spent
developing a work in the pre-w riting stage than is actually spent drafting or
revising the text. Pre-writing activities save the author revision tim e because
h e /s h e works out problem s before they develop; such strategies include
brainstorm ing lists of events, draw ing diagram s to visualize the layout of
characters and events, m apping the flow of traffic to see connections betw een
events and characters, and shifting events for the most natural, easy-to read,
and purposeful sequence. Also, before beginning to w rite the first draft, it is
helpful for the com poser to decide upon the genre, point of view, and style to
be used in the work. O ften "living" with a story idea, and reflecting upon it
from tim e to tim e before com m itting anything to paper, allows for fuller plot
and ch aracter developm ent.
Ways to improve a work often arise spontaneously during these tim es of
reflection, for exam ple, ways to broaden the range of story m eaning, so that
different readers can take away different interpretations o f a text. Receiving
feedback from audiences of different ages and cultures can im prove the quality
of the literary work by helping the w riter to "take another look" at h is/h e r text.
Im plications for R esearch
This study was lim ited to responses of th ree girls, seven years old, from
the lower S.E.S., A frican-A m erican culture. Possibilities for fu rth er research
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include exam ining the responses of m ales and w hether o r not they focus on
different story elem ents, o r interpret the stories differently, than do fem ales.
T he responses o f participants from an o ld er age bracket w ould shed light on
the differences in m eaning derived from the stories of different age groups.
Also, further investigation including responses of participants from a different
socio-econom ic background, as well as responses of those from a different
culture, would provide inform ation on w hether the m eanings vary from group
to group.
The present study exam ined responses of participants to th ree short
works of fiction presented without the illustrations. F u rth e r investigation could
include having the children respond to the sam e texts with illustrations to
exam ine how pictures m ight affect the m eaning that is m ade of the stories.
Two of the participants of this study w ere from single p arent hom es.
T here was indication that responses from these children differed from the
responses of the participant w here both parents resided. F urther investigation
into children from single parent hom es would provide inform ation as to how,
o r w hether, these hom e conditions m ight affect childrens’ responses to
characters, situations, and perceived lessons to be learned from stories.
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"Mom, D o n ’t You Like It?"
"Leroy, U ncle F rederick sent you this m oney for your birthday. Why
d o n ’t you go ou t and buy som ething?"
"Mom, I bought this arm y set with my birthday m oney. D o n ’t you like
it?"
"I’m sorry, Leroy, but I’m afraid you can’t keep it. T hat arm y set has too
m any little pieces, and they slide under the furniture. W hen 1 clean, they clog
up my vacuum cleaner. T ake them back to the store and get som ething
larger."
"Mom, I got this basketball in place of the arm y set for my birthday. It
w on’t clog up your vacuum cleaner. D on’t you like it?"
"I’m sorry, Leroy, but I’m afraid you can’t keep it. T hat basketball will
knock som ething over and cause it to break. T ake it back and get som ething
th at d o esn’t bounce in the house."
"Mom, 1 bought these paints and brushes in place of the basketball for
my birthday. T hey won’t clog up your vacuum cleaner o r bounce in the house.
D o n ’t you like them ?"
"I’m sorry, Leroy, but I’m afraid you can ’t keep them . Paints leave
colored prints all over the furniture and walls. Take them back and get
som ething th a t’s not so messy for your birthday."
"Mom, I bought this watch in place of the paints and brushes for my
birthday.

It w on’t clog up your vacuum cleaner, o r bounce in the house, and

it’s not messy. D on’t you like it?"
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"I'm sorry, Leroy, but I'm afraid you can 't keep it. T hat w atch runs on
batteries, and batteries are expensive to replace. T ake it back and get
som ething th a t’s m ore econom ical."
"Mom, I bought this arm y rifle in place o f the w atch for m y birthday. It
w on’t clog up your vacuum cleaner, o r bounce in the house, it’s not messy, and
it d o esn ’t run on batteries. D on’t you like it?"
"I’m sorry, Leroy, but an arm y rifle m akes too m uch noise. T ake it back
and get som ething quieter."
"Mom, I bought this kitten for my birthday. It won’t clog up your vacuum
cleaner, it doesn’t bounce in the house, it isn’t messy, it doesn’t run on
b atteries, and it doesn’t m ake a lot of noise. D o n ’t you like it?"
"I’m sorry, Leroy, but cats clim b up furniture and scratch the upholstery.
T ake it back and get som ething w ithout claws."
"Mom, 1 didn’t spend my m oney for my birthday. I can ’t find anything
th at w on’t clog up your vacuum cleaner, that won’t bounce in the house, that
isn’t messy, that doesn’t run on batteries, th at doesn’t m ake a lot o f noise, and
that doesn’t have claws."
"Well, I know of som ething, Leroy. A nd here they aret"
"Surprise! Surprise! H appy birthday, Leroy!"
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"The W orst B irthday in the H istory of the W orld"
Last night 1 went to bed knowing that w hen I w oke u p this m orning it
was going to be my special day. But when m om cam e to wake m e up this
m orning, instead of singing me the "Happy Birthday" song, she told m e to
hurry and get dressed ’cause the alarm w ent off 30 m inutes late. I found my
blue sock but it didn’t m atch my red one, and the zipper o n my bluejeans got
stuck on the way up. My shirt that said "Champ" was in the dirty clothes, so I
had to w ear my b ro th e r’s shirt that said "Derrick" instead. My hair stuck up on
to p like two porcupine quills, and w hen I tried to fix it, I dropped my brush in
the toilet by m istake. My pet turtle clim bed out from his box and slid so far
u n d er the bed that 1 couldn’t reach him.
T h a t’s when I decided this was gonna be the worst birthday in the history
of the world.
A t breakfast, I thought Mom w ould have pancakes with raspberry syrup
and a candle on top, but we had cereal boxes instead. D errick got the box of
F rosted Flakes, and S am antha got the Sugar Crisp. I got the B ran Flakes.
G re at, I thought. T h at’s just great. A B ran Flakes birthday.
O n the school bus, I w anted to sit by H enry, but the only seat left was by
Shirley. I said I d idn’t w ant to talk, but Shirley talked anyway. I said it was
my birthday and she should let m e sit by the window, bu t she tuba-voiced the
birthday song instead.
I’m moving to Saudi A rabia w here they ride one-hum ped cam els to
school.
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I told my teacher it was my birthday, and I was getting a new 10-speed
bike, b u t she told m e her records show ed next m onth. I told h e r my m om was
going to bake m e a chocolate cake with straw berry filling and w hipped cream
and cherries on top, but she told m e to write about my creative thoughts for
hom ew ork. W hen the teacher asked m e to read the daily news from the
chalkboard, I scream ed out, "The daily news is...IT S MY B IR TH D A Y !" So
H enry got to be leader and Ashley got a smelly sticker for m aking a 100 on a
spelling test. I would have gotten a smelly sticker, bu t I left out a "p" on
hippopotam us. W ho cares how to spell hippopotam us w hen it’s your birthday?
I raced for the swing with the shortest chain, but Shirley got th ere first.
H enry and I played "jump the m ud puddle," but 1 missed. 1 w anted to get
picked for the orange soccer team , but I got picked for the gray on e instead. I
tried to show how far I could kick the ball and I d id -rig h t into the street. The
bus d id n ’t see it coming. 1 w onder if I’ll get a new ball for my birthday.
O n Friday’s everyone gets fried chicken and chocolate milk. All the a’s,
b’s, c’s, d ’s, e ’s, Ps, g’s, h’s, i’s, j’s, k’s, l’s, m ’s, n’s, o ’s, p’s, q ’s, r's, s’s, t’s, u’s v’s,
w’s, x’s, and y’s got drum sticks. But I’m a Z urick, with a Z , so I got a wing.
Because I’m allergic to chocolate milk, the cafeteria lady gave m e white. But
it was sour.
I’m not having a birthday next year. I’m erasing it from my birthday
certificate.
Mom picked us up after school in the car. I told D errick th at it was my
turn to ride up front and work the radio. H e said that I had my turn last
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w eek. D errick called m e a crybaby, and I told him I hoped his pants split the
next time he slid into base. Mom fussed at us for not acting m ore grown-up.
H ow can I act grown-up when I can ’t even have a birthday?
Mom drove us all to the doctor and the doctor said that I needed a
m easles shot. I told him that D errick and Sam antha needed one, too, but he
said they w ere all caught up on their shots. I told him I’d already had the
m easles, but he said that I’d had the chicken p o x

H e said to count to 3 and

the shot w ould all be over, but I counted backwards from 20 and I could still
feel it.
A t the d epartm ent store, D errick got a batm an costum e in a large size,
Sam antha got a black cat in a m edium , but the only costum e left in a small
was a ballerina. 1 told Mom I’d go as G odzilla or I’d go as nothing. Mom
said I’d have to wait a week.
I can’t w ait, a week, I said. Next week I’ll be in Saudi A rabia.
Mom said we could each get a Crackerjax. D errick’s C rackerjax had a
m ini-m arker, and Sam antha’s had a ninja turtle pin. In my C rackerjax there
was a b a rre tte with red hearts. I asked Sam antha to trade with m e and I’d be
her best friend forever. She told m e she liked pins b e tte r than b arrettes any
day.
For a dim e, D errick got 2 reds and 2 greens, and Sam antha got 3
oran g e’s, but I only got 1 and it was purple. I told S am antha if she’d trade
gums with m e, I’d spend my whole year’s allowance on h er C hristm as present.
She told m e she liked orange b e tter than purple anyday. F or h er next
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birthday, I’ll m ail her purple gum with a m atching purple b a rre tte from Saudi
A rabia.
Mom said we could o rd er anything at the restaurant, just so w e ate it.
D errick and S am antha ordered pepperoni pizza. 1 told the w aiter I w anted
ro tten cam el teeth, stuffed roach eggs, boiled snake brains, dried gorilla nails,
and m onkey spit to drink. Mom said that kind o f talk was totally uncalled for,
and that she’d give m e som e of her broccoli casserole. I inform ed everyone
that I would rath er die than eat broccoli casserole, and th at if I even sm elled it
I w ould vom it. The w aitress pointed m e to the bathroom w hen she brought
o u t the broccoli.
W hen we got hom e, it was all dark in the house. Suddenly, the door
o pened, and the lights popped on. All my friends, dressed in their H allow een
costum es, jum ped out from behind the furniture. "Surprise! Surprise! Happy
Birthday, Harry!"
You just never know how birthdays are gonna turn out. I’ll bet they
d o n ’t even have surprise parties in Saudi A rabia.
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"The Iguana G ot Loose at the B irthday Party"
"Henry, how was the birthday party at the am usem ent park?"
"Boring until the boy jum ped into the birthday cake."
"A boy jum ped into the birthday cake?"
"Yea, you see the balloon he was flying on got pecked by a pigeon."
"But a boy just doesn’t fly around on a balloon."
"He does if he needs to get off at the top of a ferris wheel."
"But why didn’t he just wait until his cart at the to p of the ferris wheel
reached the bottom ?"
"’C ause the o p erato r of the ferris wheel ran off."
"An o p erato r w ouldn’t just run off leaving a child stranded at the top."
"He would if he was being chased by an iguana."
"Oh, com e on. T here are no iguanas at the am usem ent park."
"Willy brought his p et iguana for everyone to see, and he gave it to
C harlie, who w anted to pet it, and it got loose."
"And 1 guess as soon as the iguana got loose it ran tow ard the ferris
wheel operator, who got scared and ran away, leaving the boy stranded at the
top, and the boy saw a balloon floating by and grabbed it. The balloon carried
the boy away until it was pecked by a pigeon over the birthday cake."
"Wrong. T he iguana first w andered tow ard the pigeons. T he pigeons got
excited and flew over the birthday cake. T h at’s w hen Willy threw the ice to
chase away the pigeons. But the ice missed the pigeons and landed on Louise,
and it m elted all down her hair."
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"W hat did Louise do?"
"She got m ad. ’C ause she thought Willy threw the ice at her. So she
threw it back."
"And the ice hit Willy?"
"No, Louise missed him, and it hit C harlie. The next thing th at happened
was everyone was throwing ice at C harlie, who ran tow ard the choo-choo train.
A nd w hen we used up all the ice we started throwing peanuts."
"Who finally stopped it?"
"The m usic m an, he started screaming."
"He was scream ing ’cause you were throwing peanuts?"
"Wrong. H e was scream ing ’cause his balloon got loose w hen his m onkey
ran away."
"But why would the music m an ’s m onkey run away?"
"The m onkey ran after the peanuts that landed on the choo-choo track."
"Gosh, that was dangerous. A m onkey on a train track?"
"No one got hurt in the accident."
"There was an accident?"
"Yea, the train ran off the track w hen it tried to stop for the monkey."
"I get it. T he m an was scream ing ’cause he lost his balloons and monkey.
T he m onkey that ran to the railroad track for the peanuts, the peanuts you
threw at the pigeons after you ran out of ice, the pigeons that tried to escape
from the iguana by flying over the birthday cake, the iguana that later
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w andered tow ard the ferris wheel operator, the o p e ra to r th at ra n off leaving
the boy stranded at the top."
"Exactly."
"Did Willy ever find his iguana?1'
"No, but guess w here the m onkey ran off to after the train crash."
"I haven’t the vaguest idea."
"To our car. Willy’s m om rushed us off in such a hurry th at we didn’t
even notice the m onkey until we got alm ost hom e. Willy lost the iguana, but
he gained a monkey."
"Well, it sure sounds like Willy had an exciting birthday party."
"Yea, and I was just w ondering, M om...for my next birthday, can we have
a party at the zoo?"

A PPE N D IX B
SA M PLE IN T E R V IE W G U ID E
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Interview Q uestions U sed for
"The W orst Birthday in the H istory of the World"

Characters
1.

W ho do you think was the m ost im portant person in the story?

2.

Is there anyone in the story you’d like to be?

3.

Tell me about Harry, the birthday boy.

4.

H ow old do you suppose Harry, the birthday boy, is?

5.

How do you suppose H arry felt when bad things kept happening
to him during the story? How do you suppose H arry felt at the
end when he arrived hom e and his D ad greeted him?

6.

W ould you have liked being H arry in the story? W hy o r why not?

7.

How do you suppose H arry really felt about his sister and brother?
His m other?

His father?

E v en ts/P lo t
8.

W hat do you think was the m ost im portant thing that happened in
the story?

9.

W hat w ere som e funny things that happened to Harry, the
birthday boy?

10.

D oes the ending surprise you? Why or why not?

Filling In G aps
11.

Why do you suppose the w aiter pointed H arry to the bathroom
w hen she brought ou t the broccoli?

12.

D o you suppose that H arry still wants to move to Saudi A rabia at
the end of the story?
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Lesson
13.

D o you think there is a lesson to b e learn ed from this story?
W hat do you think it is?

R e a l/ M ake-Believe
14.

D o you think this story was real o r m ake-believe? D o you think
these things could really have happened? H ow do you know?

V IT A
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